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Preface
Since the late 1990s there has been a debate raging over the differences between a
traveler and tourist. ‘Raging’ is perhaps a strong use of language but many have made
an effort to prove that they are not a tourist, that they are somehow a traveler and as a
result they hold a higher principled approach to their journeys. Tourists are bad, they do
not seek adventure, they do not appreciate the people or places they visit, they do not
try the food of where they travel, they take the easiest approach to get in and out of a
foreign land. Travelers, on the other hand, seek out adventure, journey off the beaten
path and attempt a connection with the locals.
I had once thought myself more a traveler than a tourist. When my wife and I
planned to visit northern China in late 2002 I sought out reading that would help me
make that distinction. Of course, like so many others, I ended up reading the Travels of
Marco Polo. Reading of Polo’s adventures presented to me a world of travel that I could
never have hoped to participate in. What it did provide me with was a view of what
travel really was and it wakened my desire to explore more of travelers from the past.
This lead me, over the years, to delve into others, Ibn Battuta, Xuanzang, Ludovico
Varthema, and so many more that I have spent more time than is probably reasonable
researching and then writing of these people and their adventures.
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Through my years of reading I have come to one conclusion, the Traveler has
departed, is no longer to be found. We are all, despite some of our efforts, Tourists. I
have established two criteria which determines if one is a Traveler or a Tourist. If you
have your return home established with a ticket or a date, you are a tourist. If you
return home with the clothes in which you departed, you are a tourist. We would be
hard pressed to find a modern Traveler/Tourist who could avoid these two
circumstances. We must admit it, we are all Tourists.
But we can still Travel through the eyes of those who were Travelers and gain
insight to their experiences. The following two hundred pages attempts to provide an
introduction to and an idea of what Travel really was.
There is much that is wrong with this book. First it could use a good editor, there
are elements of style, spelling of names from various languages and use of quotations,
all of which I am sure are deficient. I make no apologies, this has been a solo effort and
some of my skills are lacking.
Second, what is missing is my perspective, ‘I saw’, ‘I did’, ‘I travelled’. I had
hoped this would have been more of a travelogue of place and time of which I would
have played a greater part. But my time for travel is limited, I have had to rely on the
sources available and rarely have I been to any of these places. Unfortunately the work
has come across a blend of arm chair travel and a work of amateur academics, again I
make no apologies.
What I do apologize for is the lack of maps and illustrations that I, as a reader of
histories, would greatly appreciate.

Perhaps someday, if I can find the time, I will

update and present a new edition.
So this story is raw and flawed but I hope that it provides the reader with a
balance of knowledge and entertainment.

Andy Hodgins
Toronto, Aug 2018
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Laying the Map
Marco Polo
We all know the story of Marco Polo. Sometime, many years ago, the Italian plunged
into the barren wastes of Asia and discovered China. He returned with wealth, tales of
wonder and a noodle recipe. Yet much of what we know of Polo is untrue or skirts the
boundary of credibility, except of course for the noodle recipe. Polo‟s journey from
Europe to China and back has made him the iconic figure of travel that has inspired us
for generations. On my two week vacation to China, in 2003, I carried with me a copy of
his Travels and apparently Columbus, when he stumbled upon the Americas, carried
one as well. Columbus had set off in search of China but made it no further than the
Caribbean, I succeeded where he failed. The story of Polo's travels and adventures to
the east has captured the popular imagination and we would be hard pressed to find
someone who was not aware of his name and what he had accomplished. As children
we are left with a game for swimming pools which we call Marco Polo but for which I
can find no connection to the traveler.

Books have been written over the years

analyzing and criticizing his travels, translations are redone every few decades and
travelers, more enterprising than I, have managed to travel in his path whether in whole
or in part. There has been a dramatic TV series made of his travels and hotels, streets
and even a goat has been named after the man.
Much has been made of Marco's journey to Asia with his father and Uncle. A
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cycling enthusiast, Brady Fotheringham, inspired by Polo's travels rode from Beijing,
through western China and into India via Afghanistan and Pakistan, hardly the route that
Polo took, but he managed to provide us with On the Trail of Marco Polo a story of his
journey. The Marco Polo Odyssey: In the Footsteps of a Merchant who Changed the
World took Harry Rutstein the entire length of Polo‟s land journey and he gave a highly
detailed account of his jaunt. Christopher Beckwith in his valuable Empires of the Silk
Road wrote that Polo's influence 'was ultimately responsible for stimulating European
sailors to try and find a direct route to the Orient.'
The story of Marco Polo is quite remarkable. From the thirteenth century trading
empire of Venice, the Polos had established their place as merchants of precious
stones that extended beyond Venice to the Crimea. In 1253 Niccolo, the father of our
famed traveler, and his uncle Maffeo departed Venice for Constantinople where they
remained for six years conducting their trade in precious stones which eventually took
them to Soldaia, the Sudak of the modern Crimea. In both Constantinople and Soldaia,
they encountered traders from further east who provided them with the knowledge of
the opportunities that lay in that direction. The story goes that they had never intended
to continue their travels, but through a series of unplanned events they were unable to
backtrack and in time they found themselves in China, meeting with the Khan of the
Mongol empire, Kublai. The Khan asked them to return to Europe and bring to him one
hundred men of learning, missionaries who could instruct the Mongols in the ways of
the Christian faith.
They returned to Venice in 1269 and Niccolo for the first time met his son Marco,
whose mother had passed away during his father‟s absence. A couple of years later
Niccolo and Maffeo packed up the seventeen year old Marco and headed back to Asia.
The church had a bit of a problem coming up with the one hundred men of learning but
they scraped up two Dominicans friars who bailed on the enterprise when the going got
a little tough in Syria, but the three Polos tarried on, determined to return to the land of
the Mongols. They headed south to Hormuz on the Persian Gulf with the intention of
sailing for India, however when they saw the state of the ships that plied the Indian
Ocean they decided they were better suited for land travel.
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Returning north they traveled through central Asia, Afghanistan and the other Stans of
the former Soviet Republics by camel and horse.

They joined large caravans of

merchants led by men who knew the road and what to expect as they passed from
kingdom to kingdom, town to town. They crossed the Pamir Mountains in fifty two days,
and the Taklamakan desert where temperatures could vary, within a day, by as much as
sixty eight degrees Fahrenheit. It took them three and a half years to reach China, but
they arrived at Karakorum, the fabled Xanadu, the summer palace of the Mongols. The
Khan recognized the elder Polos and made comment that Marco assuredly had great
prospects. Marco, an observant young man, provided the Khan with information from
his travels thus earning favor and employment in the service of the emperor. If we can
believe the writings of Polo, for seventeen years he served the Khan well going to
various regions of the empire, serving as the governor of Yang-chau, perhaps as a tax
collector in the south, in Yunnan, or as a diplomat to Champa or Southern Cochin in
China. He tells us that he, his father and uncle were kind enough to offer their skills in
the construction of mangonels and trebuchets, medieval artillery, to the Khan, which
were put to devastating effect upon a recalcitrant city of South China.
But as the Khan aged the Polos realized that his demise was inevitable and they
sought a means to leave China and return home. Although they undoubtedly missed
Venice they knew that successions in these dynasties were not always peaceful and
those in the service of one contender or another were often subject to indiscriminate
violence. The opportunity came when the ruling Mongol Khan of Persia needed a new
wife and only one of pure Mongol blood would do. The Polos were accepted as escorts
for the seventeen year old Cocachin, to take her and her entourage by ship through the
Indian seas to Persia. More trusting of Chinese ships than they were of those from the
Persian Gulf they boarded with six hundred others for the Persian Gulf and the western
Khanate.

By the time they reached Cocachin's destination all but eight of the

passengers perished on the voyage, of course Cocachin and the Polos were four of the
eight. After depositing their charge the three continued to the Red Sea, north to Antioch
and Damascus to the Black Sea and sailed home to Venice, where the story goes, the
three arrived and had to convince their families that they really were the Polos.
Polo was a merchant and observed the trade and industry that took place in the
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Eastern lands in which he travelled and lived for twenty four years.

He wrote of

turquoises, steel and ondanique of Kerman; Musk, a pleasant odor that is harvested
from a gland sack of a deer in China; he writes of ginger and silk of China, cinnamon
and coral that came to his attention via Tibet, and of black pepper, nutmegs, spikenard,
galingale, cubebs and cloves from the lands of India. And from Sri Lanka, rubies,
sapphires, topazes and amethysts. From India the diamonds that would draw European
traders in later centuries.
He has left us some notes on the culture and living conditions of the people he
encountered, that the Mongols lived in yurts, circular houses covered with felts that
could be dismantled and moved as they followed their herds. He was keen to point out
marriage and sexual practices of the people along his route, how travelers could often
bed with the women of a village with their husbands willingly, even happily, leaving until
the traveler moved on. He gave details on the number of wives that a man could take.
Of the Mongols, he told us that they 'are Idolaters, are fat folks with little noses and
black hair, and no beard, except a few hairs on the upper lip. The women too have very
smooth and white skins, and in every respect are pretty creatures.' The food did not go
without notice and he wrote of kumis, an alcoholic drink made from the milk of mares
and of wine 'which they brew of rice with a quantity of excellent spice, in such fashion
that it makes better drink than any other kind of wine; it is not only good, but clear and
pleasing to the eye. And being very hot stuff, it makes one drunk sooner than any other
wine.'
He encountered the Christians in the east, not real Christians mind you, but
Nestorians who had been expelled from the church in the fourth century and had taken
their beliefs eastward to prosper in a land beyond the Catholic and Orthodox churches
which saw them as heretics. The Mongols themselves practiced a mixture their pagan
religion with the imported additions of Buddhism, Christianity, Islam and on occasion
Judaism.
We get glimpses of a large part of the world beyond Europe at the time of his
travels. He mentions, and in some cases go into details, of Armenia, Georgia, Persia
and areas of Central Asia. In China he talks of the north, under the power of the
Mongols, and the south which would hold out for a few more years. Japan gets a notice
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as do the borderlands of Sechuan, Yunan and Tibet. On his return to Europe Polo
passed by and some cases visited Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos, Burma, Bengal and Sri
Lanka. He gave details of the Indonesian Archipelago, Sumatra and Java and gave
some very interesting notes on the Malabar Coast of India and the origin of pepper. He
provided some details on the Arabian coast and the Red Sea but afterwards he found
lands familiar to his countryman and his story ends.
Polo's early biographer Rustichello (quoted from Laurence Bergreen) noted that
'Marco observed more of this part of the world than any other man, because he traveled
more widely in these outlandish regions than any man who was ever born, and also
because he gave his mind more intently to observing them.'

His keen sense of

observation has given us an account of the far-east and the roads to it during the reign
of Kublai Khan. He has also given us an account of a traveler in the thirteenth century,
the conditions, dangers and encounters that any traveler, for Polo was not the only one,
would have experienced. But all this would have been lost had it not been for Polo's
capture by the Genoese.
Venice and Genoa had been commercial rivals for centuries and on occasion this
rivalry would descend into war. Such was the case in 1298 when Polo commanded a
ship of war that encountered the Genoese in a major battle off the Dalmatian coast of
the Adriatic. Polo did not fare well as a commander and was captured, along with seven
thousand others, taken to Genoa and held as a prisoner. It took almost a year for the
Genoese and Venetians to make arrangements to free these men and during that time
the prisoners were left to their own devices in which to entertain themselves. Polo drew
attention to himself by his stories of wonders and riches that he had encountered while
traveling in the east.

In the presence of his story telling was a Pisan, the above

mentioned Rustichello, a writer of medieval romances who had the idea of working with
Polo and recording the details of his travels. And as a result we have with us the
Travels of Marco Polo.
There has been doubt over the years about the veracity of what Marco Polo has
left us. The book, in his own time, has been referred to as the Book of a Million Lies, in
reference to his nickname Il Millione and the wealth he had accumulated.

Later

reviewers considered that he failed to mention the Great Wall of China, or tea, things
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that would seem ubiquitous to anyone who traveled throughout China. In recent times a
book has been published by Frances Wood, Did Marco Polo Really Go To China?
Perhaps, these theories suggest, Polo did travel east, as far as Baghdad, from where
he gleaned from other traders information of what lay further afield in the land of China
and from that he made the story his own placing himself front and center. Others have
done it, The Travels of John Mandeville in the fourteenth century are considered to be a
fabrication. Who was to know, Polo's fellow prisoners were unlikely to have traveled
further east and if they had they did not refute him. The thirteenth century Venetian fact
checkers had no sources to draw upon in order to verify Polo so his story was taken for
it was, a wonder to many and a lie to others.
It's pretty much accepted today that Polo did manage a grand trip to China
although he may have played with the details a bit.

The English compiler and

biographer of Polo, Henry Yule, cast doubt on one of the instances of Polo's information.
When the Polos so considerately offered to assist the Mongols by building mangonels
and trebuchets to help the them subdue the city of Xiangyang in southern China it turns
out that they were unlikely present for the siege for Yule relates that the siege had been
completed in 1273 and the Polos did not arrive in China until 1274 a year and a half
after the fall of the city.
If Yule's information is valid and we do assume that Polo made it to China, this
instance tells us something of Polo's ego in that he wished perhaps to up-play his
importance. Biographers and researchers have come up with some information on Polo
during his later years in Venice, he was somewhat litigious and became embroiled in
some disputes over money. He was the commander, perhaps in name only, of a war
galley, something that indicates the man had an ego, one that would lead him to
embellish his story. Beyond this information we have little.
That people were willing to leave the familiarity and relative safety of their homes
to see another part of the world had of course been happening for centuries and slowly,
over the course of time, lands became more familiar as news returned from these
faraway places. We will review the connecting of these lands and the people, mostly
men, who had the opportunity to have their experiences recorded and left to us. There
were others who made these great journeys, women included, but their experiences are
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lost and we are left with those of Marco Polo, Ibn Battuta, Xuanzang and many others
who can paint for us a clear picture of the life of travel centuries before it had been
made easy and safe for us.
Eastern Mediterranean
For millennia Mediterranean eyes have been looking east although our information of
where travel first occurred has been obscured by time. In the second half of the third
millennium BCE the Egyptians were sending ships off to the Land of Punt. Now we're
not really sure where the Land of Punt is, it is assumed to be on the Red Sea coast of
modern Somalia, called Puntland, but it could have been to the coasts of Arabia, further
south on the Indian Ocean coast of Africa or perhaps, it has been suggested, as far as
India. It is most likely someplace on the coast of Africa for these trips became rather
frequent, they seem to have occurred every few hundred years, and when in fifteen
hundred BCE Queen Hatshepsut sent a fleet of five vessels south on the Red Sea they
returned with ivory, ebony, gold, cinnamon and animals including baboons, leopards and
giraffes, most of which are from African trade goods.
After this the Egyptians seemed to have disappeared from the waters of the Red
Sea and Indian Ocean but two other Mediterranean players appeared on the scene by
one thousand BCE. The biblical Book of Kings reveal that the Jewish King Solomon
sent a fleet of ships south on the Red Sea to the land of Ophir, again we do not know
where this is but it could have been as far as India for the goods they returned with were
the products of that land, gold, silver, jewels, ivory and peacocks. Every three years
they made the trip which would account for the time required to sail to India and back.
They sailed in ships manned by another Mediterranean power, the Phoenicians who are
famous for having sailed and settled the shores of the Mediterranean Sea and beyond
the Pillars of Hercules north to Cornwall in England and south along the West African
coast. There is a story, not to be easily discounted, that they circumnavigated Africa in
the sixth century BCE. But they were active, and knowledgeable, on the Red Sea which
is why Solomon choose to rely on them. We hear sporadically of Phoenician activity,
both mercantile and militarily on the Red Sea and also on the Persian Gulf up to the
time of Alexander.
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Alexander of Macedonia and the Romans
When Alexander swept through Greece and the eastern Mediterranean and on to Persia
with his ragtag bunch of Macedonians, Greeks and mercenaries he had bigger things in
mind and pushed on to India making his way as far as the Indus River. He would have
continued except his army had collected sufficient booty and longed for home forcing
him to halt his progress. He trekked his way back to Persia where he died leaving plans
to further navigate the Indian Ocean unfulfilled. His short lived empire soon fell into
squabbling kingdoms run by his Greek Generals in Persia, Egypt and Greece.
The lasting effect of Alexander's efforts were the colonies of Greeks, Phoenicians
and others left on the shores of the Persian Gulf, the Arabian Peninsula, the Red Sea
and the Island of Socotra. These colonies on the Indian Ocean and its tributaries
maintained their Greek culture and language for centuries and became the main conduit
for goods traveling between India and the rising Mediterranean power of Rome.
Traders from various lands brought the goods of India to the south coast of Arabia or
Socotra where they were transferred, often to Greek ships which would take them up
the Red Sea to a port, Berenice or Myos Hormus. These goods would then travel
overland to the Nile and downriver to another of Alexander's lasting accomplishments,
Alexandria on the Mediterranean coast.

Alexandria served as the entrepot for the

distribution of goods throughout the inland sea from the time of Rome to the Portuguese
capturing these markets at the turn of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. This trade
so much attracted Rome that they decided to include the Egyptian middleman, the
Greek Ptolemies, in their empire giving us the romance of Antony and Cleopatra in the
latter half of the first century BCE.
Absorbing the Nile and Red Sea coast into its empire gave Rome direct access
to the Kingdoms of India with whom embassies were exchanged. A military presence
was established on the Red Sea and the south of the Arabian Peninsula, individuals
apparently settled in faraway India. The resulting traffic of goods between India and
Rome became so great that there were complaints of millions of their sesterces, the
Roman currency of the time, were being sent abroad to furnish the kingdom with spices
such as pepper and cinnamon, and aromatics such as frankincense and myrrh.
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The Periplus of the Eurythrean Sea
About fifty years on either side of the start of the common era there was a document
written by an unknown author which laid out the route from the Egyptian Red Sea coast
to the west coast of India. It was written by a mariner, perhaps a Roman citizen of
Greek origin residing on the Red Sea who had made the trip to India and was aware of
the route and the ports along the way and the goods that were to be traded at each
stop.

We know this document as the Periplus of the Eurythrean Sea and it was

important for the Romans, as it is for the modern historian, as it details the direct route
from the mouth of the Red Sea to the coast of India.

Previous sailings had been

coasting voyages in which vessels hugged the shore staying within sight of land and
stopping in at ports for trade, water and other supplies. This discovery, probably made
a few hundred years previous by a certain Hippalus, allowed ships to set course at the
mouth of the Red Sea, catch the monsoon winds, and sail direct to India without the
need to stop at these ports along the way. This cut out a number of the middlemen
which lowered prices in Rome and led to increased sailings from the Red Sea port of
Berenice. About twenty ships sailed annually from the port prior to the discovery of the
direct sea route, afterwards this increased to one hundred and twenty ships.
In 117 CE the Romans became so obsessed with access to the Indian Ocean
that they waged war on the Parthians of Persia and marched all the way to the head of
the Persian Gulf where the emperor Trajan lamented that he could not continue to India.
Thomas the Apostle may have used this route when he journeyed to India in 53 CE to
convert the Jews and others of the Malabar Coast. He never returned and apparently
died accidentally near Chanai on the Indian East Coast. The Christians of St Thomas
remained active until the arrival of the Portuguese when Catholicism took the lead.
Indian Ocean
Through the centuries from the third BCE to the fourth CE the waters of the Indian
Ocean was a hive of little ships from Egypt competing with the Nabataeans from the
north east coast of the Red Sea and the Sabaeans of the Hadhramaut or the coast of
Yemen. The Auxumites of modern Eritrea took part as did the Byzantines after the fall
of Rome, and by the eighth century the Arabs and Persians came upon the scene.
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The ninth century is considered the Golden Age of Arab seafaring as the focus
drifted from the Red Sea to the Persian Gulf from where we have tales and stories of
travel to distant shores. We have the stories of Sinbad the Sailor a wealthy merchant of
Baghdad who, out of boredom, sailed the seas in search of trade and adventure. The
seven voyages of Sinbad present us with some fantastical adventures, he was a
castaway on a giant fish and given up for dead; he was abandoned on an island where
he encountered the giant Rukh bird, large enough to carry off elephants as food for their
young, one of which he rode to freedom to a valley of snakes and diamonds. A storm
caste him on an island of apes which devoured the survivors, some of his crew escaped
only to be devoured by a giant snake. Married in a strange land after another shipwreck
he was caste in a cave with the corpse of his wife as was the local custom. In Serandib,
the land we know as Sri Lanka, he was again shipwrecked but became a favorite of the
local king and returned to Baghdad as an ambassador to the Kalif. On his return to
Serandib he was captured by pirates and sold into slavery. In most cases Sinbad was
the only survivor of his voyage and one would expect after two or three of these
adventures, word would have gotten out that it was not safe to travel with this guy. The
benefit of being a sole survivor is that no one can spread rumors of your disasters. After
each voyage and despite the loss of men and merchandise, Sinbad always managed to
return to Baghdad as wealthy as when he left it. It was not long before he was seized
with the desire to travel to lands unknown so he would put his wealth into merchandise,
a ship and crew, and set out again on the sea.
Also from this era we have The Book of the Wonders of India, a series of tales
compiled by a certain captain Buzurg. While somewhat more sober than the tales of
Sinbad it does contain much is that fantastical, there is the same story of the giant Rukh
bird, giant serpents who could eat elephants, lobsters large enough to hold the anchor
of a ship and gold digging ants. But these tales are told with a degree of disbelief, the
author does not claim that they are fact but only relates the tales that others have
returned with. Captain Buzurg collected these stories from the Persian Gulf port of
Siraf. While waiting for the favorable winds that would take them to distant ports, the
captains, or Nakhodas, sailors, merchants and ship owners would meet in the coffee
houses, discuss business and tell tales, true or otherwise, of their adventures abroad.
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He names some of his cronies, Huhammad al-Hasan, Muhhamad Babishad,
Ismailawayh, Abu al-Zahr al-Barkhati and others. There were valid stories, those of
whales swimming in the wake of a ship and ramming it, tales of cannibals and slaving
on the African coast. People sailed the seas of the Indian Ocean and beyond, there
was the man from Cadiz, in Spain, and there was the Jew in China. The goods of trade
are discussed, pearls, gold, ambergris, cotton, diamonds and frankincense.
It was from the port of Siraf that the large ships sailed, to the Red Sea, the coast
of Africa at least as far as Madagascar, the Indian coasts, Serandib, Champa and as far
as China. The goods of these lands were brought to Siraf and transferred to smaller
ships that could navigate their way to the port of Basrah, which was difficult for the
larger sea going vessels. It is clear that sailing to China was known but considered
rare, Buzurg wrote of one merchant who 'went to China seven times. Only adventurous
men had made this voyage before. No one had done it without an accident. If a man
reached China without dying on the way, it was already a miracle. Returning safe and
sound was unheard of. I have never heard tell of anyone, except him, who had made
the two voyages there and back without mishap.' This is perhaps a bit overstated as the
Arabs, Persians and others, Muslim, Christian, Jew and Zoroastrian had formed a
community in the south of China from where they conducted their trade and were given
permission from the Chinese to govern according to their own laws.
The first overriding theme of the stories of Sinbad and Buzurg is that of trade to
distant lands, what goods can be traded with who and what kind of profits, perhaps
fantastic in these stories, can be hoped for. The second theme is that of the perils faced
by those travelling the seas, storms seem to be the greatest threat, while those of being
castaway, attacked by pirates or animals and the fear of not returning home are ever
present.
There is also the travels of Sulayman the Merchant from Basrah who has
provided an account of the ports and trade that took place throughout the Indian Ocean
through to China, no tales or adventures, only the dry details of trade. This period, the
ninth and tenth centuries, are replete with Arab contributions to geography and
navigation and provide us today with insight to life and activity of ocean travel of that
period. Their names crop up like the Greek philosophers and historians of the west, Ibn
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Khordadbeh, al Masudi, al Maqdisi, ibn al Faqih, ibn Rustah and al Istakhri, much of
which is inaccessible to the English reader. It was these Arabs and their descendants
who sailed the Indian Ocean in a vast market of silks, gold, pepper, horses and people
which traded in relative peace and security until the arrival of the Europeans around the
Cape of Good Hope late in the fifteenth century.
The Indians were there as well trading alongside the Arabs, Persians, Egyptian
Greeks and the Axumites. The problem that we have with the Indians is that they had a
habit of not writing about the mundane facts of daily lives so we have no grand
geographies or histories, no reports that tell us about the trade winds or the ports at
which people trade and no great tales of travel such as Sinbad the Sailor, Captain
Buzurg or Marco Polo. We do have their epics, the Mahabarata, the Ramayana, the
Jataka Tales and other sources which, if one is willing to sift through the volumes of
Indian classics, we can glimpse bits and pieces of the travelling life throughout the ages.
Indians have been sending their teak wood through the Persian Gulf to Babylon
as early as the 3rd millennium BCE. We don't know exactly how the teak wood got
there but it is assumed that Indians of the Indus River Harrapan civilization took it to
Dilmun Island, modern Bahrain, where it was trans-shipped to the head of the Gulf and
upriver to Babylon. This trade was probably irregular and it was not until the sixth
century BCE that we get a hint of regular traffic to Babylonia although it probably
occurred earlier. One Indian figure we know from this age is that of Prince Vijaya who in
the sixth century BCE left his home, probably in the Bengal and settled, with his seven
hundred followers and their families in Sri Lanka. Prince Vijaya maintained links with
the homeland as did his descendants who brought Buddhism to the island in the third
and second centuries BCE. From this time on Sri Lanka, or the Serandib of the Arabs,
became the entrepot of goods travelling from the Bay of Bengal through to the Persian
Gulf and Red Sea. Sri Lankans and Indians travelled to these distant ports and to
support the trade sent diplomatic missions to Rome in the two centuries surrounding the
birth of Christianity.
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Southeast Asia
But it was to the east that Indian travel and trade made its greatest impact. Again we
have no accounts of great travelers and at best we are able to get names, the places
they travelled from and to and perhaps a vague idea of when they travelled. Indian
Buddhists had made their way to the Bengal in the five hundred years BCE and from
thereon traveled either by sea or by land to the Malay Peninsula and the islands of
Southeast Asia. At some point prior to the beginning of the Christian era, some intrepid
Hippalus set sail from the coast of India, probably the eastern Kalinga Empire,
bypassing the Bengali coast, direct across the Bay of Bengal to the island of Sumatra.
Once this direct sailing on the Monsoons became common knowledge amongst
seafarers Java, Borneo and the coast of Vietnam and Cambodia were but a short hop
across the Javan Sea.
There was never a huge influx of Indians into the lands of Southeast Asia but the
few who came implanted their religious, trade and political influence throughout the
region. George Coedes explained in his Indianized States of Southeast Asia how a few
arrivals, starting in the first centuries of the common era, brought Buddhism, values of
kingship, along with trade with India and significantly transformed the region such that
towns of any size became culturally Indian.

Kaundinya came to Funan, modern

Cambodia, around the first century CE and established himself as ruler, but we don‟t
know whether he came from India or the Malay Peninsula, in fact we‟re not even sure
he was a real figure and this mythical figure offers little help except to point out the
Indian influence in the area.
Ports sprang up throughout these lands inviting traders and others to bring their
goods and ideas which were absorbed and passed on.

These ports served for

centuries as the spot in which worlds of the west; India, Arabia and the Mediterranean,
met with the world of China. Funan of modern Cambodia was the port of the first
century CE and Champa of modern Vietnam came to the fore in the second and third
centuries. It was at these ports that the goods of the west, and their traders arrived
before they were passed on to China. By the seventh century the focal point shifted
west to the maritime bottleneck of the Straits of Malacca. Srivijaya, and its capital of
Palembang on Sumatra could control the movement of goods through this Strait as well
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as the Sunda Strait further south. Few travelers could bypass the power of Srivijaya
and Palembang became the center for travelers on the South Seas. Influence shifted
south to Java and the Majapahit Empire came to control the trade which passed to the
port of Malacca, on the Malay Peninsula in the fifteenth century. All of this passed into
the hands of the Europeans; Portuguese, Dutch and English, early in the sixteenth
century and was not relinquished until the twentieth century. We get information of
these areas, not from local travelers but of outsiders who passed by. Fa Hsien dropped
by the fourth century and I Ching in the seventh. Marco Polo, Ibn Battuta and Odoric of
Pordorone gave us some insight in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.
China
From the Islands and coasts of South East Asia merchants travelled north to the south
coast of China.

Prior to the common era they came, occasionally, in small ships

hugging the coast of Vietnam to the ports of Canton. In the first century CE, trade took
place with the Chinese waiting for the arrival of western goods.

The Chinese

themselves were not keen sea goers and did not hold these traveling traders with high
regard but allowed them to bring their goods to China.
The Chinese view of trade and seafaring was slow to change and, over the
centuries, had many setbacks. The third century Southern Wu kingdom was confined to
the coast and cut off from the goods of northern China and central Asia so they had to
look to the Southeast Asian Seas for items of trade. By the fifth century they started to
look outward and ventured overseas some settling throughout the islands and on the
Malay Peninsula. Buddhism had an influence and Chinese monks traveled to India
providing us with accounts of their travels and much of the information we have on
these seas. We have already mentioned Fa Hsien in the fifth as well as I Ching in the
seventh. The latter first went to the Buddhist center Srivijaya to study Sanskrit before
moving on to India. Returning from India, ten years later, he spent another four years in
Srivijaya translating texts into Chinese. They were not the only ones to travel to India or
the islands for study of Buddhism.
These Buddhists and traders sailed to and from China not on Chinese ships but
vessels crewed and owned by Malays, Arabs and others.
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Chinese trade was still in the hands of foreigners and these foreigners came to settle in
China in large numbers. In 758 the Persians, Arabs and others resident in Canton were
aggrieved with corruption and conditions which they encountered and managed to loot,
pillage and burn the port, fleeing for home in their ships without retribution. Trade
conditions apparently improved for one hundred and twenty years later when China was
in turmoil and overrun with rebels and bandits, the foreign community was massacred.
One hundred thousand and more of Jews, Christians, Moslems and Majians were killed,
in one instance, by a rebel commander. An exaggeration perhaps but a suggestion that
foreigners had settled in large communities. In times of such turmoil trade would shift to
the ports of Southeast Asia, Srivijaya at this time, and goods would be transshipped to
China, the traders returning home.
It wasn't until 960 that China was again united and could again look overseas.
During the Song era the Chinese became fully engaged with ventures on the seas,
trade increased, more Chinese ventured to and settled in foreign lands and they
travelled in Chinese built and operated ships. The increase in trade brought the Malays,
Arabs and Persians to China in greater numbers. By 1126 as the founders of the Yuan
dynasty, the Mongols, pressed from the north, the Song found themselves hemmed in
against the southern seas and increased their focus on the lands of South East Asia,
India and beyond. By 1278 the Yuan had replaced the Song throughout China but they
too looked outwards continuing the open trade of their predecessors. It was during
these times that Chinese ships, noticed by both Marco Polo and Ibn Battuta, travelled to
India but did not tend to venture further.
Much of the relative openness that took place under the leadership of the Tang,
Song and Yuan dynasties over the previous 1200 years came to an abrupt end as the
Ming reversed course and closed their doors in the fifteenth century.

Trade was

prohibited and travel by Chinese abroad was forbidden. This moderated the activities of
the Chinese coastal communities who turned to illegal travel, smuggling and even
piracy. Traders fled China and expended their energies westward to a more welcoming
environment. It was during this time that the ships of China no longer arrived on the
coasts of India.
During the Ming dynasty of the early fifteenth century there was a glaring
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exception to this ban on travel. Starting in 1405 a series of seven expeditions under the
command of the Chinese Muslim Eunuch, Zheng He, sailed south and west past Annam
(Vietnam), Funan, throughout the Straits of Malacca, touching in at Java, Sumatra and
the Malay Peninsula. They came to the Indian ports of Cochin and Calicut on to Aden
and the Red Sea to the port of Medina, where some of the Moslem crew and
passengers had the opportunity to make that pilgrimage to Mecca as did Zheng He.
They made their way south on the coast of Africa, to Somalia, south to Malindi in
modern Kenya and perhaps even to the island of Madagascar.
But as quick as these voyages materialized, they disappeared. The cost was
enormous and the ability of China to support their requirements proved too great. After
the death of the emperor Yongle and his free spending ways, which extended beyond
the treasure ships, the voyages were brought to an end by a more fiscally conservative
emperor. A final voyage was dispatched in 1431 returning diplomatic missions to their
countries and to bring the Chinese who had been left overseas home. China then again
turned in on itself and discouraged travel. Louise Levathes tells us that by 1500 large
ships were outlawed, existing ships destroyed and the Chinese Navy disappeared.
Within decades the Europeans had rounded Africa and were making their way through
the Indies, the Indonesian Archipelago and eventually to China.

It takes little to

speculate on the possible historical outcome had the Chinese maintained their navy and
shipbuilding abilities and met the Portuguese in the Indian Ocean.
The Chinese in Central Asia
It was not the southern seas but to the north and west that has occupied most of the
attention of the Chinese over the past two millennia. While trade goods from Central
Asia and beyond were of interest in the early years of the Ming dynasty, the first two
centuries prior to the modern era, it was security that was the primary concern. Chinese
civilization had expanded and encroached upon the lands of nomadic tribes who ruled
the steppes of central Asia. These tribes fought and raided the Chinese to prevent
further encroachment but also to pillage the food and goods in the possession of the
Chinese settlers and carried by merchants along paths of the famous Silk Road. This
became a concern for the security of the settlers in the new territories and at times for
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the health of the empire.
The Xiongnu people were such a concern that the Chinese organized an
expedition to ally themselves with the Yuechi who had settled in the Ferghana valley of
Badakhshan of modern Afghanistan. They sent Zhang Qian with one hundred men,
across hostile territory to propose this alliance. He was captured and spent ten years
amongst the Xiongnu as a slave, marrying and fathering a child. He did escape with
some of his men, wife and child and made it to the Yuechi, who by this time were really
not interested in forming an alliance with the Chinese. On his return to China, empty
handed, Zhang Qian was again captured by the Xiongnu. He eventually managed to
return to China with one of his men, his wife and child.
Contact between the Chinese and the Yuechi continued sometimes in alliance
and at times in conflict. When the Chinese request for some of the larger, more battle
worthy horses of the Ferghana valley was refused, China sent an army to force
acquiescence and a military presence was established in Central Asia. It was from
Central Asia that an envoy was sent further west in hopes of establishing contact with
the far western power of Da Qian or what we know as Rome. In 97 CE Gan Ying was
sent to the Mediterranean and made it perhaps as far as the Black Sea, or the Persian
Gulf, the geography is vague. Luce Boulnois relates the reason he turned back for he
was told 'the sea is vast and great; with favorable winds it is possible to cross within
three months, but if you meet slow winds, it may take you two years. It is for this reason
that those who go to sea take on board a supply of three years' provisions. There is
something in the sea which is apt to make a man homesick, and several have thus lost
their lives.' It has been assumed that he was told this by the merchants of Central Asia
who, as middlemen, had no interest in the Chinese and Romans linking up. Having
found the perfect excuse, Gan Ying returned to Central Asia without reaching his
objective.
The horses of the Yuechi and others began to move along the routes of Central
Asia into China as did grain and cloth while in the other direction was the ubiquitous silk
and jade. The cities of trade were strung like a necklace across the land, Kashgar,
Balk, and Samarkand linked by caravans of camels, horses and those on foot. The
Sogdians, centered in Samarkand, became the merchants who moved these goods
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along the routes establishing communities from the Crimea to China, their now extinct
Sogdian language served as the means of trade communication.

By the seventh

century Persians, Arabs, Indians, Sogdians and perhaps the occasional wayward
European, plied these routes all the way to Changan, modern Xian. It was in these
centers that traders and diplomats came into contact with the local people who passed
on their cultures and religions. Changan was, during the Tang centuries (seventh to
tenth centuries), the largest and most cosmopolitan city in the world.
Over the centuries all of the religions of the old world passed along this Road of
Silk and through Changan, Hindus from India passed this way, as did Jews from
Baghdad and the middle east, Nestorian Christians fleeing the orthodoxy of the Roman
Church, Zoroastrians from Persia and Muslims from many lands seeking to trade.
However it was Buddhism that made the greatest impact in central Asia and China.
Buddhism had made its way from India to Central Asia in the centuries before the
common era and through traders had made a presence in Changan by the first century
CE. During this time the Chinese emperor supposedly had a dream which enlightened
him to Buddhism so he sent ambassadors to India to bring back priests and texts.
Regardless of the veracity of the dream, Buddhism was certainly in China by the first
century and the embassy was the first of a long line of Buddhist holy men travelling
along the trade routes bringing the knowledge of Buddha to China and beyond. These
holy men involved Indians, Parthians, Sogdians and interestingly, the Yuechi, Kushans
as they were now called, who came to teach and to provide the texts of Buddhism. We
have names of those who travelled to China and the list is long from the first century CE
to the seventh. Alternatively there were the Buddhists of China feeling that the texts
and understanding of the religion in China was insufficient and it would be best that they
go to India, to visit the holy places and bring back texts and knowledge.
Fa Hsien departed Changan in 399 and visited the holy sites of India, learning
Sanskrit and collecting texts before returning via Sri Lanka and Java via the southern
sea route to China in 413. Another, more famous and still venerated, is Xuanzang who
departed Changan in 629 under the veil of darkness as travel to the west had been
forbidden. In a desire to see the Holy sites of India and to return with texts and relics of
Buddhism, Xuanzang started out alone managing to sneak or talk his way past outposts
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whose responsibility it was to stop his progress.

On his journey he traversed the

northern edge of the Taklamakan desert on his own, he crossed mountain ranges in
winter and was threatened by bandits on numerous occasions.

He travelled west

through the Buddhist centers of modern Afghanistan, Balk and Bamiyan seeing the
giant Buddhas carved from the hills that were destroyed by the Taliban in 2001. He
turned south to India through which he travelled taking in the significant sites of
Buddhism; Ayodhya, Shravasti, Varanasi, Pataliputra, Bodh Gaya and Nalanda.
West of the Taklamakan desert the local ruler provided an escort to help
Xuanzang through the Bedel pass, an expedition in which one third of his escort
perished in the frigid cold of the mountains.

On one of his many encounters with

Bandits his ship on the Ganges was attacked by pirates who noticed the fair skinned
Xuanzang and decided that he would be perfect for their annual sacrifice to their god.
He was able to talk his way out of this situation, as seemingly he always did, and was
able to convince the pirates to follow the ways of Buddha.
But his fame as a studious and knowledgeable monk gained him great favor in
the Royal houses of Central Asia and India and more than once was induced to stay,
but his desire to return to China was undaunted. He was allowed to proceed and was
provided with gold and silver to cover his expenses, letters and seals to grant him
passage through the Kingdoms to the border of China, and an elephant to carry his
texts and the seven sandalwood figures that he had collected during his stay in India.
Again he was attacked by robbers who frightened the elephant into a raging river where
it perished with many of the works that Xuanzang had collected. He had to wait a
further eight months for new copies to be sent from India.
After sixteen years Xuanzang, despite having left China in defiance of the
emperor‟s orders, was welcomed back as a hero. He was set up at the expense of the
emperor as the head of an institute whose purpose was to translate the texts from India
and in exchange he provided the emperor with his description of the lands through
which he travelled, essentially an intelligence report that could be used for military
purposes. And his legacy is still recognized after almost fourteen hundred years. His
writings of India have been used as a guide to modern historians and archeologists of
seventh century India, much of which would otherwise have been lost. The texts he
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returned with to China were translated and have been used for centuries, as much of
the Buddhist thought from India had been lost with the decline of Buddhism after the
seventh century. The Wild Goose Pagoda, built to house the texts and artifacts he
brought from India still stands in Xian in his honor.
Turkish Nomads
While Buddhists, Christians, Moslems, Jews and other religious figures; traders and
generals moved about the roads of Central Asia that we know as the Silk Road, it was
the Turkish Nomads from north Asia that facilitated this movement of people east and
west and linking up of the Empire of China with the Kingdoms of Europe. The migration
of the Turks westbound is probably the greatest single historical event in history, an
event, mind you, that took place over a millennia and a half. The Turks seem to have
come out of the western regions of modern China in Xianjian. The Xiongnu and Yuechi
were both Turkic and began the long series of pushes that forced various groups from
their homelands who in turn conquered others. The Xiongnu pushed the Yuechi further
west where they later became the Kushans of northern India and Afghanistan in the first
century CE.

It is has also been thought that the Xiongnu themselves were forced

further west and themselves became the Huns which stormed through Europe in the
fifth century CE.
One group, the Bulgars, migrated west and settled between the Caspian and the
Black Seas in the fifth or sixth century but were later pushed out by the Khazars who
were then followed by the Pechnegs, the Cumans and finally the Kipchaks. All of these
groups in successive stages were pushed further west and became settled populations
in the areas we know today as Hungary, Bulgaria as well as parts of Russia and the
Ukraine. Bulgaria owes its name to the Bulgars. The Turks did not all migrate west and
the Uighurs established a kingdom west of China in the eighth and ninth centuries. In
the eleventh century the Turks began to enter Anatolia and started the slow formation of
the Ottoman Empire, the remains of which is the modern state of Turkey.

The

breakaway Soviet states of Central Asia, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan,
Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan all have their origins in this migration.
If this brief synopsis has brought any clarity to your understanding of the Turkic
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migration westbound, you have been misled because the actual movement and
settlement of these peoples are much more convoluted. Carter Vaughn Findley has
tried to bring some clarity to these migrations by describing it as:
a bus traveling across Asia from East to West. The trip took a long time, and
there were many stops. At each stop, people got on and off. They loaded and
unloaded bags and bundles as they did so. Many of the travelers cared little
about the beginning and ending points of the bus route. Many intended to go
only short distances....Occasionally, the bus broke down and had to be repaired
with the parts found along the way. By the time the bus reached Turkey, it was
hard to know which, if any, of the passengers or parcels had been on board for
the whole trip. The bus, too, was no longer the same as when it set out. Yet this
was still the “Trans-Asian Turkish Bus.”
This description is far better than any I could provide. However, through all the detritus
of this movement one fact remains clear is that the path from China to Europe had been
created through this movement of people and facilitated our travelers‟ ability to move
between the two extreme ends of the famous Silk Road.
The Mongols
There is one group of these Turkic peoples that consolidated this path and brought
Europe and China closer together. In the closing years of the twelfth century there
emerged from the steppes north of China on the border between modern day Mongolia
and Russia, a tribe that would subsume all of the Turkic kingdoms throughout central
Asia, rule all of China and threaten the very fabric of Christian Europe. The Mongols
and their two most famous leaders Genghis Khan and Kublai Khan are names that have
been left to us and are associated with the ruthless destruction that they rent on two
continents.
They were an insignificant tribe that was able to defeat other tribes that
surrounded them and eventually move beyond the lands of Mongolia. By the end of the
twelfth century the Mongols had defeated the Tatars (with which they are often
associated) and the Khitan. Early in the thirteenth century the Uighurs had agreed to
support them and the Tangut and the Black Khitan were defeated.

By 1214 the

Mongols had taken modern Beijing, the home of the Turkic Jurchen who had
succumbed to a settled lifestyle. By 1219 the Mongols controlled what we know of the
Silk Road which linked China with the lands of Islam and all the goods that travelled
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between them. They sought to extend this control and started a lightning advance
through the previously established Turkish sultanates of Islam. Khwarism was the first
to fall and others soon followed, Samarkand, Balkh, Nishapur, Herat, Bamiyan,
Marakesh, Tabriz, Tblisi, Derbent and others. In central Asia they reached as far as
Multan, modern Pakistan, in 1222. In 1221 the Mongols stumbled upon Europe from
the south of the Caspian Sea through the Christian Kingdom of Georgia. Georgia,
which had defended themselves from Moslem invasion for a few centuries, willingly
submitted to the Mongols, many of who were Christian. Word of these people started to
filter into Europe but they were still a long way off and there was little cause for concern.
They encountered the Kipchaks north of the Black and Caspian seas who as
Turks joined the Mongols as allies.

In 1224 Russia was devastated and then the

Mongols, dealing with succession issues back home halted their advance. Fourteen
years later they returned to Russia when they 'came in countless numbers, like locusts.'
Kiev fell in 1240, Hungary was invaded in 1241. Baghdad fell in 1258 and Damascus
and Allepo the following year. They were stopped, in 1260 near the Sea of Galilee
before they reached Egypt, by an army of Turkic slaves. These were slaves that the
Mongols themselves had sold to the Genoese some twenty years earlier and which
ended up in Egypt as the Mamluk slave armies. In China, to the south of the Mongol
homelands, an initiative was started against the Song dynasty in 1257 which lingered on
until 1276 when the Song capital fell at Hangzhou.

Small remnants of resistance

continued until 1279.
By 1260 the Mongol Empire had reached its greatest extent, from Russia to
much of the Middle East, through central Asia to Beijing and into the south of China.
The Mongol dominance of the thirteenth and fourteenth century was a brutal onslaught
in which cities were completely annihilated, with the populations of Khwarism,
Damascus and other cities slaughtered. People deemed to be useful were transported
back to Asia.
Despite the destruction wrought by the Mongols they established a system which
allowed people to move across the continent with relative little difficulty. They wanted to
draw revenue from the trade of goods moving across their lands establishing a free
trade zone based on one law and hopefully one alphabet and one currency. Although
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the last two never materialized the lands from Europe to China were unhindered by the
numerous tax and duty requirements of petty kingdoms each seeking to maximize their
profits before the goods moved beyond their borders. With these obstacles removed
they encouraged trade, roads were maintained with markers to show the way and,
where possible, trees were planted to protect the traveler in the summer. Garrisons
were established to protect traders from the interminable bandits that have always
infested these roads and stops were set up, Caravansaries, every twenty to thirty miles
where food, fresh animals and rest could be obtained.
The Europeans
The Europeans tapped into these trails. The Genoese and Venetians were the first to
trade with the Mongols through markets long established in the Crimea and elsewhere.
There was hope in establishing an alliance with the Mongols providing an eastern front
against Islam. In 1245 Giovanni of Plano Carpini, a sixty five year old overweight,
unenthusiastic, Franciscan priest departed with two others at the behest of the Papacy
as an observer or as an agent and a spy. He reached Khanbalik, the capital of the
Mongols and returned with an account of his travels.

During his travels Mongol

ambassadors arrived at the French court in 1247. Shortly after Giovanni‟s return, King
Louis of France sent Andrew of Longjumeau in 1248, in 1253 the King sent a second
mission, headed by William of Rubruck not as an ambassador but solely as a
proselytizer 'to preach the work of god and to instruct men to live by His will.' Before
Marco Polo‟s return from China, the Mongols sent, from Persia, a certain Rabban
Sauma on an embassy to the west.

A native of northern China and a Nestorian

Christian Priest he met with French King Philip IV, Edward I of England and Pope
Nicholas IV.
In 1289 fifty year old John of Monte Corvino went to the far-east and was able to
comment on the Christians of St Thomas in India. He worked in China, alone, to spread
the faith with a single assistant, an Italian merchant Pietro de Lucalongo. Rome forgot
about their man in the east until 1307 when he was named Archbishop of Khanbalik and
additional help was sent to him but he did not return.

Rome continued sending

representatives of the church into the fourteenth century, some never to return, and as
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the Mongol empire splintered and crumbled communication was lost and the missions
were stopped.
There is the curious story of an Englishman, a disgraced priest, who took part in the
Crusades in Egypt in the early thirteenth century. Gabriel Ronay in his book, The Tartar
Khan’s Englishman, builds a case how a certain Master Robert made his way east
where he encountered the Mongols in war, was captured and transported further east.
Seen of use to the Mongols he was sent back west to do reconnaissance in Hungary,
where he was again captured by the Hungarians and tortured to death. But of the
stories of those who were taken east as prisoners there are only glimpses which we
gather from Polo and others.
All of these men of religion encountered Europeans and other Christians while in
the east most of them were Russians, Poles and Germans, but there was Pietro of
Lucalongo of whose story we know nothing and a nameless woman from Metz in
Lorraine (the French city of my birth) who had been captured in Hungary and settled in
the east. Polo gives us a glimpse of her travails as she 'told us of the unheard-of
privations she had endured before she came to the court. But now things were going
fairly well for her, for she had a young Russian husband by whom she had three lovely
little boys, and he was skilled in making houses which is a profitable craft among them.'
There was a small community of Europeans there. Germans were taken to work the
mines of Dzungaria, scribes, translators, goldsmiths all captured in Hungary were
transported to the Mongol capital.
But these people and most of the others who went west did not return to Europe
and it is unfortunate for us that their stories did not somehow survive. A number of the
church envoys were left in Asia, a gravestone in south China has been found with Latin
script indicating that a certain Andrew of Perugia died there, probably in 1332, the date
is not clear. In 1326 Rome received a letter from the east from an Andrew who informed
the Papacy that all 'the suffragan bishops appointed by the Lord Pope Clement for the
see of Kanbalik have departed to the Lord in peace. I alone remain.' That is the last
that was heard from Andrew.
This was the world in which the Polos entered Asia, first Marco's father Niccolo
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and uncle Matteo in 1260 and again with Marco in 1271. The way to Asia was known
and its paths well-trod. Polo himself makes brief mention of Europeans settled in there.
When the three Polos offered their supposed expertise to the army of the Khan during a
siege, they had the assistance of an unnamed German who provided his skills in the
use of mangonels and trebuchets or catapults and other weapons of war. There are
casual notes of a few Europeans, Germans mostly and we should not be surprised.
So we have The Travels of Marco Polo which have become the iconic story of
travel for the past seven hundred years. But I have to ask why this has become so.
The truth is that Polo was not the first European to travel to China, nor by any stretch of
the imagination was he the most interesting, nor are his travels particularly well written.
I suppose he was the first to have his travels jotted down and promoted, perhaps by
himself, or by Rustichello, who transcribed his story while in a Genoese prison.

It

caught the attention of the time and has held since. It is the classic romantic adventure
of travels to foreign lands.
There is an account of travel to the east that surpasses that of Marco Polo
although the journey itself started fifty four years later and not by a European but by an
African. Ibn Battuta of Tangiers, a qadi or Islamic judge, made his way across North
Africa, to Egypt, Mecca, on to India and eventually to China. While we all know the
name of Marco Polo and are vaguely aware of his travel and exploits, Ibn Battuta is a
name not so familiar and he has not had much of an impact on the popular imagination.
I hope to go a little way to correct this imbalance.
Travel to China became so common from the west that a guidebook was written
about 1340 by an Italian, Balducci Pegolotti a man who never himself made the journey.
He worked for a Venetian investment house in Antwerp and in Cyprus and was able to
provide information for those travelling east such as duties, types of money and
exchange rates from others who had made the journey.

Perhaps his most useful

information was the following:
In the first place, you must let your beard grow long and not shave. And at Tana
you should furnish yourself with a dragoman. And you must not try to save
money in the matter of dragomen by taking a bad one instead of a good one. For
the additional wages of the good one will not cost you so much as you will save
by having him. And besides the dragoman it will be well to take at least two good
men servants, who are acquainted with the Cumanian tongue. And if the
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merchant likes to take a woman with him from Tana, he can do so; if he does not
like to take one there is no obligation, only if he does take one he will be kept
much more comfortably than if he does not take one. Howbeit, if he do take one,
it will be well that she be acquainted with the Cumanian tongue as well as the
men.
No detail was left unconsidered.
Much has been made of Marco's journey to Asia with his father and uncle. Harry
Rutstein titled his travel diary The Marco Polo Odyssey: In the Footsteps of a Merchant
who Changed the World, an odyssey no doubt but Polo had little to contribute to the
changing of the world, the world had already changed and Polo was merely one of the
many who took advantage of it. Others have suggested that Columbus was inspired by
Polo, he sailed with a copy of Polo's travels in an attempt to find Asia by the west and
stumbled upon the Americas instead. No doubt he had read Polo, but this was not the
only book he had on his voyage that accounted for the east, he also had a copy of Sir
John Mandeville's dubious travels.
Had, in the closing days of the thirteenth century, the Venetians not lost to the
Genoese in a naval battle in the Adriatic and Polo not been captured and imprisoned
and not encountered the Pisan Rusticello who has given us his story, the world would
be little changed from what we know today. It is difficult to imagine that Europe and
China would have remained isolated, the Americas unknown to either, had Columbus or
da Gama not read Polo and not ventured on the seas to find these foreign lands. The
processes to bring east and west together have been alive at least since the days of
Alexander and his eastward push. The time in which Polo travelled was merely the
culmination of these efforts in which the Egyptians, Arabs, Romans, Indians, those of
Southeast Asia, the Chinese, Turks, Persians and countless other were involved.
What Polo has given us is an account of a remarkable adventure of which we
can romanticize and dream, but of which few of us in today's world could ever hope to
take part. He has also given us a glimpse of the way and means in which he did travel
about, his means of transport and the conditions he faced as well as some of the
dangers. We know so little about the man himself and Henry Yule begs for 'a little more
egotism' while Tim Macintosh-Smith (the follower of Ibn Battuta) calls Polo a 'stick man'.
He has left us a bit wanting in other matters of travel, that of the food he ate and the
clothes he wore but there are others, Xuanzang, Fa Hsien and Ibn Battuta who give us
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better glimpses into this. We will journey with these travelers and find a small hint as to
what travel, hundreds of years ago, was really like.
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If By Sea
The People
We cannot possibly know when man first ventured onto the sea with the intent of sailing
to distant lands for trade or migration. When the first logs were floated or the first
planks sewn together and fashioned with a crude sail to catch the wind are
achievements too lost in the fog of time to be much use to us so we shall not dwell and
speculate.

Our starting point, admittedly, remains significantly vague but there is

enough for us to begin to piece together a credible picture of the earliest use of sea
travel. From the ancient civilization of Sumer there is a story placed in the twenty fifth
century BCE, give or take a century, that talks of sea travel into what we now call the
Persian Gulf from the mouth of the Euphrates River. This comes to us from a poem, the
Epic of Gilgamesh, one of the oldest surviving works of literature and the oldest tale
ever told of a buddy road trip.

Perhaps an historical figure of semi-divine origin,

Gilgamesh, young and impetuous, was King of Uruk from the land of Sumer in
Mesopotamia. He set out on the road with his pal, the wild man Enkidu, and on the way
took part in some slaying, first of an ogre and later the Bull of Heaven. This last act of
violence was probably not thoroughly thought through and this may have resulted in
Enkidu‟s illness and death. Despondent, Gilgamesh continued to the end of the world
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and found the Waters of Death.

He encountered and slew the ferryman and his

oarsmen then, solo, set out on the Waters of Death to an island where he was able to
discover the meaning of life. Excepting the meaning of life this seems to recall the road
trips of my youth. The island that Gilgamesh sailed to could well have been Dilmun or
the modern island of Bahrain in the Persian Gulf.
The Epic of Gilgamesh does not give us a whole lot to go on but from other
sources, including modern archeological research we have come to learn something of
Dilmun or modern Bahrain. This island was a hub of trading activity from early in the
third millennium through to about eighteen hundred BCE when trade, for unknown
reasons, seems to have dried up. The King Gilgamesh may or may not have actually
made his way to Dilmun himself but we can be sure that some of his subjects from the
Sumerian and Babylonian civilizations arrived on the shores of the island with goods for
which they hoped to trade and take back to Mesopotamia. They brought silver, tin and
textiles and took home with them hardwoods, ivory, gold and other luxury goods. These
items came to Dilmun by sea from the northwestern coast of India and Pakistan which
at that time had developed its own culture we have labeled as the Harrappan
civilization. Ships also arrived from the Hadhramaut coast of Southern Arabia. Beyond
this we have little more to go on, the name of Gilgamesh is the only one that stands out,
tenuous though it may be, we know nothing of the ships or the sailors that plied these
seas, nor how they spent their days ashore while at Dilmun.
It is to ancient Egypt that we look to find greater sources of information to provide
us with an idea of man‟s first forays onto the sea. In the third millennium BCE, the
Egyptians were assembling planks of wood together to craft a hull and sailing them
upon the Nile. The Nile was an essential highway to move the produce of the land,
wheat and other foodstuffs, to the urban centers and other metropolises of the river. It
was also a relatively easy affair as a craft could drift northward with the current to the
Mediterranean Sea or on the return southbound raise a mast and allow an animal skin
and catch the northerly winds.
It didn‟t involve much to take these river craft from the mouth of the Nile to the
waters of the Mediterranean, a few modifications would be required to handle the
rougher waters of the sea. This is what happened around twenty six hundred BCE
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when the Egyptian ruler sent forty ships to Phoenicia to collect cedar wood, a
commodity not available in Egypt. It‟s not likely that the Egyptians would have gone to
the expense of outfitting forty vessels in the hope that they may luck upon cedar wood
somewhere on their voyage, they knew where they were going and why. Someone had
made the voyage before, probably small scales traders, who could have acted as
navigators on the Royal Egyptian fleets.
The Egyptians also sent missions into the Red Sea to the Land of Punt. The
trade was in myrrh and frankincense which came from the southern Arabian Peninsula
and modern day Somalia and Ethiopia. These goods were brought north on the Red
Sea Coasts then by land to a point on the Nile where the river becomes navigable.
Around two thousand BCE there was a state sponsored expedition and although not as
grand as the forty ships that sailed to Lebanon, the single ship, one hundred and eighty
feet long and sixty feet wide, carried a crew of one hundred and twenty. Again in the
sixteenth century BCE the Egyptians sailed south on the Red Sea to the Land of Punt
on a state sponsored voyage.
While the Egyptians made forays onto the Mediterranean, the sea always
belonged to others. From twenty seven hundred BCE the Minoans of Crete were the
main traders from Sicily to Phoenicia and to Egypt. After them, around fifteen BCE, the
Phoenicians became the dominant trade power. Based on the Levant coast of modern
Syria, Lebanon and Israel the Phoenicians traded and established colonies on the North
Coast of Africa, in Greece, South Italy, France, Spain and beyond the Pillars of Hercules
on the Atlantic Ocean both north in Spain and Portugal and south on the West African
coast. They were the founders, in modern Tunisia, of Carthage, which outlasted them,
as well as Marseille in France and Cadiz in Spain. They are known to have sailed north
in the Atlantic to the tin mines of Cornwall England. There is a story, reported by
Herodotus, that the Phoenicians had claimed to have circumnavigated Africa. Late in
the seventh century BCE, the Egyptian King sponsored these Phoenicians to sail south
on the Red Sea and hold the African coast until they could return by the Pillars of
Hercules, the Straits of Gibraltar, to Egypt. It took them more than two years, settling
each autumn to plant crops and after the harvest, they continued. But Herodotus raises
a doubt of the achievement when they mentioned „something else which I do not find
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credible, though someone else may: that when they were sailing around Libya, the sun
was on their right side as they went.' But in his doubt Herodotus gives us a clue that
this circumnavigation may have actually taken place for we now know that as one sails
west in the southern hemisphere the sun will be on the right hand side, something that
the ancients would not have experienced nor found credible. Earlier in the century,
Hanno, a Carthaginian navigator may have circumnavigated Africa in the opposite
direction.
It was early in the tenth century BCE that the wise King Solomon financed a
voyage from the head of the Red Sea. He teamed up with King Hiram of Tyre, who
provided experienced seamen and technical knowhow of sea voyaging.

With

Phoenician sailors and Jewish diplomats and traders the fleet would make for Ophir
somewhere on the west coast of India, we‟re not quite sure where. There they traded
for gold, almug trees, precious stones, ebony and ivory, goods that made their way to
the port of Tyre and the eastern Mediterranean. It is quite probable that Aryans of India,
who were involved in sea trade, accompanied the Phoenician and Jewish fleet back to
the Red Sea. They also probably served as navigators and local negotiators as they
traveled south, from the mouth of the Indus to Ophir. The Aryans were involved in sea
trade at this time are known from the book of Genesis as the Midianitsh.
It‟s perhaps a bit of a surprise that the Phoenicians worked with Solomon. They
were, more than anything else, merchants and traders and at this they were very
secretive, unwilling to share information with their trading competitors.

Neither

historians nor storytellers, they left us nothing of their travels from which we can see
their modes of life and trade on the sea. It was the Greeks who provided us with details
of their travels from which a wealth of information is available. The Greeks were an
inquisitive and literate lot and from at least the eighth century BCE, after the trade
dominance of the Phoenicians had declined, they provide us with poetry, stories and
histories that detailed their exploits, accounts of war mostly, but also, myths and
histories of which we are at least vaguely familiar. Homer provides us with an account
of the sacking of Troy, Herodotus with the invasion of the Persians, Thucydides writes of
the Peloponnesian war when the various cities gathered around Athens or Sparta and
battled each other into attrition, and Arrian tells us of Alexander‟s exploits into Asia.
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While none of these deal specifically with travel, either on sea or on land if we read
close enough, it really is not that hard, we can gather quite a clear picture on how the
Greeks moved about. The American historian, Lionel Casson, made something of a
career in studying these accounts and produced more than one volume on ancient
travel.
The Greeks probably did no more seafaring than the Minoans or the Phoenicians
but they left us a record of where they went and how they got there and if we look
closely at what they wrote we can find some interesting clues. Homer provides us with
the oldest classics which we still read, the Iliad and the Odyssey and these tell us a lot
of the Greeks moving about on the sea. It was sometime around the thirteenth century
BCE in which the Trojans came as guests of the Greeks and then after being well fed
and plied with drink they dutifully departed. The only problem was that Paris, the son of
the Trojan king Prius, convinced Helen, the face that launched a thousand ships and the
betrothed of the Greek Menelaus, to steal away with him to Troy, his kingdom on
Turkish coast on the sea route to the Black Sea. This thoroughly pissed Menelaus and
many others for he was able to convince the cities of Greece to muster over a thousand
ships, one thousand one hundred and twenty four to be exact, and sail to Troy to
avenge his disgrace. Everyone got involved. Argos, the home island of Menalaus
arranged eighty ships, as did the Cretans, the Corinthians contributed a hundred ships,
Arcadia and the Spartans each brought sixty ships, the Boeotians, Athenians and
Euboeans brought fifty each. Others participated bringing forty, thirty or fewer ships
down to Nireus, a commander who, although a handsome man, of no substance,
brought his measly three ships to the party. Even Achilles with his forty ships reluctantly
came although he sat on the sideline for much of the war.
The truth is probably that the sailing and war on Troy was not so much over the
love of a woman but rather over trade routes to the Black Sea, but what's a good war
story without a bit of romance. This was a military gesture, something that we're not too
concerned about in this account, but it tells us the extent to which the Greeks were
involved on the Sea such that they could provide more than a thousand vessels at a
moment‟s notice. These were trading vessels, for single purpose war ships had not yet
been developed. This battle took place perhaps in thirteen hundred BCE and the
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classics of Homer were written down about five hundred years later, but little of the
description of ships and seafaring would not have changed over that time. After the war
Ulysses, who brought twelve ships to the fray, is set adrift upon the sea as he attempts
to find his way home, the Odyssey is an account of his ordeal. Homer, in the Odyssey,
even gives us directions on how to build a small ship should we ever find ourselves
marooned on an Island with a sex crazed goddess.
With the entrance to the Black Sea now open to the Greeks, Jason and the
Argonauts were free to venture to lands unknown to them where they found the Golden
Fleece and floating rocks, ice of the northern waters with which they were unfamiliar.
This was about a thousand BCE, a few hundred years after the sack of Troy and by this
time the Greeks were trading the length of the entire Mediterranean from the Crimea to
Egypt and from the Levant to the Straits of Gibraltar.
For about eight hundred years the Greeks traded and warred on the eastern
Mediterranean along with the Phoenicians, Egyptians, Cilicians and others. But the
warring and subsequent pirating took its toll on the trade throughout the region and
despite the occasionally brief effort by the Athenians, Spartans or Rhodians to put down
piracy and impose an overall peace beneficial for trade, the merchants often found it
unsafe to pursue their livelihood.
It was in the second century BCE that a new player arrived on the scene and
started a lengthy process of freeing the Mediterranean from piracy allowing trade to
grow bringing in goods from further and further distances. Piracy throughout the entire
Mediterranean was brought to heel under the might of Rome. Once it had met with this
success the Roman Republic found it difficult to stop its expansion on the shores of the
Mediterranean. Carthage and Greece both fell to Rome in 146 BCE, as did Egypt,
which itself was the master of the Phoenician coast, in 30 BCE. Rome held sway over
the Mediterranean with a navy manned not with Romans, but with the Greeks,
Egyptians and Phoenicians, those who they had conquered and who had embraced the
sea for centuries. The mercantile fleet, likewise, was made up of non-Romans and
carried on, with security and greater energy, what they had done for centuries.
But it was Roman organization that kept it all together from the Grain fleets from
Egypt and the Crimea to the safe sailing of merchant ships which brought luxury goods
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from farther afield which they loaded at ports in the south and eastern part of the sea.
Goods from Africa, Arabia, India and China came to their cities in such abundance that
Rome tried to reach out to those far off lands and hopefully bypass the middlemen, the
Persians and Arabs, through whose hands much of these goods passed. This was
made so much easier in 30 BCE when Egypt was made a province of Rome giving it
direct access to the Red Sea.
From the Red Sea ports of Roman Egypt the markets of India could now be
directly accessed by the trade winds, used for centuries by African, Arabian, Persians,
Indians and others departing in the fall and sailing on the return winds in spring. This
trade was deemed important enough that the Roman Navy was stationed on the Red
Sea to protect this merchant fleet from pirates. This allowed Roman subjects to trade
directly with India for spices and silks without allowing the ports of Persia, Arabia and
Africa to add to the cost of transshipment. When the Romans arrived on the Red Sea
and Indian Ocean they found the Greeks who had been deposited there three hundred
years earlier when Alexander and his Generals swept through the region. They had
traded between Egypt and India for those three hundred years but the arrival of Rome
increased the volume of trade and the number of vessels on the sea. The Greeks had
already settled throughout the Indian Ocean on the Malabar Coast and as far south as
Sri Lanka.
This is the period in which a report emerged which gives an account of the Indian
Ocean and the Monsoon winds which allowed the direct passage from the African coast
to India in three to four weeks without putting into any ports along the way. The sailors
of the Indian Ocean had known of these winds for centuries and had utilized them. This
anonymous report, the Periplus of the Eurythrean Sea, attributed the discovery of these
winds to Hippalus, possibly a Greek merchant who gave a detailed account of the
winds, the ports, the goods traded and the conditions of the sea as well as pirates and
sea dangers. It was of sorts, an intelligence report, in response to Rome‟s desire for
direct contacts with the merchants of India. Rome‟s influence on the Red Sea began its
decline by the second century CE. It is with this decline that our information becomes
scant as the Greeks and Romans no longer wrote enquiringly of foreign lands as they
had done in centuries past. Arabic history and geography still awaited the arrival of
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Islam a few centuries into the future.
By the fifth century Indians were making direct voyages to Africa and in the sixth
century the Persians were plying the trade routes in larger ships. The seventh century
rise of Islam from the landlocked nomadic tribes of Arabia soon found them in control
not only the Peninsula but also the trade ports of the Indian Ocean as well as the
eastern Mediterranean.

Unfamiliar with the sea the Arabs relied upon Egyptian

Christian Copts to build and crew their ships in the Mediterranean and in the Indian
Ocean it was the Persians.

It was these people who knew the seas and their

generations of experience could be relied upon, under early Islam the merchant vessels
continued to be crewed by those who were conquered. It took some generations for the
conquerors to become familiar with the seas and by the eighth and ninth century the
Arabs became the dominant players on the Indian Ocean although their numbers no
doubt included Arabicized Persians and others.
Late in the ninth century there arose a tradition of literature, mostly Arabic
although some was Persian, that wrote of sea voyages, foreign lands and Geography of
interest to the sailing community. Thus we have from the ninth century Ibn Khordadbeh
and al Yaqabi, from the tenth al Maqdisi, ibn Rustah, ibn al Faqih and others. Names
that, for the Westerner, do not roll off the tongue but whose writings provide us with a
valuable source of the activity of the Arabs upon the seas, unfortunately for those of us
hobbled only by the use of English, these are difficult to access.
The most interesting of this group is not a geographer or historian but rather a
teller of tales, a sailor himself based in the Persian port of Siraf around the middle of the
tenth century. Captain Burzurg would spend the off season in his home port of Siraf
and, as sailors do when it is not the season to sail, sit in the local cafes and talk of the
sea trade with other Captains and crew who also put up there during the off season.
After many hours, days and weeks of sharing stories Captain Burzurg at some point
decided to put to paper what he had heard and has left us The Book of the Wonders of
India. This is a small volume which does not rely too much on hard fact as we hear of
birds as large as elephants and men being raped by apes. But it does provide us some
insight into Indian Ocean voyages of the time.

We encounter, on these voyages,

passengers from Spain, India and Indonesia and we hear of voyages from the coast of
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Africa to the ports of China.
Captain Abhara had made the journey to China. From Kirman, of inland Persia,
he was a shepherd in the desert but he later became a fisherman and after that a sailor
on a ship to India and eventually a well-respected Captain. On one voyage to China his
ship was wrecked on rocks that were exposed during low tide and he was, it seems, the
only one to survive.

Now Captain Abhara was a wise sailor and he was able to

determine the cause of this nautical disaster, so he sat tight and waited for another ship
to come along to find him drifting upon the sea. On this second ship was Captain
Shahriyar another captain of the China route who related this story to Captain Buzurg in
the Café Siraf. As they sat out a calm, they saw Captain Abhara adrift and launched a
boat to aid the unknown man, but the rescue was refused. Abhara insisted that should
he get on board that he must be made captain of the ship with full powers and payment
of one thousand dinars, Abhara‟s reputation was such that Shahriyar agreed to these
terms.

On board Abhara dismissed Shahriyar, demanded his thousand dinars in

merchandise and insisted that half the cargo and some of the anchors be cast into the
sea and that the mast be cut down. The ship then fell into a storm for three days and
nights and by the fifth day had calmed down such that they could continue their trading
voyage to China. On the return voyage they passed islands where they found their
anchors and some of their merchandise which had been cast overboard.

Captain

Abhara had saved this second ship from being tossed upon the shores of these islands
that became visible only during low tide.
As amazing as this story is, even if we give some leeway for credibility, it is not
his surviving the initial storm nor his directing the second ship to safety, but the fact that
Captain Abhara had made the trip to China seven times in his career and twice had
managed to make the voyage without mishap. No one else had made the journey
without mishap nor returned safe and sound. It was exceptional to have made the
voyage to China but slowly, over the years an Arabic/Persian community of some size
had sprung up in Canton China, but direct voyages remained rare.
Indian presence on the seas has been long standing but our information is a bit
more difficult to come by. We have no Marco Polos, Ibn Battutas or their like who were
compelled to put pen to paper and leave us accounts of their journeys on the sea. We
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mustn‟t be mistaken, there were merchants who traded throughout the ports of the
Indian Ocean, the Red and Persian Seas and beyond to the ports of China. There were
the religious migrants, pilgrims and proselytizers who spread their word to the seacoast
towns and villages wherever the seas lapped their shores. Migrants, from disaster and
war, set out in search of new lands where they could escape the threats they faced at
home. The problem for the historian has been, as pointed out by George Harouni is
that the „various literatures of India have always been unrivalled in their aversion to
mundane matters of fact‟ leaving us little of everyday life. We don‟t find a details of
trade, of ships, storms or of travel on the seas that we desperately seek.
Our information comes from two sources. The first are the writings of those who
passed by the shores of India, outsiders whose names we have already dropped more
than once, Marco Polo and Ibn Battuta.

There is also Fa-Hsien, and I Ching the

Chinese Buddhist pilgrims who returned to China from India by sea in the fourth century
and sixth centuries and Cosmas Indicopleustes, the Greek merchant from Egypt who
later became a monk and wrote something of his trading activities in the Indian Ocean.
There are the Arab and Persian scribes and historians who have gathered information
and in some cases traveled the seas themselves, Ibn Khordadbeh and al-Yaqabi of the
ninth century, al Maqdisi, ibn Rustah, ibn al Faqih from the following century, Al Biruni in
the eleventh and Al Idrisi following. From China we can draw on the compiler Ma Huan
of the great fleets of the Eunuch Admiral Zheng He.
There are Indian sources which are vast and take the efforts of a patient
researcher and compiler to dredge the information which they are compelled to find.
The ancient Indian religious texts deal with the super human feats of gods and men as
they battle, teach and learn from each other and occasionally drop a hint in which we
can draw, not only of sea travel but for life on the Indian subcontinent in general. From
the Ramayana, the Mahabarata, the Jatakas, the Rig-Veda, the Dipavansa and others,
the patient researcher, not me, can come up with something of a clear picture of Indian
seafaring. It is not me who pieced to together this information, but historians and other
researchers who have been fortunate enough to earn a living from spending their time
seeking this out.
Beyond the sailing to the Persian Gulf of the third millennium BCE which we have
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already discussed we get signs of activity in the sixth century with trade activity between
India, the Persian Gulf to Babylonia and the Red Sea to Egypt. One figure we know
from this age is that of Prince Vijaya who through some misunderstanding in his
homeland in the sixth century BCE, 543 it has been determined, something violent we
don't know what, somewhere perhaps in the Bengal we're not really sure, was banished
with seven hundred followers, as well as their seven hundred families who cast off at a
later date.

They drifted about until they came to Sri Lanka where Prince Vijaya

established himself in his own little kingdom. He liked it so much that he arranged to
have a bride brought from the Pandian kingdom in India in a ship of about eight hundred
which included officers of state, servants, slaves and an unbelievable seven hundred
virgins.
It is to the east that Indian seafaring activities have made their greatest impact.
Across the Bay of Bengal voyages had been taking place from the thirteenth century
BCE. In the first years of the Christian era sailors from Kalinga set out to Java and the
other lands of Indonesia, Malaysia, Cambodia and Vietnam with trade and religion, both
Hinduism and Buddhism and their civilization to the Austronesians who had been settled
in these lands for centuries.
In the early seventh century another Prince Vijaya set out with an entire village,
cultivators, artisans, warriors, physicians, and writers. They settled in Java where they
established the town of Mendang Kumulan and maintained trade links with Gujarat and
the Ganges. The kingdom of Srivijaya rose in the eighth century as the premier port
between India and China. It was to its capital of Palembang near the narrowest point of
the Straits of Malacca that Indian traders came with their, political structures and
Buddhism. For about two hundred years Srivijaya controlled almost all trade passing
between the two trade centers, only to be destroyed by the Cholas of India and
overtaken by Javan ports during the tenth to twelfth centuries. Both Fa Hsien and I
Ching spent time in Srivijaya studying Buddhism and translating religious texts. I Ching
eventually settled and spent his remaining years there. The Cholas, from the seventh to
tenth centuries established trade as far as China and the rest of Southeast Asia. With
the arrival of Islam in the eleventh century, the Cholas continued their trade and
influence throughout the region.
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The Chinese, unlike sailors of the Mediterranean or the Indian Ocean, did not
readily take to the sea. They used the sea, for fishing or short coasting voyages, but
they did not go for distance voyages and preferred to remain close to home. There
were many reasons for this, the preference to be near to where one‟s ancestors were
buried, China‟s ability to produce most of what it needed required little need for trade,
there really wasn‟t a lot of incentive for the Chinese to set off across the wide ocean.
It was outsiders who came to China as Malays or Yues of Indo China arrived by
sea as early as the sixteenth to eleventh century BCE. The few Chinese who did set
out on the seas in these centuries were passengers hitching a ride on Malay or Indian
ships as did Fa Hsien, on his return from Sri Lanka. In the fifth and sixth centuries there
was some interest by the Funanese who used the design of Indian ships, to venture out
on the seas using the seasonal winds departing in December or January and returning
from the coast of Malabar in April or May.
There was a general increase in Chinese maritime activity generally in private
hands and profit oriented. There were official embassies sent abroad as early as 607 to
the Malay Peninsula and there were naval expeditions against Champa and Korea in an
attempt to control piracy indicating that private trade had grown such that its protection
required government intervention.
But it was under the Song Dynasty in the tenth century that Chinese attention
was more focused on the seas and the empire became significantly involved.
Investments were made in port and canal facilities on the Yangtze and the Fujian coast
and ships became larger, able to carry more goods of trade. It was during the twelfth
century under the Song that the Chinese became more dominant on the seas replacing
Arab traders and sailors on the spice route.

This trade was bolstered by the

establishment of China‟s first permanent navy of six hundred ships and fifty two
thousand personnel both land and sea based. The Navy was more involved in dealing
with piracy and protecting its merchant marine.
The Song held on in the south until it fell to the Mongols in 1279 who did nothing
to discourage trade, investing in facilities and building larger more seaworthy vessels.
Trade was freer and more foreign merchants swelled the southern markets of China
noticed by Marco Polo in 1279. The markets were, as reported by Polo, larger than
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anything that Europe could offer at the time.
With the arrival of the Ming dynasty in the fourteenth century, there was a
reaction against anything foreign, including trade, and Chinese were forbidden to travel
abroad. Any trade that did take place could only occur at three ports under strict
government control. This led to increased smuggling and piracy as those involved
merely turned their attention to trade with the west. These Chinese settled in the ports
of Java, Sumatra and on the Malay Peninsula where they were beyond the reach of
Chinese authority and continued to trade where they could.

By the end of the

fourteenth century travel and trade from China had virtually ceased to exist the Chinese
overseas communities were isolated from their homeland.
There was a glaring exception to the ban on travel and trade during the early
fifteenth century Ming. A series of seven voyages to the western seas headed by the
Chinese Muslim eunuch Zheng He for the purpose of establishing trade and diplomatic
relations with the regions visited as well as to bring order to the seas. The treasure
fleets were an enormous undertaking in which hundreds of ships and tens of thousands
of crew were sent out over the western oceans, to Java and Malaysia, Sri Lanka and
India, Persia, Arabia and east Africa. The seven voyages from 1403 to 1432 plied the
oceans and ports of the South China Sea, the Indian Ocean and the Red Sea displaying
the might of the Chinese throne. Trade was encouraged as merchants were included.
Tribute gifts were given to foreign rulers who recognized the supremacy of China and
ambassadors came to China bearing gifts for the emperor.
The largest of the ships, the treasure ships, are thought to have been four
hundred feet long and one hundred and sixty feet wide perhaps the largest wooden
sailing ship ever built and these were made for luxury travel carrying ambassadors from
their western kingdoms to China.

Other ships in the fleets included ships for

transporting horses, supply ships with food for crew and passengers, troop ships, war
ships, patrol boats and water carriers.

On board were doctors for the crew and

scientists to search out and document local medicines, foods and botanical curiosities
as well as to investigate scientific developments taking place in the foreign lands.
Others on board included officials in charge of food, officials of protocol, astrologers,
translators, and specialized trades people for repair and maintenance of the ships. The
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first voyage, which departed in 1403, included three hundred and seventeen ships and
a crew of over twenty seven thousand. Not all fleets were this large, the third voyage
was of only forty eight ships but there were thirty thousand travelers on board.
The fleet maintained order on the seas removing a Chinese pirate established in
his own petty Kingdom on the north coast of Sumatra. The pirate was subdued and
returned to China where he was executed and the Straits of Malacca were opened up to
the free movement of goods on the sea. The flotillas also dabbled in local politics
supporting parties favorable to Chinese interests in Malacca, Java and Sri Lanka.
Some on board were left throughout the Indian Ocean, whether intentionally to
establish settlements or as officials, or as some no doubt abandoned ship and others
simply forgotten. Today there are the Chinese of east Africa on the island of Pate who,
although they have lost much of their Chinese features over the almost 600 years since
the treasure fleets, claim to be descendants of ship wrecked sailors from the ships of
Zheng He.
The voyages brought Chinese presence to the Oceans of Asia and Africa which
they dominated in this period. They helped to move Chinese and others around the
various Kingdoms and made the world a little smaller and a little more accessible. But
even more suddenly than they began, they ended. Zhu Di, the emperor who financed
the fleets died in 1424 and his successors were more inward looking and less willing to
seek the outside world. In 1432 a final voyage was arranged but it was essentially to
return foreign envoys to their homeland and to pick up Chinese left overseas.
After this, Chinese interest in sea travel diminished rapidly. By 1440 the Navy
was reduced and piracy on the coasts of China increased by Japanese Wako, Chinese,
Malays and later by Portuguese. The sixteenth century saw measures taken to reduce
traders and merchants going to sea. It was an offense to build a ship of greater than
two masts, ocean going ships were destroyed and by the middle of the century it was a
capital offense to go to sea in a multi-masted ship. There were those who flouted these
regulations, Chinese fled to overseas ports where they could trade more freely, but if
caught were treated as pirates. Considering that the Navy was almost non-existent,
departure must have been relatively easy.
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The Ships
In the ninth century CE a ship departed the south China coast loaded with wares of
ceramic bowls manufactured in various regions of China. The ship was making its
return voyage to an Indian Ocean port west of India. Siraf and Basra were busy ports at
the time receiving goods from as far as China, but we cannot be sure where on the
Indian Ocean the ship originated. It had left its home port probably eighteen months
earlier, November or December, when the monsoon winds are favorable for an
outbound voyage. Rounding the south of India it may have sailed south of Sri Lanka
and made for open water across the Bay of Bengal, or it may have taken the longer
journey by hugging the shores.

Either way it would have sailed north of Sumatra,

through the Straits of Malacca, rounded Singapore and continued to the shores of south
China. The Captain would have counted on taking a similar route home however just
south of the Straits of Malacca, the ship sailed off the route that was familiar to those
who made this voyage. Perhaps it was making its way to another port on Java or South
Sumatra for further trade, or alternatively they lost their way in cloudy skies and stormy
winds and drifted off their intended route. Regardless near Belitung Island of modern
Indonesia, about midway between Sumatra and Borneo something went terribly wrong.
We know this because in 1998 the wreckage of this ship was discovered off the coast of
Belitung Island by fishermen. It is an easy guess that in a storm the ship, known as the
Belitung shipwreck, foundered and went to the bottom where the sediment protected
much of the cargo and the structure of the ship for close to twelve hundred years. The
ship has been excavated and brought to the surface along with the cargo that it
contained. What became of the crew we will never know. The date of the voyage,
about 830 CE, has been determined as a bowl that was part of the cargo was dated
with the equivalent of 826 CE, about a century before the stories of Captain Buzurg and
The Wonders of India. Travel direct to China was rare but it did occur and this ship is
evidence of that.
It is the construction of the ship which has drawn the most interest for it is the first
ship wreck to provide detailed information as to how an Indian Ocean dhow was
assembled in the ninth century. The main feature of its construction is the fact that the
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planks were stitched to the hull without the use of nails, not a surprise as accounts have
told us of this since at least the beginning of the Christian era
When the Polos arrived at the Port of Hormos (Hormuz on the Persian coast), at
the mouth of the Persian Gulf, their intention was to find a ship and sail to China by way
of India for the port received ships from India loaded with spices and other products of
that land. Upon arriving they discovered that the „ships are wretched affairs, and many
of them get lost; for they have no iron fastenings, and are only stitched together with
twine made from the husk of the Indian nut.‟ Although these ships were seaworthy
enough to carry horses to India, the Polos, having so far survived intense heat,
mountain cold and the demands of bandits, were not willing to try their luck on these
ships and quickly turned tail through Persia and linked up again the routes of Central
Asia.
In the eleventh century from central India the Raja Bhoja warned that no iron
should be used to hold together the planks of sea going vessels, and this is a rule that
was followed for centuries and has been noted by Europeans and others ad nauseam
ever since. They noted the use of twine or coir, and the absence of iron nails since the
days of the Periplus where the author encountered sewn ships at the south end of the
Red Sea. Friar Jordanus noted the use of coir in the sixth century and accounts have
popped up ever since. Ibn Jubayr from Spain noted its use in the twelfth century as did
Friar Odoric, a contemporary of Marco Polo. It was still widely used up to the time of
the arrival of the Europeans as noted by Obadiah a Bertinoro in the late 1480s and
Hieronimo di Santo Stefano a few years later. The Portuguese saw its use when they
arrived on the Ocean after rounding Africa but Ludovico Varthema, an Italian of
Bologna, who arrived in India before the Portuguese, noted that nails were used. Ma
Huan, the scribe for the Chinese voyages of Zheng He, made note of the use of coir in
the 1430s.
It is the differences, rather than the similarities, that are noticed and recorded and
the use of coir in place of nails has been a matter of intense curiosity throughout the
centuries. According to Bhoja, as noted by the historian Mukherjee, if iron nails were
used the ship would be affected by magnetic rocks in the sea and bring risk to the
vessel.

Obadiah Jared da Bertinoro as late as the 1490s related this information
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however there seems to be no merit in this as European and Chinese vessels, which
used iron nails, were not affected, nor are the modern ships, made of iron, adversely
affected by the supposed magnetic rocks. But this is a belief that has held for centuries.
George Hourani in Arab Seafaring has explored some of the reasons for the belief that
coir was used instead of nails. In addition to the idea of magnetic rocks it was believed
that the used of hardwoods such as teak would split if nails were used, that sea water
would corrode the nails and that ships using coir are more pliant and can better land on
a sandy beach. It is his last two explanations that make the most sense for the ongoing
use of coir. Iron nails, although available, proved too expensive for use by shipbuilders
and in the course of years the current of tradition maintained its use when other options
proved available.
Despite the aversion of Europeans to sailing in these coir assembled ships, there
were advantages to them. The flexibility of the ships work well on the Indian Ocean and
allowed the landing of the smaller ships on the sandy beaches of the region.

Ibn

Battuta was told that a sewn ship would hold up much better should it strike a coral reef
of the Indian Ocean than would a ship held together with nails. They were perhaps
easy to repair for if the stitching were to break at any one point the load would spread to
the adjoining cords and they could be easily repaired.
Coir is a rope that comes from the husks of the coconut and was made
throughout the Indian Ocean, Ibn Battuta noticed it in the Maldives, Vasco da Gama
saw it being made in Melinde on the east coast of Africa. Kerala, on the south west
coast of India, has been and still is a major source. However in the decades following
the arrival of the Europeans on the shores of the Indian Ocean, the use of coir
diminished and is almost now extinct. In the mid twentieth century its use was still
found on the coast of Africa and upon the Red Sea. In 2013 I saw it still being used on
the inland craft of the coasts of Kerala in India.
At the Maritime Experiential Museum in Singapore there is on display a full scale
replica of the Belitung shipwreck.

Using the information accumulated from the wreck

and referring to the comments of others including Marco Polo, Ibn Battuta and Ma Huan
the details of the ship were painstakingly gathered and used to assemble the Jewel of
Muscat. Using coir rope made from coconuts, hardwood from Africa and the methods,
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as far as they can be judged, the ship was assembled on the Omani coast just south of
Muscat. Starting in October 2008 the ship was built in seventeen months using one
hundred and thirty kilometers of coir made of coconut fiber and using few modern
conventions.
In February 2010 the completed ship was launched with a seventeen man crew
representing nine nations and set out on its one and only voyage from Muscat to Kochi
India, Galle Sri Lanka, across the Bay of Bengal to Penang Malaysia and after one
hundred and thirty eight days at sea to the port of Singapore near where the ship is now
on display. Robert Jackson, an American member of the crew found that despite Marco
Polo‟s concern with sailing on these types of coir sewn ships, „the Jewel of Muscat
proved to be structurally stronger than the designers anticipated.

She endured

numerous severe storms during the voyage – especially in the Bay of Bengal – but
suffered no damage to her hull. She was also subjected to the modern indignities of
being towed into and out of ports, bumped and jostled by heavy tugboats while docking,
and exposed to pollutants in congested harbors, yet she remained unscathed.‟
On the Nile there are no trees of ample size to be used for boat building, what
the Egyptians have always had, and from which they developed their sailing on the
river, was Papyrus. As long as the Egyptians plied the Nile they would bind together
papyrus reeds in order to make a floating craft and would expand the size to suit the
product they were carrying. These flat bottomed craft proved durable on most of the
Nile where the waters remained calm and one would merely drift northward downstream
or catch the breeze with a simple sail and move southward upstream. However these
craft could not withstand the rougher waters they found as they approached the
Mediterranean where they would break apart on the rise and fall of the waves. Being
flat bottomed, which was an advantage on the sandbars of the river, they could not be
controlled when heaving winds would push them about on the surface of the Sea.
By three thousand BCE Egyptian river craft were made of wood brought from the
hills of Lebanon and while these ships were an improvement on the papyrus boats
previously used, they still did not perform particularly well on the Oceans. There were a
couple of attempts to venture on the oceans in both the twenty fifth century BCE and
again in the sixteenth century when ships were sent to the Land of Punt and Ophir,
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somewhere on the Indian Ocean. From a trade perspective neither of these ventures
could be considered a failure for they brought rare and strange goods to the Pharaohs
but from the outlook of seafaring they did little to advance Egypt‟s cause. The ships
were clumsy without ribbing and were likely to break into two each time the ship crested
a large wave. They resolved this by running a rope from bow to stern and keeping it
taught so that the ship would not break apart. Egypt‟s inability to adapt to extensive sea
travel meant that they had to rely on others who better met the challenge.
Of course there were the Phoenicians, the Minoans, the Mycenaeans and then
the Greeks. It is from the inquisitive and literate Greeks that we have an abundance of
information available to us. They had their specific methods of shipbuilding and we are
left with the specifics, something that Indian Ocean sailors neglected to do. Ulysses, on
his return home from the sack of Troy and having lost all his ships and his entire crew,
found himself way laid on an island for a number of years. He was being held against
his will by a goddess, Calypso, who wanted the man as nothing more than a play toy for
he was one of the handsomest of all Greeks. But Ulysses‟ desire was to return to
Ithaca, after all he was a play toy for a Greek Goddess and the boys at home had to
hear his story. But he was possibly just a traditional guy who missed his wife and son,
and his small fortune back on his home island. At the encouragement of the other gods,
Calypso reluctantly allowed the man to leave and provided him with the materials
needed to build a ship. So Calypso said to Ulysses „go, cut some beams of wood, and
make yourself a large raft with an upper deck that it may carry you safely over the sea.
I will put bread, wine, and water on board to save you from starving. I will also give you
clothes, and will send you a fair wind to take you home….Not even a well-found ship
with a fair wind could venture on such a distant voyage‟. She provided him with tools, a
bronze axe with an olive wood handle, a sharp adze and showed him where the best
trees were to be found. Ulysses felled twenty trees, he worked them and assembled
together with a frame, ribbing and a deck and of course added a mast and a rudder.
Calypso brought him some linen for the sails. It took him four days to put the craft
together, but then again he had the assistance and support of a goddess, an asset not
to be dismissed.
The Odyssey doesn‟t tell us but it is likely that when Ulysses assembled his boat
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he started with the keel and ribs and afterwards added the planking for this had been
the method of shipbuilding in the Mediterranean. The Jewel of Muscat and its reference
for design, the Belitung shipwreck, were on the other hand, assembled, after laying the
keel, plank or shell first and the ribbing added afterwards. This is another difference in
shipbuilding that occurred at the narrow land bridge of the Sinai between the
Mediterranean and the Indian Ocean and has been noted by seafaring historians for
generations.
There is a curious note from Alan Villiers who sailed the African coast in 1938.
On the island of Lamu off the Kenyan coast he visited the shipbuilding yard where
Swahili carpenters were building an Arab Dhow. „They carefully removed all the old ribs
and replaced them by new. Then, having put in fresh ribs, they took off the old planking
and built up new. In this way they were making a new ship with exactly the shape of the
old one.‟ There is no means by which Villiers could have known when a shipwright sat
down to fashion the original craft nor how many generations of reconstruction this
design had fostered.
One piece of information that we cannot recover from the Belitung shipwreck is
what kind of sail was used. Ulysses used cotton as the material for his sail and it is a
good possibility that the Belitung shipwreck used this as well. The most noticeable
differences in the sails would have been their shape, which, until the Europeans showed
up in the Indian Ocean, varied in the two Oceans. In the waters between Africa and
Europe a square sail was used. The Indian Ocean had used the square sail as well
however after the sixth or seventh century the lateen sail began to make an appearance
and in time it became ubiquitous with voyaging on the waters of that sea. The great
advantage of the lateen sail, triangular rather than square and set more forward in the
ship, was the maneuverability that it provided allowing a ship to sail closer, or more into,
the wind, something harder to achieve with the square sail. The square sail on the
other hand proved to be more stable for larger ships in times of heavy seas, more
appropriate for the waters of the Mediterranean. In the ninth century with the arrival of
Islam on the shores of the Mediterranean, Arab ship design and the use of the lateen
sail, were incorporated into the Byzantine ships although the square sail remained
dominant until the last days of commercial sailing.
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use of the lateen sail after fourteen hundred into their carrack using it to round Africa
and find their way to the Indian Ocean.
It should not be unexpected that various methods of shipbuilding have developed
throughout the seas as different regions have adapted their ships based on the
availability of materials and local conditions. The ships with which we associate with
sea voyages tend to have masts made of one leg anchored in the keel of the ship. The
masts of ancient Nile ships were often two legs placed against each side of the ship as
there was no keel in which to set the mast. In the waters of Indonesia tripod masts
were used. Various types of sealant have been used to keep the ships waterproof,
Indian Ocean ships could use a fish oil, the Chinese used Tung oil mixed with chopped
hemp. In the Indonesian Islands and Malacca there was a gum or pitch from a tree
much like pine resin while the Polynesians, on their trips into the Pacific used a pitch
made of nut oils.

Some of the vessels that plied the waters between India and

Indonesia were so top heavy that outriggers were developed to balance the ships and
keep them afloat in a heavy wind.

Further east the Polynesians around 1000 CE,

developed the catamaran. Two hulls were joined by beams and a deck was set on top
which provided living space for the passengers and crew. It is from these last ships that
the islands of the south Pacific were explored and settled.
The Junk, a word ubiquitous with Chinese shipping as well as cheap and unused
items we have lying about, has been in use since the Song period of the tenth century in
the South China seas. The Junk has significant differences from both Mediterranean
and Indian Ocean ships that it is worth a moment to take notice of them. They were
multi-masted, flat bottomed without a keel, features unique in comparison with vessels
of the western seas. This made them somewhat top heavy requiring ballast to keep
them afloat. The sails were of bamboo mats with horizontal beams or battens placed at
intervals up the height of the sail, this allowed the sail to be easily folded up and did not
need to be removed when not in use. These sails made the ship easy to handle even in
high winds.
The greatest Chinese seafaring innovation encountered by travelers to the east,
Marco Polo, Ibn Battuta and Niccolo da Conti were the compartments that made up the
hull. These compartments, or bulkheads, were separated and prevented water, should
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a break occur in any one part of the ship, from filling into the neighboring compartment.
The damaged compartment could be drained and repaired without any damage to the
overall integrity of the ship while the undamaged compartments kept the ship afloat.
Accommodations on the Ship
In 1867 the famed humorist, Mark Twain, boarded a converted warship in New York and
departed for the old world on what was probably one of the first charter cruises. The
Quaker City was to make for the Azores and then continue on a grand tour of the
Mediterranean; Gibraltar, Marseille, Genoa, Naples, Palermo, Athens, Constantinople
and into the Black Sea port of Smyrna. On the return voyage stops in Beirut, Valencia
and Madeira were added. One hundred and fifty passengers could be accommodated
on this voyage which included all meals and games and activities to keep them
occupied. There was socializing, reading, games, dancing and for those who chose to
take part, prayers.
Cruises such have this have only gotten larger and more luxurious with
thousands accommodated upon these temporary luxury condos of the sea, with the
amenities far beyond what Twain could have imagined or hoped for. And although the
rooms of these travelers have no doubt evolved, Twain found his shared room
„satisfactory.‟ There was a sink where he could wash and a sofa which also served as a
locker. There was room to turn around but he found the space was insufficient to swing
his cat „at least with entire security to the cat.‟
We don‟t know if he used his cat to measure his room but when Ibn Battuta
booked passage on a Chinese ship out of Calcutta he was impressed by the amenities
offered. Five hundred years had elapsed between the two voyages but Ibn Battuta
perhaps did not find his accommodations inferior to those of Twain. There were rooms,
cabins and saloons for merchants and the cabins had chambers with lavatories. The
cabins were large enough that entire families could be accommodated or in the case of
ibn Battuta, his slave girls. Each cabin had a lock and key and one could while away
the entire voyage in their cabin never needing to mix with others on board.
Marco Polo also noted these ships out of China some having fifty or sixty cabins
in which the merchants would abide their time on the voyage. Polo doesn‟t tell us about
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the amenities but they were probably similar to those on the ships of Ibn Battuta. The
Polos departed China for good, probably on a ship with cabins, latrines and numerous
other amenities. The ship would have been the most luxurious of that time as the trio
were escorting Cocachin, a seventeen year old Mongol bride, to the Mongol Khan of
Persia. Thirteen ships made the voyage to supply the princess and her entourage with
supplies for two years. She was deemed too delicate to make the land journey, so the
sea voyage was no doubt as comfortable and Royal as the time could allow.
The Chinese ships of the thirteenth through fifteenth centuries were probably the
golden means of travel for the powerful, influential and wealthy. The ships of the Indian
Ocean treasure fleet, of which Zheng He took command, had individual cabins for
officials of the Chinese government but more importantly for the diplomats of the Indian
Ocean lands coming to pay their respects to the Chinese emperor. There was a need
to display the magnificence of the empire abroad and it was ensured that visiting
diplomats would travel in style and comfort. Most details of the individual cabins are lost
however we do know that some had private balconies which overlooked the sea
comparable to the better class of rooms on a modern cruise ship. It is likely that all the
demands for comfort made by these diplomats at sea were met within the limitations of
a luxurious life aboard ships.
These ships with cabins are something of an anomaly until the advent of the
cruise ship of the late nineteenth century, there were cabins but they were generally
limited to the captain and perhaps some crew. In ancient Rome, if one were important
enough, the captain‟s cabin on a grain freighter could be secured and the captain would
be left to the next best spot. Indian ships of the seventh century had cabins but these
ships were specifically for royalty and the cabins may have been no more than an
awning.

There was also an instance of a rocking chair rigged so as to give the

privileged passenger a means to combat seasickness. An Arabian ship owner of the
tenth century was able to provide a cabin for his wife and son although we do not know
the degree of its luxury. In general the conditions of the cabins would have offered few
amenities other than the opportunity to sleep apart from the riff raff and crew on board.
For the most part the passenger list was made up on riff raff and crew.
If one were lucky enough to obtain passage in the cabin of a Roman era grain
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freighter, most of the other passengers on board were not. These enormous freighters
could carry as many as six hundred people. When St Paul was taken to Rome for trial
and eventual execution there were two hundred and seventy six passengers on board.
There were no cabins for all these people and many of them probably staked out a spot
on the deck. While Marco Polo, Ibn Battuta and the ambassadors carried by the ships
of Zheng He had luxurious, private accommodations, others on the same ships would
have had to settle for much less. Servants and attendants were likely crowded into
communal areas where their only personal space would be their bunk, and this may
have been shared. Men and women would have been separated. The crew as well did
not fare so well as our well-to-do travelers, like passengers, at best they would have
had communal bunks, at worst they would compete with the passengers for deck space.
These were the accommodations on the larger ships. The smaller ships had much less
to offer, however small ship owners have left us little information to know what
conditions were actually like.

Conditions on Board
We are going beyond the boundaries of our ancient and medieval sailors and will talk of
a relatively modern seafarer who can perhaps help us understand the experience of the
ocean in the distant past. Alan Villiers was an Australian who devoted his life to the sea
so much that his first wife divorced him „citing the sea as correspondent‟. He sailed on
commercial sailing ships between Australia and Europe in the nineteen twenties. In
1934 he purchased his own ship which he named the Joseph Conrad on which he
circumvented the globe, the ship now sits at the naval museum in Mystic Connecticut.
He was a consultant on Hollywood movies of the sea, was a prolific photographer and
writer. It is primarily as a writer and secondarily as a photographer that Villiers is of
interest to us.
The book from which we will draw, the Sons of Sinbad, was the result of a
venture taken in 1938 and 39 in the Indian Ocean. William Facey tells us that he
„travelled to Arabia because he was certain that he was living through the last days of
sail, and he was determined to record as much of them as he was able.‟ It was his goal
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to experience and document a dying trade for the commercial sail ships of the Indian
Ocean, and the world, were in their last days and were soon to be replaced entirely by
steam and diesel. Villiers, the traveler, author and photographer, perhaps has taken the
last possible trip in which we could travel as did our heroes which we talk of in this book
and in the absence of any sources for the average traveler we‟ll rely on his account of
his crew mates and the passengers that sailed with him. Villiers believed that some of
the ancient times of navigation still existed in the Red Sea, Persian Gulf and Indian
Ocean and these dhows, he felt were the direct descendants from these ancient
vessels.

There are probably more differences than Villiers believed, but for our

purposes there is connection enough.

The conditions experienced by the average

sailor, or passenger, one or two thousand years ago, whether in the Indian Ocean, the
Mediterranean or the South China Seas, are close enough to what Villiers witnessed in
1938. He managed passage first on a small ship that plied the Red Sea, the Sheikh
Mansur in which he slept on the cargo perhaps a foot above the water line for there was
no deck. There was no shelter and the author became sunburned, despite this Villiers
was not discontented, „the air was warm and there were stars for company…we lived in
unrelieved blackness, though the nights were soft and the stars were clear, and the
moon of Ramadan, was light enough in the evenings.‟ Afterwards was able to sail on a
larger Dhow, The Spirit of Righteousness, which departed Aden and sailed the East
coast of Africa to Mozambique, returning through the Persian Gulf to Kuwait. He lived
on board much as did the crew, eating with them, privy to some of their smuggling
secrets but found that, when he tried to work with the crew he had not the toughness,
despite his years of sail, to keep up with them. An injury forced him to forgo the efforts
of labor and allowed him to observe the activities of crew and passengers from a
privileged position on the poop near to where the captain slept. He had a carpet to
sleep on and was usually at the mercy of the sun.
The Sheikh Mansur, plying the Red Sea, did not take on passengers in addition
to its cargo however the Spirit of Righteousness did. The larger deep sea Dhow of the
Indian Ocean had a crew of twenty-seven, all men who would sleep in their clothing
where ever they could find a spot. In addition to the crew, the ship could hold, Villiers
calculated, up to two hundred and fifty passengers although he was never sure how
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many were aboard as there was no passenger list and passengers came and went in
the various ports without formality. The passengers claimed their space and slept as
they could, on their sides and did not have space to turn. These travelers fared better
than others, Villiers observed another ship off the Somali coast, smaller than the Spirit
of Righteousness, which held perhaps two hundred passengers so packed that they
had no room to lie down. This ship had been at sea for twenty days. The crew stepped
on the passengers tightly squeezed for space, some leaned over the side of the ship,
others had room only to sit on the rails.
It does not take much to anticipate the conditions that were soon to be found on
these ships. There was no cleaning and people were sick or spat on deck, Villiers
surmised „they saw that the sea was clean and the ship dirty, and therefore spat on the
ship.‟ This was in addition to the ever constant smell of fish-oil and foul bilge-water and
the rats, cockroaches and other insects that inhabited the ship permanently. It is not
difficult to predict the diseases that would pop up. The Italian authorities of Somalia
checked for tuberculosis.
These were the conditions for the men and the children, the conditions for the
women, there were about fifteen on the Spirit of Righteousness, were much worse.
They were kept in the Great Cabin where Villiers was kept while recovering from his
injury prior to the women boarding. Villiers found that there was no air and it stank of
fish oil and bilge-water, infested with rats and insects. If Ibn Battuta had encountered
these conditions he would have remained a traveler by land only.
The two hundred and fifty people, or thereabouts, sailing with Villiers, was
certainly not an uncommon number for those sailing throughout history.

On Mark

Twain‟s voyage there were one hundred and fifty passengers in addition to the crew and
staff which would have been considerable this being a luxury cruise ship. Da Gama, on
his first voyage to the Indian Ocean sailed with one hundred and fifty to one hundred
and seventy men on three ships, none of the ships holding more than eighty tonnes, his
second voyage had eight hundred men in fifteen ships, only fifty to sixty people per ship.
In the fifth century Fa Hsien seemed to link up with ships that carried two hundred
people both sailing from Sri Lanka to Java and again from Java to China. Saint Paul
was escorted to Rome on a freighter carrying two hundred and seventy six people in 62
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CE. In a famous trading voyage from Siraf on the Persian Gulf to Shihr on the south
Arabian coast, twelve hundred people, merchants, ship owners, sailors, traders and
others, crowded on three ships on a trip that few survived.
Ships moving about the Indian Ocean seem to quite often be carrying seven
hundred people, whether this was considered a fortuitous number which has been
passed down to us, or those boarding the ship waited for the seven hundredth person to
board before setting sail, we do not know. Prince Vijaya set sail from the Bengal with
seven hundred followers to settle in Sri Lanka in sixth century BCE. More than twelve
hundred years later in the eighth century CE the other Prince Vijaya set sail from the
Bengal with seven hundred people to colonize Java. Vijaya‟s Pandyan bride sailed on a
ship with seven hundred virgins in addition to some very willing officers of state,
servants and slaves. In the fourteenth century, Friar Odoric, on his return to Rome, was
one of seven hundred on board a number he probably got from one of the Indian crew.
Polo and Ibn Battuta were not held to the figure of seven hundred, Polo indicating
two to three hundred people were on board the Chinese ships sailing for India and ibn
Battuta counting six hundred passengers with four hundred men at arms.

On the

Mediterranean Josephus in sixty BCE sailed with six hundred passengers and ibn
Jubayr departed Acre for Sicily on a ship with two thousand people.
These numbers that have been bandied about must be suspect. In most cases
we cannot really rely on our traveler‟s ability to count the passengers on board as they
moved about and would not sit still long enough for an accurate count. Some of the
more organized ships may have kept an accurate log and our traveler may, on the long
voyage, have had access to this and spent time counting those on the passenger list.
However the numbers were in all likelihood, exaggerated. Whether it be Polo, Ibn
Battuta, Ibn Jubayr or Friar Odoric, the larger the number the more impressed the home
audiences would be of the wonders and images from abroad.
Whether or not these numbers are reliable need not detain us for too long for
they are not the issue at hand. What really concerns us here are the conditions in
which these people, whether two hundred or two thousand, were maintained.

Ibn

Battuta traveled in relative comfort with his private cabin in which his servants and slave
girls stayed and Marco Polo undoubtedly traveled in similar style. Great for these two,
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but how were the others onboard maintained? Of the six hundred passengers and four
hundred men at arms traveling with Ibn Battuta, how many were housed in such
reasonable accommodations. Ibn Battuta or Marco Polo never bothered to inform us
but we can make quite a safe guess that the majority on these ships were huddled or
crammed into less appealing conditions.
Ibn Jubayr gives us some idea of the conditions that may have been encountered
on their travels when he wrote that passengers are boarded „until they sit one on top of
the other so that they are like chickens crammed in a coop‟. This was on the Red Sea
with Pilgrims sailing from Egypt to Arabia for the Haj at Mecca. This is one of the few
historical references we have as to the conditions encountered by the average traveler
or the riff-raff on their sea journeys.
So when we talk about the twelve hundred people on three ships that departed
Siraf for Shihr or the seven hundred people that sailed with the Prince Vijayas, in the
sixth century BCE for Sri Lanka or eighth century CE for Java, we can fairly safely
assume that perhaps six hundred of those on board were not maintained in private
cabins with servants and slave girls to accompany them.

They were crammed, in

varying degrees, into common areas where they had to jostle for space often on deck
open to the elements.
When Ibn Jubayr was crammed onto a ship on the Red Sea with other pilgrims
bound for Mecca, they spent two days at sea, they were lucky, others have had to
endure significantly longer voyages. Some legs of these voyages are relatively short. If
a ship is coasting the next port would be no more than a few days away. Red Sea ports
were about two days apart, Ibn Battuta noted that the ports of India were spread out
every one to three days. On the African coast during the first years of the common era
ports were about six days apart, Villiers sailing south in the 1930s spent no more than
five days at sea. A couple of days at sea, or even three and in calm weather on the
Indian Ocean brings to mind romantic visions of freedom on the high seas with hours of
leisure, reading, conversation, food (hopefully with wine) and sun. Few of us could
probably tolerate more than three days at sea, even in fair weather, the monotony
becoming the main obstacle to our enjoyment with no escape from annoying copassengers. The next port and its offerings would be the foremost in our thoughts.
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But three days at sea were short voyages and when not coasting and taking
direct routes the time could expand significantly. The great grain freighters of ancient
Rome took ten to fourteen days to reach Egypt, and on board would be travelers who
happened to be going in that direction. Ibn Battuta spent ten days from Calicut to the
Maldives and later on a further nine days to Sri Lanka. Fa Hsien was at sea for fourteen
days when he left Tamalripti in north east India for Sri Lanka. The two Prince Vijayas,
fourteen hundred years apart probably took the same time to make the trip. Ibn Jubayr
spent thirteen days from Ceuta to Sardinia and a further eleven days to Egypt. Da
Gama took twenty two days to sail from the east African coast to the west coast of India,
the return trip took thirty.
When conditions became less than perfect, the days tended to creep upwards.
Ibn Battuta encountered a sluggish sea between Java and China and spent a further
thirty seven days at sea. His return trip encountered stormy weather and it took forty
two days to reach Sumatra. Ibn Jubayr spent forty days in a Mediterranean storm out of
Acre before they could safely put into a Greek harbor. Fa Hsien seemed to encounter
the greatest trouble in getting about, ninety days in stormy weather between Sri Lanka
and Java and a further eighty two days to China in similar conditions.
Even in good conditions the voyages could be lengthy, the grain freighters
returning from Egypt to Italy could take one to two months. On Villiers‟ return voyage to
the Persian Gulf, they spent forty three days at sea before landing in Bahrein. While off
the coast of Somaliland Villiers paints the idyllic picture of life at sea,

'We wandered

along very pleasantly in the days of azure sun and gentle breeze, and if our progress
was not all it might have been, nobody minded. I am sure I did not, for it was a peaceful
life. One of the most striking things about the big Arab ship was the sense of peace and
well-being which pervaded her.' There was no sense of time and no awareness of days
and Villiers surmised that the crew unlikely knew what year it was.
While we could no doubt occupy ourselves during two, three perhaps even up to
ten days at sea, what does one do with the days when they are weeks and even months
aboard a ship? Mark Twain had no shortage of distractions in 1867 during the ten days
it took the Quaker City to cross the Atlantic. There was a library on board and musical
instruments should the passengers be able to play. There was a games room and a
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room for dancing.

The passengers arranged games of charades and there was a

debating club. During the warm summer mornings there was room to stroll, arm-in-arm,
on the deck. But despite all this boredom was a periodic companion. Modern cruise
ships have even more to offer, with live shows, casinos and sports complexes such that
people go to sea, not to go anywhere, but simply to go to sea.
Life aboard Villiers‟ ship the Spirit of Righteousness did not have so much to
offer. The crew of course had their own responsibilities. There was the hard work of
shifting the yard and mainsail as required, a job in which Villiers could not keep up with
his crewmates and there was the preparation, while in port, of the ship for sea. At sea
the bilge water, „reeking dreadfully of bad dates and worse fish-oil and all sorts of
nameless malodorous things which were most repugnant‟ had to be bailed which
involved the entire crew passing buckets of the sludge to the side of the sea where it
was deposited. These were the difficult tasks but there were also lighter requirements,
repairing the sail when the seams were about to split and when no other work was
required there was the making of rope from coconut fiber. On board a crew member
was building a small dhow which it was hoped could be sold on the coast of Africa.
But all was not hard work, there was the Muslim obligation to pray five times a
day although Friday, the Muslim Sabbath and day of rest was not observed, there were
no days for rest. After dinner there was the smoking of the hookah for those who chose
to do so but Villiers found the tobacco much too harsh. Afterwards the sailors would
sleep where they could resulting in a poor nights‟ sleep. When things were slow the
crew would peruse and compare their entitled chest of goods which they brought for
trade along the coast for which Villiers determined they intended to pay no duty on any
of it.
While preparing a ship in port there was dancing and singing. In Aden Harbor:
Now and again, sailors rose to their feet and danced in couples, shuffling along
the carpet side by side. It was not very interesting dancing and I'm afraid its
meaning, if it had any, was lost on me. But to them it was great fun, and they all
enjoyed it. They appeared to take more pleasure in it than I had ever seen at
any formal European dancing, but I was unable to make head or tail of it....this
Arab shuffling seemed quite meaningless. However, this it could not have been.
Perhaps the boom's sailors were performing very badly. If they were, I never saw
better.
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There was little in the way of drinking for the crew that Villiers sailed with, he never saw
them drunk. He says nothing of gambling and perhaps none took place but there could
have been an occasional bet. From Captain Buzurg‟s Wonders of India we learn that
Muhammad b. Babishad had made a wager of twenty dinars with a captain while on the
voyage to Oman. The bet was based on the port in which they would land, Raysut said
Babishad but the captain challenged that they would land fifty parasangs below. The
Captain won and presumably Babishad offered up his twenty dinars which, as per the
wager were given as alms to the poor.
We know that when Ibn Battuta booked passage on his ship to China he was
sure that his personal cabin had sufficient room to accommodate both his wives and
slave girls (without the swinging cat). He didn‟t say how many wives he had at the time
for he married and divorced frequently and he never did give an account of his slaves.
What he did in his cabin with his wives and slaves are lost with Ibn Battuta, but we get
the general idea. The Polos no doubt had similar distractions in their private cabins.
There were few women on Villiers Spirit of Righteousness while on the Indian Ocean
and they were securely separated from the men and kept in the great cabin on the deck,
the cabin that Villiers described as nauseating and cramped. When one woman did
venture on deck to pray with her husband, the man was warned that his wife must be
kept under better control. After a number of months at sea and having circumvented
Africa into the Indian Ocean, some of the crew of Vasco da Gama‟s smuggled three
women aboard the ship. The Admiral, having learned of this, punished the men and
threatened to have the women whipped.
As for accounts from passengers there is little for us to draw from. Buddhist
monks, Fa Hsien and I Ching no doubt took the opportunity to review their Indian
religious texts with which they were returning home and to converse and exchange
ideas on their beliefs. They could also, if they choose, study the language of the lands
into which they were travelling. Ludovico Varthema related that to counter the tedium
while sailing between Borneo and Java, he and other western Christians caught up on
the conditions of Christianity and their brethren in the west. Proselytization occurred as
travelers frequently took new ideas and old arguments to foreign ports and the ships
that entered them. In the seas of Indonesia, Hinduism arrived and challenged the view
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of the Austronesians settled on the Islands, then came Buddhism and afterwards Islam.
With the arrival of the Europeans Christianity was presented as another option. On the
Mediterranean there was probably little effort at proselytization at least in Ibn Jubayr‟s
time, for when he boarded a ship at Acre, he and the other Muslims ensured that they
secured spots separated from the Christians.
The modern cruise ships do not leave port without an entertainment schedule
and Villiers‟ Spirit of Righteousness was not an exception. The Nakhoda, or captain,
enticed a guitarist on board by giving him special privileges and even bought him a
guitar, he had no on board responsibilities and was able to collect tips from the other
passengers. It was after the midday prayer „that Ismael, our musician, would play on
his damned guitar. Then all peace was ended. In six months I never came to like that
music. So far as I could see, there was not a thing to like about it….Ismael on his guitar
was and remained an affront to the ear of mortal man.
encouragement, he also sang, which was worse.

Given the slightest

His songs were interminable,

plaintive, and most repellent, sung horribly in an unnatural and dreadfully unattractive
voice.‟ The problem was that Villiers was on a smaller ship and there was no other deck
which to escape.
The passengers on the Spirit of Righteousness Villiers were declared to be „quiet
and decent and once they had settled down to the life on board...sat and slept and
yarned and cooked their few victuals, and did their best to keep out of trouble and out of
the sailors' way.' They would spend time reading the Quran and grooming themselves.
There was a young boy, a Bedouin who sat fishing although Villiers believes he never
managed a catch. It is how one manages their boredom and tedium that makes the
days at sea pass at a reasonable pace.
We have almost nothing of the menus that were served on ships both ancient
and medieval, even Mark Twain declines to give us few details of the menu during his
voyage on the Quaker City, all we can gather is that he did have the choice between tea
and coffee. This is unfortunate for those of us who do like to travel our first thought of
our vacation is often what foods we‟ll find, if not new to us, at least authentic to the
tastes we‟re already familiar with. Although the clues are rare there are some available.
Telemachus, son of Ulysses, when setting out on the seas in search of his father was
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sure to take barley meal „the staff of life‟, Ulysses himself was sure to take bread and
water and was not the least inclined to exclude wine. Of course fish was a popular
option when it could be caught for crew and passengers no doubt had better luck than
the young Bedouin boy on Villiers‟ ship. Other creatures of the sea were a popular
option as the sixth century merchant turned monk Cosmas Indicopleustes tells of his
experience on the Indian Ocean, „The seal, the dolphin, and the turtle we eat at sea if
we chance to catch them. When we want to eat the dolphin and turtle we cut their
throat. But we do not kill the seal that way, but strike it over the head as is done with
the large kinds of fish. The flesh of the turtle, like mutton, is dark-coloured; that of the
dolphin is like pork, but dark coloured and rank; and that of the seal is, like pork, white
and free from smell.‟ The dolphin was a popular option when available but don‟t worry,
they were not the dolphins of your local Sea World that all our children dream of
swimming with but another bull headed fish that sailors called dolphins. Villiers‟ ship
had no less than seven lines trailing in the ocean and when the conditions were good
they were able to catch twenty or thirty large fish which were a welcome change to the
regular food on board.
This fish-cleaning was anything but a hygienic business. No time was wasted on
such nonsense as stripping the scales, or washing out the fish; they were split
with a blow from an axe, the backbone slit with a rusted knife, and the flesh
pounded with coarse salt liberally mixed with whatever else might be blowing
round on deck, stamped in by the sailors‟ feet. The deck was bloody and
unscrubbed, the salt grubby and uncleaned. I lost all interest in fish, and firmly
resolved to avoid all dishes with fish in them from that time onwards. (For that
matter, any visit forward was enough to put me off the ship‟s food for all time.)
When the fish had been opened and salted, they were threaded on a piece of
light coir rope and hung in the sun.
The ships of da Gama departed Portugal with preserves and perfumed waters
and in the south Atlantic they were able to feast on lobster. But they had to be more
cautious when they entered the Indian Ocean as some fish made the sailors sick with
fever. They quickly learned which fish they could eat and those to be avoided. Upon
the Indian Ocean da Gama‟s ships were approached by small boats and offered fowls,
the size of hens, and small fruit, yellow in color and the size of walnuts. The ever
suspicious Portuguese had the Africans kill the birds, prepare and eat them to be
assured that they were not poisoned. Convinced that the food was safe, they found the
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fowls to be savory and the fruit tasty as well. But soon after the men began to fall ill
due, they determined, to the fruit, not the salted meat, fish or the biscuit which had been
brought from Portugal many months earlier. Their gums swelled and rotted producing a
severe case of bad breath and their teeth began to fall out.

Da Gama‟s English

language editor, Henry EJ Stanley suggested that this was the first documented case of
scurvy. But not to fear, da Gama, according to his biographer Gaspar Correa, had a
solution from which the men recovered; „he ordered that each one should wash his
mouth with his own water (ie pee) each time that he passed it, by doing which in a few
days they obtained health.‟ The English in their lengthy sea travels provided a more
appetizing solution, that of sucking on limes.
Other foods were planned on and loaded from shore. Dried dates seemed to be
a popular option for those on the Indian Ocean for both Villiers and Ibn Battuta had
plenty of these. Off the Hadhramaut coast, modern Yemen, Ibn Battuta‟s crew landed
and was able to collect birds and eggs which were shared equally amongst all those on
board. The Austronesians, when settling the islands of the south Pacific took their dogs,
not because they were attached to them as pets, but for food.
It was common for passengers to supply their own food for the length of the
voyage as the Spaniard Ibn Jubayr discovered when sailing on the Mediterranean, but
this could prove problematic when the voyage stretched beyond its intended number of
days. While sailing eastward their intended sailing of ten to fifteen days was stretched
to thirty and the provisions of some of the passengers ran out. Ibn Jubayr and his three
companions managed to get through the thirty days with dried biscuit, ritl, which they
moistened with a bit of water. The passengers on Villiers ship were also responsible for
their own provisions on their jaunt down the East African coast including their own
cooking implements. Forty Bedouin who boarded brought with them one tin firepot as
their stove and a bale of sheep dung for their fuel.
The sailors and travelling merchants on the Spirit of Righteousness fared
somewhat better than the passengers as they had meal privileges on the poop. For
their morning meal they could have bread, baked on board, not always fresh, washed
down with sweet tea. Alternatively they would have rice with ghee and perhaps some
dried boiled fish in curry. The evening meal was often the same rice and ghee and if
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they had any boiled chilies these were thrown in. Meals were casual affairs, a far cry
from the endless smorgasbords found on the modern cruise liner, taken in silence and
over in a few minutes without formalities.
The great ships of China in which Zheng He served as admiral had much more to
offer.

Vegetables and seasonings were grown on board, wine fermented, a year‟s

supply of grain would be inventoried and live pigs would be taken on the voyage. Other
supplies were secured, salt, tea, wine and oils. A secretary was appointed to oversee
all food requirements and supplies and ran the kitchens on board which had to serve
meals for hundreds if not thousands. Kitchens or galleys were not something new for
Lionel Casson has given us an example of a seventh century Byzantine wreck, a small
vessel, with a tiled roof and a tiled firebox and an iron grill. The ship was equipped with
four cups, four spoons and four sets of other utensils which gives a fairly clear idea of
the size of the crew. Columbus‟ ships had no more than a firebox eight hundred years
later, a similar stove used by Villiers‟ ship in the nineteen thirties.
While the need to keep us informed of the diet and menu options available on
board did not seem to be an issue of concern for our travelers, there was more
preoccupation to ensure that drinking water was available. Food, although important
was not, for obvious reasons, as vital as water, nor was water as easily to maintain in a
drinkable condition. The containers for European ships were often clay containers into
the middle-ages and later wooden barrels were used, neither of which could guarantee
the quality of the water which could often become undrinkable. In rough seas both clay
vessels and wooden barrels would break resulting in lost water.
On the Red Sea on the Sheikh Mansur, Villiers‟ flea-bitten vessel kept its water
„in a rusted drum exposed daylong to the intense heat of the overhead sun, and in this
drum small squirming things flourished.‟

It was during this voyage that Villiers

developed a stomach ailment and with the diminished amount of food he lost twenty
pounds. There were fewer insects in the water holds on the Spirit of Righteousness. As
a result of conditions such as these there has been significant planning to find watering
places where ships could put into shore and find a reliably fresh source of water. This
loading of water could take a significant amount of effort, Villiers observed his crew in
Africa: 'The crew also watered the ship. This they did with skins in the longboat, pulling
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away to a creek at the western end of the town at dawn each morning. Here they
grounded the boat and marched to a pool in an oasis, about a mile from Mukalla's
western gate. It took about three days to water the ship in this manner, but there was
nothing else to do.'
The Europeans soon learned from the Chinese and Indians who had the bright
idea of storing the water directly in the holds of the ship. The treasure ships of Zheng
He were accompanied by water tankers whose sole purpose was to source locations of
water and supply the fleet.
Navigation
When the sailors and traders of the Indus Valley towns and villages set sail for the
Persian Gulf island of Dilmun, getting there was a rather an easy affair. They sailed
westward keeping the coast on their right, they passed the Gedrosian desert of modern
Iran to the point where it started to turn to the north. At this point they knew they were
approaching what we call today the Straits of Hormuz and the entrance into the Persian
Gulf. They would cross the gulf at its southern point, never losing the sight of land, and
would sail onto Dilmun where they traded their goods before returning home following
the land on their left. From the north, where the Tigris and Euphrates enter the Persian
Gulf, the Babylonians sailed southeast keeping the coast of Arabia in view until they
came to the island and traded their goods. The traders from the south coast of Arabia
also followed the coast before entering the Persian Gulf and arriving at Dilmun.
In the Mediterranean keeping within sight of the coast was the preferred,
although not the only, means of navigation in ancient times. The Greek islands were
ideal for this type of sailing as the islands were kept in sight and one could sail from the
coast of Turkey to southern Italy hopping from island to island finding a beach to put into
each night when sailing was not the preferred an option. When the son of Ulysses,
Telemachus, set out on the sea in search of his father he enquired for a sign whether he
should return to Ithaca by passing Chios on his left and heading into the open sea, or to
keep Chios on his right and keeping within sight of land. The open sea was always a
faster option but we are left with the feeling that this was chosen reluctantly as the sight
of land provided a sense of security. When Ulysses set out on his solo sea journey
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home he spent seventeen days on the sea before sighting land but he had the
protection of the gods, Calypso provided him not only with a fair wind but also advised
him on which stars to use to guide his journey. Without a sign or the security provided
by a god sailors preferred the sight of land.
Early one morning in the month of July around the time of Christ the Captain of a
ship, Hippalus, stood on a Red Sea beach overseeing the preparation of his ship for a
voyage that would become epic in the history of seafaring. There was probably little
fanfare or commotion but the captain was setting out to try something new. The usual
route to India, by putting in at the ports of South Arabia were to be bypassed, the
captain would take his ship direct from the mouth of the Red Sea to the ports of
Western India. He would have overseen the loading of extra water for there would be
no stops to provision and there it would be a longer stretch without access to fresh
water. Captain Hippalus was venturing into the unknown and yet he had a pretty good
idea of where he was headed and how he would manage to get there. He had made
the trip to India more than once and knew the route to follow, he had assessed the stars
and had done his calculations. If he made a direct bee line for the coast of India, he
would save time and avoid the port fees and taxes in which he would normally have put
in. What was in the open sea far from the site of land, he did not know, but Hippalus
was not a superstitious man and did not expect to find anything threatening to his ship
other than the usual perils of the sea on his voyage to India. His crew may not have
shared his optimism, for we remember that the crews of Columbus were not completely
enthusiastic participants, Hippalus‟ crew may well have been made up of slaves, it is
possible that Hippalus himself was a slave. We can compare this voyage to that of the
first voyage to the moon, the participants knew where they were going, they had done
their research, the science of their beliefs was solidly behind them, but yet there were
still risks, although those of the Apollo program had no one to trade with on the moon.
When Hippalus made his historic run from the Red Sea direct to the coast of
India without making stops on the south coast of Arabia, he was breaking an ancient
habit that would have been revolutionary for the sailors of the time. The author of the
Periplus tells that prior to Hippalus the „whole voyage as above described, from Cana
and Eudaemon Arabia, they used to make in small vessels, sailing close around the
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shores of the gulfs; and Hippalus was the pilot who by observing the location of the
ports and the conditions of the sea, first discovered how to lay his course straight across
the ocean.‟ Similarly, the voyages from the east coast of India, of the Cholas and
Klings, probably kept to the coast of the Bay of Bengal and as a result traded, settled
and instilled their religion in Burma and the Indonesian Archipelago. But by the eleventh
century they too were making direct voyages across the open sea, leaving the sight of
land beyond the horizon. Coasting, was still in use in the first half of the twentieth
century when Villiers‟ Captain Nedji, on the African coast, indicated that he had no need
of nautical instruments „for he was only going to Zanzibar and he knew the way.'
Sailing on the open ocean was a highly regimental affair as seasonal winds and
sea conditions dictated when one could set out for distant ports. The bulk of sea travel
in the Mediterranean was during the summer, from April to October, with the rough
winter conditions to be strictly avoided unless absolutely necessary. Although rougher
conditions were no doubt to be found in the winter, it was because winter weather
clouded the skies obscuring the stars so important to navigation in these waters. But
during the summer the winds generally came from the north making a voyage from
Pozzuoli, Athens or Rhodes to Alexandria and easy jog, it was the return trip into the
winds that made the voyage three times as long. During the winter months when there
was little activity on the water, the ports, Pozzuoli, Athens, Rhodes and others became
quiet towns with little trade or other activities taking place. Athens left its commercial
litigation matters for the winter months following October when trade was quiet and time
was available to deal with these matters.
Sailing on the other side of Egypt offered a more complex pattern but the
seasonal nature of travel was no less apparent, the ninth century Belitung wreck of
Indonesia provides a valuable illustration of this.

With the aid of geographers,

historians, navigators and archeologists we can very nearly guess not only the year of
the wreck but we can also very accurately guess at the seasons in which the ship
sailed. Because one of the porcelain objects found in the wreck can be dated to 826
CE, it makes sense that the ship departed Canton with its goods of Chinese ware in the
year 830, give or take a couple of years. If the ship started its voyage from the Persian
Gulf, Siraf or El Basrah it would have set out in November or December of 829 when
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the southwest Monsoon of the Indian Ocean provided a good wind and a calm sea. At
the Straits of Hormuz where the Persian Gulf meets the Indian Ocean, the ships of Siraf
and El Basrah would meet up with the ships Muscat, Aden and other ports of the
Hadhramaut coast and the flotilla would follow the shore south on the Indian coast of
Malabar to the ports where the Nakhodas and traders best determined where they could
turn a good profit. Cambay, Honavar, Calicut and Cochin were crowded market towns
and there were others.
These ships would have come in later than those of the Red Sea ports as they
set out from Egypt in July and entered the Indian Ocean during the southwest monsoon
when the wind would push them across the open sea to the West Indian coast where
they would arrive in September. The Monsoon was more dangerous at this time and a
better built ship was required, perhaps one made of nails, which suggests that the
Belitung wreck made with coir did not come from the Red Sea where nails were
sometimes used. But for the sailors from the Red Sea, the Hadhramaut, the Island of
Socotra and East Africa, this was a method tried and true since the days of Hippalus.
After a few weeks holed up in an Indian port trading, resting and stocking up the
necessities for travelling further east, the Nakhoda and crew of the Belitung wreck
would wait for January when the winds in the Bay of Bengal would become more
favorable. They would pass by the southernmost point of India, perhaps making a stop
at Sri Lanka before heading across the open waters of the Bay of Bengal for the Straits
of Malacca. Here they would wait in one of the various ports on that route for summer
and their final eastward leg in the South China Sea. After trading there during the
summer months the ship would have started the homeward journey sometime between
October and December, crossing the Bay of Bengal in January. They would attain the
West Indian coast in February or March, Musqat in April and reach their home port
sometime in May on a gentle wind. The entire voyage, as laid out by George Hourani
would take a year and a half with six months at home to catch up in the local cafes and
plan for the next trip to China should the decision be made to risk it. These were not
regular voyages, as we know from Captain Buzurg and few ventured to make repeat
voyages.
Not to travel during these months as encouraged by the winds was to do so at
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one‟s peril, but perhaps the crew at the Belitung wreck chose to chance it and ended up
stranded on the shore of an unfamiliar Indonesian Island, their cargo at the bottom of
the sea, finding great difficulty in getting home, or perhaps they went down with the
ship.

Ibn Battuta narrowly escaped from the misjudgment of sailing during the off

season.

Leading a delegation with gifts from the Indian Muhammad Shah for the

Chinese court, Ibn Battuta and his entourage had been set to sail from Calicut. The
delegation, his companions and his slave girls and the gifts intended for the Chinese
court were loaded on two ships while Ibn Battuta decided to spend one further night on
shore with only a prayer mat and a slave. That night the winds picked up sending the
ship carrying the delegation and gifts to the shore where all were cast and lost upon the
beach. The other ship with his slave girls, one of whom was pregnant and for which he
showed some degree of attachment, tried to run against the storm and head for open
water. He found later that the ship had survived and arrived in Sumatra where it was
taken in by a local prince, his pregnant slave had died.
Tim MacKintosh-Smith has figured that these ships departed Calicut in April, the
end of the sailing season for the Bay of Bengal when the calm seas succumbed to the
monsoons turning up violent seas which will do damage to any ship that lingers on that
coast for too long. Perhaps it was felt that their ships could withstand the weather or the
storms came early that year and the timing was a little too tight. In any case the tragedy
of Ibn Battuta‟s sailing adventure shows us the perils of ignoring the rhythm of the seas.

Ibn Battuta
Familiar to us all, Marco Polo has always played a more prominent role in the story of
travel than has Ibn Battuta for whom there have been few, if any, myths and fictions.
There is no sheep named after him, no mega series on his life and adventures and,
despite my best efforts, no pool game named Ibn Battuta. As a world traveler he has,
until recently, played second fiddle to Marco Polo and has been overlooked in the
popular imagination. This has been unfair to the man who in many ways has surpassed
Polo in the destinations and distance travelled, the adventures had and in just plain
good old storytelling. The only advantages given to Polo have been his familiarity to the
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European audience and the fact that he beat Ibn Battuta to the punch.
In 1325, fifty five years after Polo set out on his journey east, Ibn Battuta left his
family and friends and set out from Tangiers, the city of his birth, with the simple
intention of making the Hajj to Mecca, an activity not uncommon to any Muslim of his
standing and age. He set out by land on the Mediterranean coast of Africa and made
his way to Egypt, down the Nile to the Red Sea where he intended to make the crossing
to the Arabian port of Jedda and then the short land journey to Mecca. Local wars
prevented the crossing so he made his way back to Egypt and onto Damascus where
he join the annual caravan to make his first Hajj. Afterwards he joined the caravan
returning to Baghdad but pin balled his way about Iraq, Persia and Turkey and finally set
out from Baghdad to make his second Hajj spending three years in Mecca for rest and
studies.
From the Arabian Peninsula he sailed down the African coast, returned to Mecca
and made his way north to Asia Minor where he ambled about before crossing the Black
Sea into the Crimea then east to Christian lands and Constantinople.

He toured

through Central Asia then southward into India where he spent seven years in Delhi in
the service of the reigning Sultan. Chosen as ambassador to China he then travelled to
the Malabar Coast of India where disaster struck and the gifts from the Delhi Sultan
intended for China where lost at sea. Rather than facing the wrath of the Sultan for
losing the treasures, Ibn Battuta broke ties and meandered along the west Indian coast,
to the Maldives, Sri Lanka, Bengal, Sumatra and onto China where he indicates that he
travelled as far north as Khanbalik, the modern city of Beijing.
It was at this point, in 1346, that Ibn Battuta decided to return home and he
arrived in Tangiers about three years later, his outward journey having taken him twenty
one years. In 1350 he set out across the Straits for a jaunt in al-Andalus then in 1351
he set out south across the Sahara desert for the kingdom of Mali. He returned home,
this time for good in 1354.
In all it has been guessed that Ibn Battuta travelled seventy five thousand miles
during his wanderings while the famed Polo logged a measly fifteen thousand. But like
those who have delved into the works of Marco Polo there are those who have come to
question all that Ibn Battuta has told us. That he traversed his way across north Africa
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to Alexandria, Damascus and Baghdad to and from his various pilgrimages to Mecca,
that he sailed the coast of Africa and ambled about central Asia and that he spent seven
years in India in the service of the sultan, these are all matters for which geographers,
historians and commentators have had little issue. It is when he takes us beyond these
lands that his reputation takes a bit of a hit. His account of Constantinople, while vibrant
and apparently accurate, has one glaring fault, the ex-emperor who he claimed to have
met had died the year before his arrival.
Beyond the Maldives and Sri Lanka, more questions arise and it has been
suggested that he did not venture beyond these lands. He claims to have climbed
Adam‟s peak, but this has been questioned and his account of China is so perfunctorily
brief, and the itinerary so hopelessly flawed that it is thought he merely collected
information from those he met, perhaps on the coasts of India. But why would he do
this, why claim to have done something that one clearly hadn‟t. Ibn Battuta was as
much a tourist as he was a traveler, and perhaps he did something that we‟ve all done,
not perhaps lied about where we went but we‟ve stretched our experience to make our
journey that much more impressive to those who have not travelled with us, to raise our
standing in their eyes. It‟s a good bet that Ibn Battuta creatively enhanced his travels
for he knew who his audience of the fourteenth century would be, the narrow, literate
and educated classes of north western Africa and southern Spain. He had been to
Alexandria, Mecca, Mogadishu, Damascus, Baghdad, Constantinople, Delhi and
endless other cities and lands the names of which were often familiar to his readership
and if he had seen all of these it would almost be expected that he went to Sri Lanka
and China, they wanted it, so he provided. It‟s much as if you had travelled to France
and not quite managed to squeeze in the Eiffel Tower, or to Rome and missed the
Vatican, those at home would wonder had you really gone to France and not seen the
Eiffel Tower, so it is easier to fill in the gaps about what you had not seen and save your
credibility. For Ibn Battuta despite the occasional encounter of someone who knew of
these distant lands, it was unlikely that anyone could adequately challenge his version
of his travels.
But Ibn Battuta has been excused for lying, for it is not quite certain that he did, it
was his memory perhaps that may have been at fault. Tim Mackintosh-Smith asks his
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readers to remember their travel from fourteen years earlier without notes or
photographs to guide them. I have significant trouble recalling and sorting my travel
vacations from more than a couple of years previous. But there is one passage in his
writing that suggests to me that he reached at least as far as the south of China:
I stayed at Qanjanfu for fifteen days and then continued my journey. The land of
China, in spite of all that is agreeable in it, did not attract me. On the contrary I
was sorely grieved that heathendom had so strong a hold over it. Whenever I
went out of my house I used to see any number of revolting things, and that
distressed me so much that I used to keep indoors and go out only in case of
necessity. When I met Muslims in China I always felt just as though I were
meeting my own faith and kin.
If we can get past his intolerance we will realize that this is a very personal observation
and something that affected Ibn Battuta quite deeply, not something that one gathers
from an acquaintance who had made the journey themselves and passed on the
geography and a few bits of dry facts of the land.
This last passage is one example of Ibn Battuta revealing something of himself,
his personality, his feelings, something he did frequently making his travels so much
more of an interesting read that those of Marco Polo. We learn so much of the man and
much of what we see does not present an entirely agreeable figure. One side of his
personality that has been picked on by commentators for over a hundred years was his
propensity to marry and divorce with the changing of the wind.

While all of his

matrimonial goings on were within the bounds of fourteenth century legality, Ibn Battuta
seemed to press these boundaries or at least use them to the max. According to H.A.R.
Gibb, the early twentieth century English editor of Ibn Battuta‟s travels, „such provisions
were admirably suited to a roving life, and Ibn Battuta took full advantage of them.‟
He started his collection of ex-wives rather quickly on leaving Tangiers and by the
time he had reached Libya had already made arrangements to marry the daughter of a
Tunisian that was travelling with him.

Although this engagement did not come to

fruition, for he disagreed with her father, he married the daughter of another pilgrim and
treated the entire caravan to a wedding feast. Ibn Battuta deigned to tell us whatever
became of her. While he collected wives throughout his travels, ten that MackintoshSmith was able to tally, it was in the Maldives that he took advantage of the legal
parameters and had a total of four wives, but we don‟t know if they were all espoused at
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the same time. When he fell out with the family of one of his wives he left for another
island and found two more.

He attributed his excessive need for marriage in the

Maldives to the local consumption of tuna which empowered him to do „the rounds of all
of them every day‟ spending a night in rotation with each of his wives. One of the wives
seemed to have had a lasting impression for she „was one of the best of women.‟ When
the wives were not enough he also had access to his slave women and concubines to
which he applied his tuna heated energies. In China he noted the cheapness of slave
girls but also that they could not be forced to leave China if they chose not to go.
Leaving India with the intention of going to China he had at least two slave girls with
him, but they were separated never to meet up again. In Central Asia he was given
slaves and bought one for himself, a Greek, a bit special perhaps for he has left us her
name; Marguerite.
With all these wives and concubines there were the inevitable reproduction of
little Ibn Battuta‟s. He left a wife in Damascus with an unborn child, when he thought to
check in twenty years later he found that she had left a boy who had died some years
previously. He left a girl at Bukhara, a daughter to a slave girl, who „was born under a
lucky star, and from that time on I experienced everything to give me joy and
satisfaction‟ but the luck was not passed on for the girl died after he left her and her
mother while he went on to Delhi.

He left a boy in Delhi and another one in the

Maldives, the later who he tried to reclaim when he passed through at a later date but
fortunately for the boy it was decided he was best left in the hands of his mother.
Before departing Tangiers Ibn Battuta had completed studies which qualified him
as a qadi, a judge who could perform his duties in accordance with Islamic teachings.
These qualifications served him well providing him with an income and privileges
throughout the twenty four years of his travels. Shortly after he set out from Tangiers he
was appointed qadi of the caravan to Alexandria. He spent seven years in India serving
as a qadi and did the same, for a shorter period, in the Maldives. But his profession did
not provide for him throughout all of his travels and he had to find other means to
support his wanderings. For an educated traveler in the dar al’Islam, the world of Islam,
this was not a particularly difficult task.
In Egypt, Damascus, Mecca, Iraq, Persia and Turkey it was not difficult for an
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educated traveler such as Ibn Battuta to find himself lodging and a hot meal. There
were various fraternities, whether at madras’ in Persia, or Sufi communities in Turkey
that would have arrangements for the traveler, providing a place to sleep, meals and
fodder for their animals. They could also provide good conversation for the lonely
traveler as the inhabitants would be reasonably well versed in topics of religion. But this
was enough on which to merely get by, Ibn Battuta was able to start an accumulation of
wealth as he traveled.
Throughout the Nile Delta of Egypt he was able to find houses of judges, savants
and shaykhs who would willingly put the traveler up for a night.

He found similar

hospitality from those in Iraq and Turkey who would sometimes give him coins on his
departure. On the hajj caravan from Baghdad he was taken under the wing of the
caravan leader and given half the space on the camel and enough food and water for
four people, he had by this time started to collect an entourage. In Damascus he made
acquaintance with a professor who had him over for meals on numerous occasions.
When Ibn Battuta fell ill it was arranged to bring him to the professor‟s home where
medicines and food necessary for his recovery were provided. On his departure from
Damascus he was provided with camels and other necessary provisions for his journey.
But these were slim pickings, it was with the Sultan‟s, Amirs and their families
where the real opportunities lay. When Ibn Battuta arrived in the land of the Golden
Horde, north of the Black Sea, he had the opportunity to move about the plains with the
Khan and although he had to make his own arrangements for lodging he did quite well
and was presented with food, horses and robes. The opportunity arose to travel with
the wife of the Khan to Constantinople for she was the daughter of the Emperor of
Byzantium and wished to visit her family. The Khan gave Ibn Battuta permission to
travel with her in addition to money, horses and robes.

While travelling with the

princess to the north and west of the Black Sea he received more money, more horses,
various types of furs and a robe. By the time he had left the company of the princess he
had a large collection of horses and had acquired a personal little fortune and a large
number of robes.
Ibn Battuta realized early in his travels that there was a vast storage of wealth to
be tapped and he spared no effort to inveigle his way into good graces of any royal
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figure, regardless how far down the line.

It all started in North Africa somewhere

between Algiers and Tunis where he and his party were caught in a heavy rain in which
their clothing became soiled. The governor of the town of Qusantinah (Constantine)
had their clothes washed and provided him with a new head cloth of quality Syrian linen
in which he had tucked away two gold dinars, this „was the first alms I received on my
journey.‟ When he arrived in Egypt, at Damietta in the Nile delta, the governor provided
him with more coins. From then on we can itemize the gifts, and his benefactors. In
Tabriz the Ilkhan provide him with a robe and a horse, at Bursa the Sultan contributed a
„large sum of money‟, at Mosul the Ilkan put him up in lodging. In Yemen he was given
a horse. On the steppes of the Golden Horde Ibn Battuta accepted horses, sheep,
foodstuffs and robes merely by sharing the stories of his travels. Near Samarkand the
Khan donated seven hundred silver dinars, camels and a sable coat.

In Persia,

throughout Turkey, in the Maldives, on the coast of Malabar and in Tawalisi, sultans,
amirs, wazirs and princesses continued to pile on the gifts of money, horses, food and
robes. In Granada he was unable to connect with the sultan, but his mother was so
kind to part with a purse of gold coins. In Mali he found the courage to upbraid the
Sultan for being such a miserly sport with his gifts.
Through the years Ibn Battuta relied on the generosity of others to gather horses,
significant sums of money, slaves and was put up by the better sorts of the time. But I
really wonder what‟s up with the robes and the robes of honor. I‟d think that the cash
and horses would have suited him just fine but he seemed quite intent on informing his
readership that clothing was given him on almost every opportunity. Why was he so
desirous to have such a large wardrobe that had to be carted throughout most of the
known world?

Stewart Gordon has written that circumstances and importance of

receiving a robe, especially a robe of honor, was more than a set of clothing. The robe
was presented in a ceremony, a khil’a, performed before others of distinction who had
also been ceremoniously robed. This was a sign that one had been accepted amongst
the notables present, that one had made it and was part of a group or fraternity apart
from those who had not been robed. This practice was common from Tangiers to
Khanbalik and rulers and ambassadors often exchanged these richly decorated and
highly valued robes. Ibn Battuta was sure to let his patron in Morocco know that he had
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received a significant number of these robes. Ruy Gonzalez de Clavijo received one
from Tamarlane when they met in Samarkand.
But how did Ibn Battuta, an itinerant traveler from the western edges of the
known world come to be in possession of the robes and the honors that came with them
and the endless stream of other gifts he had received. To put it simply he was an
inveterate freeloader, Henry Yule called him a horse leach. But that is not enough for it
is easy to want to tap into someone else‟s wealth but one has to deftly and subtly get
through the gatekeepers, the outer wall. It helped that Ibn Battuta was a qadi, a scholar,
something that would at least open the initial doors. But there was something more.
Ibn Battuta has been ridiculed or maligned for his excessive philandering, for his
sanctimonious preaching, his intolerance and his pursuit of gifts, but there must have
been something about him that appealed to those with power and those that he
travelled with. He was, quite likely, a chatty fellow, quick with a story or a joke that
would appeal to his audience and enable him to get closer to the inner circles of power
and wealth. I have made efforts to inveigle my way into the upper reaches of foreign
lands but have always been stumped by disinterested immigration officers, Ibn Battuta
seemed to have the right touch.
As he approached India he needed the years of experience he had gathered in
ass kissing in order to get to the top, he was in sight of the biggest prize of all. But he
had to do this right, his affable and witty personality would not serve to get him into the
good graces of Muhammad Tughlag, the sultan of Delhi. First, before proceeding to
Delhi, Ibn Battuta had to guarantee that he would remain in the service of the Sultan,
there was no time limit, and a contract tying him to this commitment had to be signed,
he had little problem with this. Second, he had to present the sultan with gifts and not
just trinkets that he had picked up along the way. Before entering the lands of the
Sultan, Ibn Battuta linked up with investors to the north „the merchants in Sind and India
began to furnish each newcomer with thousands of dinars as a loan, and to supply him
with whatever he might desire to offer as a gift or to use on his own behalf, such as
riding animals, camels, and goods. They place both their money and their persons at
his service, and stand before him like attendants. When he reaches the sultan, he
receives a magnificent gift from him and pays off his debt to them.‟ Ibn Battuta bought
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thirty horses and a camel with a load of arrows and slaves as an investment in which he
expected a good rate of return.
The investment was well worth it and the return gifts came early. Before meeting
the sultan, the vizier gave him two thousand dinars to wash his head as a symbolic gift
and he was provided with housing for his entourage and was later given, as a salary,
the tax revenue of two and a half villages. He finally did meet the Sultan and was given
gainful employment as the qadi of the Malakite rite in Delhi which entitled him to a
twelve thousand dinar cash advance and as a salary the revenue of two additional
villages in addition to a horse, a saddle and bridle and yet another robe of honor.
Throughout his stay of seven years, the sultan would continue to lavish him with gifts
including slaves and horses.
But Ibn Battuta ran into a little bit of a problem in the early stages of his
employment with the Sultan. The creditors who had lent him the money and showed
him the ropes of ingratiating oneself with the sultan of Delhi had waited a bit too long for
their money. Now Ibn Battuta doesn‟t mention it but I got the feeling that these guys
were not your typical bankers looking for payment, I picture some rather shady
characters, and without his making an explicit reference to violence they must have
come across as rather threatening, Ibn Battuta decided to go to the Sultan for help.
Despite the high salary promised to Ibn Battuta, payment had to maneuver through the
labyrinthine mechanics of Indian bureaucracy. So needing to circumvent the normal
process he came up with a flattering poem with Muhammad Tughlag as the topic. This
did the trick and fifty five thousand dinars came direct from the treasury, but when the
order to pay was again delayed, Ibn Battuta found the Sultan‟s week spot and gave
sweets as a gift, the amount was promptly paid. The creditors were paid and were off
Ibn Battuta‟s back. He did meet up with one of these creditors in later years, in Aleppo
when he had nothing left to his name, but the man would not help him, he was probably
quite the astute businessman.
In India things did not always go well with Ibn Battuta. His employer, the Sultan,
while being rather generous, was a bit of a nut case and seems to have left bodies in
his wake. He masterminded the death of his father in order to become sultan and acted
ruthlessly to ensure he maintained that position. Ibn Battuta noted that the entranceway
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to his palace was often enhanced with the heads of those who had crossed his path,
whether rebels princes and governors in the provinces or those in his employ,
colleagues of Ibn Battuta, who did not live up to expectations. There was one such
person, an infrequent acquaintance of Ibn Battuta who called the sultan a tyrant. The
sultan ordered another Shaykh to pull out his beard, one whisker at a time, but this man
refused, others were ordered to pull out the beards of both men and the two of them
were executed. Because Ibn Battuta had been to visit this man he was placed under
arrest and he considered the end of his days to be close at hand.

He prayed

fastidiously while he was watched by four slaves but as his luck would have it he was
released and he went into the service of an imam, removing himself from the world of
the sultan. But he was called back, a seemingly contrite sultan offered him a new
responsibility: „I have sent for you to go as my ambassador to the king of China, for I
know your love of travel.‟

After such a close call with death at the hands of a

megalomaniac sultan, this was to prove Ibn Battuta‟s way out, he took it and found his
way, by a circuitous route, to China.
Considering that the Sultan Muhammad Tughlag was a rather dangerous
employer it was probably a prudent decision on the part of Ibn Battuta to part ways,
sooner or later the Sultan was bound not to overlook some trivial matter and have his
chief qadi of the Malikite School permanently dispatched. Ibn Battuta was in the employ
of the Sultan for seven or eight years, quite a stretch considering the volume of death
that surrounded the man. There is no telling if Ibn Battuta would have fallen under a
murderous rage of the sultan, or of how much longer he would have lasted, but he
survived and, to our benefit, lived to tell the tale. But survival was a common feature of
Ibn Battuta, through his many wives and concubines, his inveterate inveigling and quest
for gifts and his boasting of whom he met, the most significant aspect that stands out for
me is that he survived it all.
In a world where we travel heavily juiced up on antibiotics, with police or our own
embassies usually little more than a phone call away and advanced weather warnings
advising us not to venture out on the sea, we can enter into world of travel with few
significant concerns or worries. Travelers in Ibn Battuta‟s time had none of these. If
one became sick, a local doctor may have a medicine that could help but it could just as
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well kill you. If one were attacked by pirates there was no international intervention
force that could save you and if one was held as a prisoner of the state your home
country was usually too far away to be of any use. Ibn Battuta at one time or another
needed this type of assistance and rarely was it available.
He fought with bandits as he first entered India and with rebels as he left Delhi for
his intended voyage to China, again he encountered Christian marauders while
traveling in Al Andalus. At sea he had pirates take all that he had accumulated with the
exception of the pants that he wore. He remained on shore as the storm that took the
sultan‟s gifts for China, and its entourage, to the bottom of the sea, and survived a
storm at sea while off the coast of Sri Lanka. And on countless occasions he overcame
fevers, food poisoning, diarrhea and even the Black Death. He survived all of these and
he is a survivor, for twenty six years he faced the possibility of succumbing to any of
these events and yet he was able to return home. I imagine that few of us could
manage the same in his circumstances, I certainly couldn‟t.
And he returned home, something that was not so routine as we might think. Of
course we have read the stories of those who did return, how many accounts have been
lost by those who didn‟t make it. Upon his return he found that his mother had passed
away, a victim of the Black Death, while he was in Egypt on the last leg of his return
journey.

He took his two final journeys, across the Straits of Gibraltar to the last

European Muslim dynasty of Al Andalus and south across the Sahara to the Kingdom of
Mali. It was after this last journey that the Sultan of Tangiers put him in touch with a
writer Ibn Juzayy (much like Marco Polo‟s Rustichello) who helped the aging wanderer
to recount his world travels. He ended his days as a qadi in some unnamed town of
Morocco in thirteen sixty eight, or perhaps a year later, aged about sixty four years.
It seems that Ibn Battuta‟s travels have had little impact over the centuries after it
was written, in Europe at least it has always been overshadowed by the travels of
Marco Polo. In the nineteenth century it was Europeans who took note of the book
translating it into a number of languages and making it much more accessible. Ross
Dunn recounted these travels in the realm of the Muslim world and Tim MacintoshSmith has given us his trilogy of travel books following the man. There was a short
movie that dramatically recounted his travels in North Africa and a few monuments have
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been named after him, mostly in Morocco but also a massive mall in Dubai. But his
name and his notoriety still pales in comparison with that Venetian, Marco Polo. As I
write this there is a television series making the rounds that dramatically portrays the
travels of Marco Polo. It is an entertaining and exceptionally staged production, but it is
fiction that makes only a modest effort to accurately recount Polo‟s travels. The travels
of Ibn Battuta would make a much more interesting movie for the viewer whether
accurate or enhanced.

More Navigation
On the open sea it‟s always fortuitous to have a god, an oracle or at the very least a
sign, affirming that you will be safe sailing without land marks to guide you. But a
competent sailor requires something in which to ascertain his position. Even with the
protection of Calypso, Ulysses was given instructions for he „never closed his eyes, but
kept them fixed on the Pleiads, on late-setting Bootes, and on the Bear – which men
also call the wain, and which turns round and round where it is, facing Orion, and alone
never dipping into the stream of Oceanus – for Calypso had told him to keep this to his
left.‟ Ulysses was of course navigating by using the stars which has been in use for
seafaring for thousands of years. In the Mediterranean the Minoans set off from the
coasts of Crete and into the open water on their voyages to Egypt and the Levantine
coast, trips that would take them from the sight of land and required more than a day to
complete. They were well acquainted with the stars as their architectural structures on
land were aligned with particular stars.

The Phoenicians used the astronomical

knowledge of the Babylonians to sail and settle the Mediterranean and beyond. In the
Indian Ocean the Arabs took their knowledge of the stars from their travel across a
featureless and trackless desert and easily applied it to their sailing ventures. From
India, sailors used the stars of the southern hemisphere and further east the Chinese
recognized and used stars different from those in the west.
Anywhere in the Northern Hemisphere, on a cloudless night if you look north
there is a single star which, with little experience, can be easily identified. Simply called
the „North Star‟ it has been the most reliable and commonly used celestial body (except
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perhaps the sun) in all of navigation throughout the many centuries of sail. Depending
on where one is in the northern hemisphere the star will approach or recede from the
horizon, as one sails north the distance from the star to the horizon will increase and
conversely as one sails south it will decrease. By maintaining a constant distance
between the two, a ship will be maintaining a latitude and will be sailing directly either
east or west. If one knows from experience that their destination lies at a specific
latitude or where the star and horizon are separated by a recognized distance, a ship
can sail, maintaining the distance between the two, for their goal.
The problem, and it was a slight one, was how to measure the distance between
the two. To the far north where the distance between the star and horizon was greater,
the Vikings used a polar stick held at arm‟s length with markings that would indicate the
latitude of a specific destination. Further south, in the Indian Ocean, where the star sat
closer to the horizon, a kamal was developed. It was a block of wood of fixed size with
a string run through the middle of it. The block would be held up with the North Star at
the top edge and the horizon at the bottom. The latitude would be measured by the
string held in the teeth and the length of the string would tell an experienced sailor
where they were. Further south one could simply use the fingers of their outstretched
arm. According to Donald Launer the width of one finger represented two degrees north
of the equator; two fingers, four degrees and three fingers, six degrees. A fist would be
ten degrees, extending the thumb would measure fifteen degrees and with the fingers
spread, twenty degrees. Other instruments used in conjunction with the stars included
the Quadrant, the Cross-staff, the Back-staff, the Astrolabe and the Windrose.
While sailing from Sumatra to the Malabar Coast of India Marco Polo noticed that
the North Star was no longer visible and did not show up until they reached Cape
Cormorin at the extreme south of India. Indian sailors, and others, used stars of the
southern hemisphere primarily the Southern Cross, when traversing the Bay of Bengal.
The Chinese used the same stars as the Europeans and Indian Ocean sailors, they saw
them in different configurations and they were given different names.
As useful as a development as these celestial methods and instruments for the
ancient and medieval seafarers were, there was one significant limitation, cloudy skies
which hid the stars. This problem was somewhat alleviated by the development of the
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magnetic compass. First developed in rudimentary fashion by the Chinese in ancient
times it pointed to the south. By the eleventh century it had been modified and passed
onto Indian, Arabic and Persian sailors and it made an appearance in Europe just
before the close of that century.

The original Chinese version was of a needle,

magnetized with a loadstone and floated in water. The ships of Zheng He used a wet
compass, a box with the compass points indicated with a needle floating in water.
Special kinds of water were prescribed, and care was taken about the exact manner in
which the needle floated, and the ceremonial libations to be used at the time of
preparing the compass. A lodestone was carried to re-magnetize the needle. Indian
sailors used an iron fish floated in a vessel of oil.

It was in Europe, prior to the

fourteenth century, in which a dry box compass with a pivoting needle was developed.
The Arabs and Persians who sailed mostly in the clear skies of the Indian Ocean found
little need for the compass.
Experienced mariners could use natural phenomena to guide their routes. The
anonymous author of the Periplus noted that on approaching the ports of the Tigris and
Euphrates in the Persian Gulf that as „a sign of these places to those approaching from
the sea there are serpents, very large and black; for at the other places on this coast
and around Barygaza, they are smaller, and in color bright green, running into gold.‟
And as one approaches the west coast of India „there are serpents coming forth to meet
you, black in color, but shorter, like snakes in the head, and with blood-red eyes.‟
Various species of fish would also indicate when a ship was entering a certain area as
could various crustaceans and shark. When unsettled weather caused a „state of great
alarm‟, in the waters approaching the Indonesian Islands, the sixth century merchant
turned monk Cosmas Indicopleustes and his shipmates found comfort when they were
followed by a flock of Souspha birds indicating that they were headed to land and
apparent safety. The presence of birds would always be an indication that land was
near and if the birds were familiar to the crew it was a good indication of which land they
were approaching. At least at the start of the common era, mariners would carry with
them pigeons and when out of sight of land and if in doubt of their location release
them. If the pigeons, with the higher vantage point, returned to the ship land had not
been sighted, however if they flew away it was known they had sighted land and the
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ship followed in that direction.
Some four thousand years ago the Polynesians began a long migration that took
them from Southeast Asia through the Indonesian Islands and into the islands of the
South Pacific and by one thousand CE they had reached all of the southern islands of
that vast Ocean. Donald Launer tells us that Polynesian mariners:
were guided by an elite group of navigators, who used their excellent knowledge
of wave patterns, ocean currents, the prevailing winds, the habits of migratory
birds, and the positions of 150 stars to chart the course. When there was an
island beyond the horizon, they could see the green of the island reflected on the
bottom of clouds, and they could see ocean swells returning in the opposite
direction after being reflected by the land. They were so in tune with their
surroundings that they were even able to smell land at great distances.
The modern Gujarati city of Bharuch was known to the ancients as Barygaza and
was the first and most northerly stop on the Indian coast for traders from Arabia and the
Red Sea. While a popular and busy port at the time of the writing of the Periplus,
reaching it presented some problems as noted by the author:
This gulf is very narrow to Barygaza and very hard to navigate for those coming
from the ocean; this is the case with both the right and left passages, but there is
a better passage through the left. For on the right at the very mouth of the gulf
there lies a shoal, long and narrow, and full of rocks, called Herone, facing the
village of Cammoni; and opposite this on the left projects the promontory that lies
before Astacampra, which is called Papica, and is a bad anchorage because of
the strong current setting in around it and because the anchors are cut off, the
bottom being rough and rocky. And even if the entrance to the gulf is made
safely, the mouth of the river at Barygaza is found with difficulty, because the
shore is very low and cannot be made out until you are close upon it. And when,
you have found it the passage is difficult because of the shoals at the mouth of
the river.
The King of Barygaza wanted, for trade purposes, ships to put in at his port, so
he sought measures to overcome these obstacles. He hired the local fishermen to
safely tow foreign ships to fixed points where they could be anchored and their goods
unloaded. These locals knew the ebb and flow of the tides, of the shoals and the
channels through which ships could be towed. The use of a local, familiar with the sea
to guide a ship to and out of port, has been in use throughout history and at all ports
and are still necessary today. The Ancient Greeks and Romans certainly made use of
the knowledge these locals provided when entering a port. These pilots, as they have
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been come to be known, were not essential for local direction only and there developed
pilots whose knowledge was used to guide ships across vast bodies of water. In the
second century BCE, prior to the use of the Monsoon winds discovered by Hippalus,
Eudoxus of Cyzicus sailed from the Red Sea to India, using the ports of Arabia, to guide
him he used an Indian pilot who had made the voyage to the Red Sea and was
shipwrecked there. The cost of his ticket home was to guide Eudoxus.
These pilots knew of the stars and the means of using them to determine their
position, they understood the winds and the local conditions as they approached land.
Villiers noted that the captain or Nakhoda of his ship on the Indian Ocean would be
unable to sail from Africa to India without the use of a pilot, when he approached his
home port of Kuwait he knew:
every minute variation of the gulf-bed. This was native pilotage at its best, and I
watched him with envious interest. I could not have done this, not after ten years
of pearling and sailing there, not with all the sextant and tables and chronometers
and slide rules in the world. This was pilotage by eye and personal knowledge,
almost by instinct. To navigate in this way a man must never clutter his mind with
book learning; perhaps Nejdi was right, after all, in his scorn of our methods.
Nejdi said that, in this kind of work, he was helped even by the colour of the sky,
for he professed to detect a change in it over the shallowest places. What I
found most amazing, however, was his apparent ability to always detect which
way the sets were running and the tides, and to predict them. He had no tables
and he did not even know the date. The moon, he said, was enough; the moon,
the stars, and the „behavior of the sea.‟
Vasco da Gama departed Portugal with Diogo Botelho, a pilot who had quite
likely already rounded the Cape of Good Hope on previous reconnaissance voyages.
Upon arriving on the East African coast the crew made use of local pilots familiar with
the coast and when departing Melinde across the open ocean for Calicut in India the
King provided him with two of the best pilots available.
These pilots, with their accumulated knowledge and decades of experience led to
the development of maps, charts and manuals, rahmanis as they were known on the
Indian Ocean, documents which could be used by other perhaps less experienced
pilots. They were contracted before the voyage and bore a great responsibility starting
with an inspection of the ship, its gear and the loading of stores and merchandise onto
the ship. The maritime laws of the Sultan of Malacca, during the last years of Ibn
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Majid‟s career, lay out the specific responsibilities of the mu’allim and the consequences
of his failure to carry through his duties, „he ought to content himself with death, unless
God shows salvation to his servants.‟
Ibn Majid
Perhaps the most famous of all pilots is an Arab of the Indian Ocean from the second
half of the fifteenth century. Ahmad Ibn Majid, the son and grandson of Indian Ocean
pilots left us a Fawa’id, a handbook, for sailors of the Indian Ocean and beyond. This is
not casual reading for much of his volume is of astronomical features, while of
significant interest to the seagoing mariner without the use of modern satellite
technology it is beyond the grasp of most of us. He was the best pilot of the age for he
tells us so in the discussion of the accuracy of longitude he considered the practice of
the ancients and the moderns „stupid and the uselessness of this has been shown up by
no one but me. It is sufficient to note that none of the ancients and later writers have
rectified it but we have.‟
He spends much time discussing the lunar horizons and the stars and how these
were to be used in navigation. It was, and is, the use of the stars by which one could
identify their location on a cloudless night. He knew the routes of the Indian Ocean and
beyond, offering guidance of the seas of the East Indian coast and offering, what seems
to be second hand advice, information on the Mediterranean. The landfalls that one
should be familiar with are covered including sea snakes on the Mulabar coast or a
„blue bird with a white stomach dusted with blue‟ common to the island of Socotra. He
mentions the mountains of Jalnar to identify Gujerat. The Monsoon winds and the
seasons for sailing from specific ports, something we have already mentioned, are
covered in detailed. The tools of navigation are covered including the use of the Kamal.
The conducting of the ship is also one of his concerns for when the ship was at
sea the mu’allim superseded all, including the nakhoda, in authority. The passengers
required scrutiny as well:
Look thoroughly at all the passengers and the crew and assess them carefully
then you will recognize any evil in them and be prepared for it. Listen to
everything they say, accepting anything good and rejecting the bad. Be firm and
strong when speaking to them but pleasant. Do not fraternize with the man who
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disobeys you over any affair of yours. In distress you will not find any companion
except secrets kept. Be courageous and a possessor of bravery, do not be
neglectful and show great zeal, and great patience and forbearing. Be Godfearing and pure. Do not wrong one man for another.
But Ibn Majid will take responsibility for anything that may go wrong „If you fall short in
the doing of any of this then you will only have yourself to blame. Your results should be
better than those of anyone else who sails the sea and if you have done all I have
suggested and come to grief, the blame is on me entirely living or dead.‟
There is an interesting tale of Ibn Majid for it has been suggested that he was the
pilot who led Vasco da Gama from the African port of Melinde to the West Indian coast.
The timing is certainly right for da Gama‟s arrival on the Indian Ocean coincides with the
last years of Ibn Majid‟s career when the pilot would have been most experienced and
knowledgeable. Ibn Majid has been much reviled in the world of Islam as the guide who
brought the Europeans safely to the shores of India and destroyed the market economy
of the Indian Ocean trade, placing it in the hands of Europeans from which they have
not, even today, regained control.

Although the timing is right, the odds are against it,

for there were no shortage of pilots plying the Indian Ocean. Shortly after Ibn Majid‟s
time in sailing the ocean his name was attached to the dreaded feat, perhaps as a
grudge against his family. GR Tibbetts has pointed out that the Portuguese referred to
their pilot as a Gujerati looking for a ticket home, while Ibn Majid was an Arab.

Storms at Sea
For seven long years Ulysses, despite having access to Calypso‟s bed, pined for home
where his wife Penelope and son Telemachus awaited his return. When the Gods
decided that Ulysses had endured enough he was given leave to depart but he still had
to endure his voyage, this time solo, of twenty days before he could return to Ithaca.
With tools given him by Calypso, Ulysses built his boat in four days and was off. It was
fair sailing for seventeen days, but on the eighteenth, within sight of land, Neptune
decided to take action as recounted by Homer:
Thereon he gathered his clouds together, grasped his trident, stirred it round in
the sea, and roused the rage of every wind that blows till earth, sea, and sky
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were hidden in cloud, and night sprang forth out of the heavens. Winds from
East, South, North, and West fell upon him all at the same time, and a
tremendous sea got up, so that Ulysses‟ heart began to fail him…. a sea broke
over him with such terrific fury that the raft reeled again, and he was carried
overboard a long way off. He let go the helm, and the force of the hurricane was
so great that it broke the mast half way up, and both sail and yard went over into
the sea. For a long time Ulysses was under water, and it was all he could do to
rise to the surface again, for the clothes Calypso had given him weighed him
down; but at last he got his head above water and spat out the bitter brine that
was running down his face in streams. In spite of all this, however, he did not
lose sight of his raft, but swam as fast as he could towards it, got hold of it, and
climbed on board again so as to escape drowning. The sea took the raft and
tossed it about as Autumn winds whirl thistledown round and round upon a road.
It was as though the South, North, East, and West winds were all playing
battledore and shuttlecock with it at once.
But Neptune was not finished and
sent a terrible great wave that seemed to rear itself above his head till it broke
right over the raft, which then went to pieces as though it were a heap of dry
chaff tossed about by a whirlwind. Ulysses got astride of one plank and rode
upon it as if he were on horseback; he then took off the clothes Calypso had
given him bound Ino‟s veil under his arms, and plunged into the sea – meaning to
swim on shore.‟
Neptune let up on his attack and afterwards Ulysses
floated about for two nights and two days in the water, with a heavy swell on the
sea and death staring him in the face; but when the third day broke, the wind fell
and there was a dead calm without so much as a breath of air stirring. As he
rose on the swell he looked eagerly ahead, and could see land quite near.
Ulysses with the help of the Gods managed to survive this storm and eventually return
home to his family. This was a work of fiction, an adventure set on the seas of which
every literate Greek was aware and in writing his story Homer was not about to leave
out one of the most exciting and fearful places for Greeks to travel. Homer was not the
only writer to have a storm in his stories. Of the seven ill-fated voyages of Sinbad, three
involved storms. Storms at sea, whether part of the eighth century BCE Mediterranean
or the tenth century Indian Ocean, were a reality that all sailors feared and faced and
which were worth telling an audience back home. And while these tales have become
part of an enduring literature, the stories are valid.
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The twelfth century Spanish Imam Ibn Jubayr set out on the Mediterranean
bound for the Muslim holy sites of Arabia. Somewhere between Sardinia and Sicily
the wind blew with violence upon us, throwing the sea into turmoil and bringing
rain and driving it with such force that it was like a shower of arrows. The affair
became serious and our distress increased. Waves like mountains came upon
us from every side. Thus we passed the night, filled with despair, but hoping yet
for relief in the morning to lighten something of what had fallen on us. But day
came…with increasing dread and anquish. The sea raged more, the horizon
blackened, and the wind and rain rose to a tumult so that the sails of the ship
could not withstand it and recourse was had to the small sails. The wind caught
one of these and tore it, and broke the spar to which the sails are fixed….
Despair then overcame our spirits and the hands of the Muslims were raised in
supplication to Great and Glorious God. We remained in this state all that day,
and only when night had fallen did there come some abatement, so that we
moved throughout it with great speed under bare masts, and came that day
opposite the island of Sicily.
We spent that night, the night of Thursday, wavering between hope and despair,
but with the break of day, God spread His mercy so that the clouds dispersed,
the wind abated, the sun shone and the sea was calmed. Men rejoiced,
conviviality returned, and despair departed. Praise be to God who showed us
the greatness of His power and restored us with His gracious mercy and
bounteous compassion. Praise in requital for His grace and favour.
On that morning of Thursday the coast of Sicily appeared to us. We had already
passed the greater part of it, and but little remained. Rumi sea-captains who
were present, and Muslims who had gone through journeys and storms at sea,
all agreed that they had never in their lives seen such a tempest. The description
of it diminishes the reality.
Ibn Jubayr has left us a dramatic experience that rivals the sufferings of Ulysses on the
windswept sea. There was turmoil, rain „like a shower of arrows‟, „waves like mountains‟
and the „horizon blackened‟. There was distress, despair and anguish, the ship was
damaged, supplication was made to God who showed his mercy for which he was
praised. Experienced travelers and sailors on board „all agreed that they had never in
their lives seen such a tempest.‟ They and Ibn Jubayr had survived the worst that there
ever was.
There have been similar experiences throughout the centuries, in the first half of
the fourteenth century, John Marignoli, on the Indian Ocean during his return from China
„was on a ship that was so dashed about by them, that sixty times and more we were all
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but swamped in the depths of the sea, and it was only by divine miracle that we
escaped. And such wondrous things we beheld! The sea as if in flames, and firespitting dragons flying by, and as they passed they slew persons on board the other
junks, whilst ours remained untouched, by God‟s grace, and by virtue of the body of
Christ which I carried with me, and through the merits of the glorious Virgin and St.
Clare.‟

Who can compete with „fire-spitting dragons.‟

In the closing years of the

fifteenth century Rabbi Meshullam Ben R. Menahem of Volterra was caught in a storm
on the Adriatic Sea on the Italian coast „I swear that I heard the sailors say that never
since they had been at sea had they seen so powerful and evil an wind as that‟ but for
him as well there was divine intervention and kindness.
And still others have faced dramatic circumstances. Ludovico Varthema, having
rounded the Cape of Good Hope on his return to Europe from India in the sixteenth
century provides us with a rather sober account of a sea storm „on the left hand there is
the island of San Lorenzo and many other islands, amongst which there arose a very
great storm for six more days, when the whole fleet was dispersed, which sent some
here and some there. When the storm had ceased, we went on our way, and never saw
each other again until we arrived in Portugal.‟ There was no divine intervention and
never did the mariners declare this to be the worst of all storms.
With the exception of Varthema, there seems to be something going on here and
I‟m calling out these travelers and their claims of near destruction.

I question the

seriousness of their storms and suspect that, for the audiences back home, the severity
of any storm they faced was enhanced to make the story of their travel more exciting.
There is another possibility, remember Rabbi Meshullam Ben R. Menahem swore that
he heard the sailors say that this was the worst storm they had experienced. This is not
the only time our travelers took the word of the more seasoned travelers as to the
seriousness and desperation of the storm they faced. We can see our travelers such as
Rabbi Meshullam clinging onto any solid part of the ship close at hand watching the ebb
and flow of the waves and feeling the rain on their face while the sailors performed an
act to convince our travelers of the dangers they faced. Their duties were carried on
with feigned efforts to save all on board.
Despite my skepticism, there were disasters at sea and lives were lost by those
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who could perhaps have given us additional travel material. Rabbi Meshullam, while
surviving his storm made note of „a ship laden with four hundred casks of malvoisy was
wrecked, and it was near us but could not enter, and it sank at sea. The name of the
ship was Algarili and only one man was saved who mounted a cask, and the sea drove
him with the cask to another ship. Blessed be He that saveth and delivereth.‟
Ibn Battuta survived the sea but he also witnessed a disaster that befell those
with whom he travelled on his mission to China for the Sultan. The entourage had
travelled from Delhi to Calicut where they had made arrangements for ships. Because
he was fussy about his accommodations he waited on shore while his slaves were
moved to another ship with better conditions. While on shore a storm came up:
Now it is usual for this sea to become stormy every day in the late afternoon, and
no one can embark then. The junks had already set sail, and none of them were
left but the one which contained the present, another junk whose owner had
decided to pass the winter at Fandarayna, and the kakam referred to. We spent
the Friday night on shore, we unable to embark on it, and those on board unable
to disembark and join us. I had nothing left with me but a carpet to sleep on. On
the Saturday morning the junk and kakam were both at a distance from the port,
and the junk which was to have made for Fandarayna was driven ashore and
broken in pieces. Some of those who were on board were drowned and some
escaped. That night the same fate met the junk which carried the sultan‟s
present, and all on board were drowned. Next morning we found the bodies of
Sunbal and Zahir ad-Din, and having prayed over them buried them.
But what to do for Ibn Battuta? With his prayer carpet and little else he went in search
of the ship with gifts along the western coast of India but met with little luck. He dared
not return to Muhammad Tughlug who could well have held him responsible so he
continued on, penniless for a short time, visiting the Maldives and China before
returning home.
Other perils of the Sea
But storms were not the only danger that one encountered on the seas. The Red Sea
was notorious for the corals along its shore and it took an experienced captain and a
watchman on the bow to ensure that the ship did not strike one of the reefs which would
have caused severe damage. Hitting a reef and being wrecked on the Red Sea was not
a consideration that one could take lightly. The threat of landing on shore in Arabia
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developed a standard of fear. Ludovico Varthema found that when his ship intentionally
landed on the Red Sea Coast of Arabia he and his mates were met with hostility when
they had hoped to trade for food „these were certain people who are called Baduin:
they were in number more than one hundred, and we were only fourteen. We fought
with them for about an hour, so that twenty-four of them remained dead on the field, and
all the others took to flight; for they were naked, and had no other arms than these
slings.‟ In the ninth century Eldad the Danite, on the opposite coast of the Red Sea
suffered greater fears, after surviving a shipwreck from a storm at sea „And when we
came to their country they took hold of us and, seeing that my companion was fat and
healthy and pleasing, slaughtered him, and he cried “Alas for me that I have been
brought to this people and the Ethiopians will eat my flesh”, but me they took, for I was
sick on board ship, and they put me in chains until I should get fat and well, and they
brought before me all kinds of good but forbidden food, but I ate nothing and I hid the
food, and when they asked me if I had eaten I answered, yes I had eaten.‟ Before
Eldad could be fattened up the village in which he was being primed was raided and he
was taken as a slave, and was eventually sold to another Jew of Persia.
Sailing from the port of Siraf in the tenth century, three merchant ships set sail
with twelve hundred souls, sailors, merchants and others for trade with the ports of the
West Indian coast. Included on the voyage was a young boy, whose name did not
come down to us, travelling with his father on his first trading voyage, his first chance to
learn the ropes of the trading world on the Indian Ocean which were so vital to the
livelihood of Siraf. His father must have been a successful trader for the boy was well
fed and rather plump. The captains were well respected and the voyage went well for
the first eleven days as they quickly approached their destination of the Indian port of
Saymur, all were in good spirits as the voyage had never before been made so quickly.
Perhaps the boy shared in the excitement knowing that he would soon set foot in a port
city in which he had heard of only from his father. Then the weather changed. A gale
sprang up with rain and thunder and lightning and the ships were carried away. The
merchants, having before experienced storms at sea wished to toss their cargo
overboard in order to lighten the load of the ship.

But the shipmaster, Ahmad an

obstinate fellow, refused „we shall jettison nothing. I have not lost hope. I am not
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certain we shall perish.‟ The three ships were able to remain together each watching to
see what the other would do. Again the merchants begged that the cargo be tossed
overboard, better to lose some trading goods rather than one‟s life. After six days of
worsening conditions, the shipmaster finally gave the go ahead to jettison the cargo, but
the rain had soaked the goods and they were now three times their weight and any
hope of saving the ship was lost.
It was time to abandon the ship and the life boat was lowered into the water. Our
young plump merchant to be, with thirty two others, was fortunate enough to be given
space in the life boat leaving his father and the shipmaster, Ahmad on board „I shall not
abandon my ship! It is safer than the boat. If it goes down, I shall go down with it.
What good would it be to me to return home safely if I have lost everything I possess?‟
Without water or food the boy and others floated about the ocean unsure of
where they were or where they were headed.

Hunger consumed him but his

predicament worsened when he noticed that the men on the life boat had made signs to
each other that in their desperation they had decided to kill and each the chubby little
merchant. He looked towards the heavens and tried to find a corner in the boat in which
he could hide, but there was nowhere for him to go. But as the men had resolved to act
on their plan land was sighted and they boy was spared his gruesome death. They
landed and were saved, the only ones from the twelve hundred that had set sail with the
fleet. Both the Captain, Ahmad, and the boy‟s father perished at sea. It is thought that
the failure of this trading venture was one of the factors that led to the demise of Siraf of
the Persian Gulf.

In the subsequent decades Siraf declined and was eventually

abandoned. We have no word of the boy and whether he took up a trading career on
the seas as did his father, nor whether he received crisis counseling after his ordeal.
There was always the danger of falling into trouble with your fellow passengers.
Alain Villiers would have willingly tossed his detested guitar player overboard but knew
that nothing good would come of it. But Ismael redeemed himself in Villiers‟ eyes when
a young Bedouin boy fell overboard on the Arabian coast. Two of the crew immediately
jumped into the sea ignoring the danger of sharks, one of them being Ismael. The need
to rescue not only the child but now the two crew members put the entire ship in danger
with the cliffs of the Hadhramaut looming close at hand. But the Nakhoda deftly steered
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the ship, rescuing all those in the water and the ship itself. The dreaded musician was
given a renewed opinion from Villiers „I had so disliked his music that I had, I fear, also
disliked him. After this piece of heroism, however, I tried harder to suffer his music, and
I liked him a great deal. He was a good fellow, after all.‟
Fa Hsien had been more than a month at sea from the shores of Java to China
when a storm engulfed the ship such that the merchants and passengers on board
developed a great consternation. Now the merchants were for the most part Hindus
and they looked upon the Fa Hsien, the Buddhist monk on board, as the sole cause of
the hazardous storm they were facing, so they determined that he should be stranded
on the next island that they came across. Another of the passengers, also a Buddhist,
supported Fa Hsien and threatened to tell the authorities, many of who were Buddhist,
when they reached China. The merchants relented and Fa Hsien was saved enabling
us to learn of his travels, regardless he and others on the ship had to endure seventy
days during which food and water began to run thin. It was another twelve days before
they made landfall in a remote area. They knew they were in China from the vegetation
that they came across but they did not know where. They eventually came across two
hunters who were able to point them in the right direction.
Herodotus leaves us a story of Arion which is undoubtedly true, for it is
corroborated not only by the Corinthians but the Islanders of Lesbos agree with it. Arion
of Methymna was the foremost lyre player of the time and was famous throughout the
Greek world. He went on a tour of Italy and Sicily and did quite well returning to Corinth
with a substantial amount of money. He sailed with a Corinthian ship as he trusted
them the most. But he joined up with a rascally crew who plotted to throw the musician
overboard and keep his earnings for themselves. Arion tried to talk his way of it but
found that the scoundrels could not be swayed. He must have been a bit of a diva for
he had one final request, could he, in full costume, perform for his assailants before he
would be put to death. The crew, enthusiastic to hear the premier lyrist of the time,
allowed him his request and settled themselves to enjoy the free, and last concert of
Arion. Arion performed and on completion, leapt into the sea still in full costume. The
crew, it seems, had succeeded in their dastardly deed.
But since Herodotus has been able to pass this story down to us, we know that
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the culprits did not succeed. A dolphin, it seems, came to the rescue and brought the
fortunate Arion to shore, from where he made his way to Corinth, still in full costume. As
a famous musician he had access to the king to whom he told his story. Watch was set
up for the crew and when they returned they were summoned to the king who asked the
on the whereabouts of the musician. He was, as far as they knew, still performing in
Italy and entertaining the Italians. It was at this point that Arion stepped in and the gig
was up. More proof that this actually happened is that at Tainaron, where he was safely
brought to shore, a small bronze statue was set up of a man on a dolphin.
Storms and abandonment at sea were, if not a fear, a great concern of all who
ventured onto the sea, there was always the possibility of attack. Marco Polo made a
brief note that, in the Indian Ocean, whales would attack a ship assuming that in the
wake of the ship there was to be food and in their rush for this would bash in the side of
the ship.

Captain Buzurg relates a number of whale stories in his Indian Ocean

collection. A shipmaster, Ismailawayh, mentioned to Buzurg that whales would attack
ships. There is a second hand story of an attack so violent that they crew assumed the
ship would be damaged but upon investigation of the hold there was no sign that the
ship was leaking and they were perplexed by this.

„When they got to Jidda, they

unloaded the ship, brought it up on shore and secured it. They found the head of the
fish inside the ship. It had stayed there just as it had been forced in and had caulked up
the hole completely. After the collision it had not been able to free itself, and its body
was detached, and its head had remained in place.‟ There were a number of reasons
for these attacks, according to an unnamed captain.
Some accompany vessels hoping to see something fall out that they can
swallow. Some have previously met a wreck and have found so much to their
advantage that they follow a ship, hopping it will produce what the first ship
produced, and thinking all ships are the same as the first. So it becomes a habit
with them. Others see a ship, and are amazed by its appearance, and believe it
to be an animal of which part lives in the water and part in the air. They compete
with it in speed out of friendship and good will, until they tire and leave it. For
these animals have not the patience of the donkey. Another will vie with a ship,
and when it feels tired, beaten and outpaced by this unknown creature, loses its
temper and rams it. If the ship survives…If not, God help us! When they see a
ship, some are so eager, so bold, and so accustomed to these attacks, that
nothing can stop them. They strike the ship again and again, until they have
capsized it and swallowed all they find. God have mercy on us! On the contrary,
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others are afraid when they see a ship, and take to flight.
Piracy
In a story related to Alan Villiers his Nakhoda, the Kuwaiti Nedji, was once returning to
the Persian Gulf after a trading voyage to the coast of Africa. He settled his ship one
night not far off the south Arabian Hadhramaut coast of Oman, not fearing the Arabs
who had resided there, he had thought to leave gifts of dates as he had travelled along
the coast. But there were some who had not received their portion and the Nakhoda
and crew slept unsuspecting through the dark night. They were woken by perhaps forty
Bedouin who had boarded the ship in search of not only dates but more. They wanted
the contents of the chest, every ship had one, that contained the cash used for trading
or from the profits of a successful trading voyage. Perhaps there was more, gold, silver
or jewelry, the Bedouin wanted it all. But Nedji had a plan for concealed in the chest
was a large Turkish revolver which he drew and waved in the faces of the intruders.
They fled, dropping their own muskets and flinging themselves into the sambuks that
had been tethered to the ship escaping with little more than a few bags of dates.
Nedji picked up the muskets and examined them, they were not loaded, and had
they been they were perhaps too old to have been fired safely. That was fortunate for
as Nedji soon discovered his own revolver, newer and well maintained, was not loaded
either. The invasion of these coast pirates onto the Spirit of Righteousness ended
something as a farcical drama, but the threat was real. These were desperate men,
hungry Arabs who Nedji called desert scum and pigs who had hoped to make an easy
score on an unsuspecting ship on the coast.
But Nedji and his crew were lucky, for even in the nineteen thirties piracy was still
a threat. Other ships, according to Villiers, „had not done so well, and the bones of
many of their ships littered that hard coast – their ships, and themselves.‟ Enslaving the
crew of a ship in the nineteen thirties was still an option.
The shores of Arabia have posed a threat to sailors from the first times that
goods and people moved about on the seas. These pirates are not the swashbuckling
characters that modern literature has painted a picture of. Like Nedji‟s interlocutors
these have generally been desperate land dwellers, who saw passing ships as a
fortunate opportunity. The Periplus tells us that the sailors of the Red Sea had to be
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cautious on their journeys to and from India. They, like Nedji, had to be aware of where
to anchor their ships as the night would invite the possibility of their being boarded and
the theft of their goods or themselves. Or if they were driven by a storm upon the
shores of Arabia, any survivors would be sure to be captured and sold into slavery as
happened to our ninth century traveler Eldad the Danite. The Arabs would man small
ships to attack and wreck the traders sending the crew and cargo to wash up on the
shore. It was during the first century that traders sailing upon the Red Sea would have
archers accompany them and their cargo as they made their way to Egypt. But the
Arabs were feared as poisoned arrows became part of their arsenal.
The waters of the Mediterranean have been infested with the pirating type since
the first days of trade. However the first pirates were not those who would chase down
and board your ships at sea looking to loot you of your valuables, the first pirates were
land raiders something much less romantic and less written about. Ulysses posed as a
sea raider and fabricated a story to go with it. In his story he gathered together a
number ships from Crete and landed in Egypt where they sought to plunder the land of
sheep and cattle. For Ulysses and his crew the plundering ended badly and in the end
the only one to escape was Ulysses himself. Plunder at sea did not tend to be so
profitable and there was no guarantee of valuable cargo while on land there was sure to
be sheep, cattle and perhaps boys and girls which would always do well in the slave
markets throughout the port cities.

It was pirating such as this that forced coastal

villages to move inland where they had some protection against these marauders. In
his work Piracy in the Ancient World, Henry Omerod relates a story from Aelian. On the
Tyrrhenian coast, modern day Tuscany, some pirates of a less astute nature landed on
the coast, rounded up and carried off pigs. The swine herders realizing that their stock
had been carried away started to whistle for them, a call that would bring the pigs in to
be fed. This caused the animals to rush to the landward side of the vessels overturning
the ships and swimming to shore.

The pirates were lost to the sea ensuring the

improvement of the piratical gene pool.
The days of Greek and Roman dominance in the Mediterranean was a time of
piracy such that trade was severely hindered and action had to be taken. One city or
state would then decide to take action to protect its interests, assembling and manning
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of ships to tackle the problem. The island of Rhodes, always a center of trade, made
efforts to halt the assault of their ships but they were a small island and had not the
resources to tackle the problem wholeheartedly. Athens was always able to make some
impact. Always reliant on trade, the famous ancient city state could always manage to
build a navy and draw from its dependencies or alliances to cobble together a flotilla
that could put a dent in the rampant raiding. But this did not put a stop to it as the
pirates would merely cool their heels until the guard was down, or they would move
elsewhere, beyond the long arm of Athenian law. The Romans too found themselves
beleaguered by those who sacked the villages and raided the ships of its empire.
There is a famous story, told by anyone who has written about ancient piracy, but
it is a good one and it is worth repeating here.

In his younger days, prior to his

ascendancy up the Roman military and political ladder and perhaps some twenty five
years before attaining the Dictatorship of the Roman Republic, Julius Caesar was on his
way to Rhodes to spend time studying Rhetoric, a skill for which he was to become
quite famous. It was seventy eight BCE when he and his entourage were captured by
pirates off the coast of modern Turkey. Now these pirates were not necessarily the
brutish and murderous types of which we have an image. Upon seeing Julius Caesar
they noted his dress and bearing and realized that they had an opportunity here to
score the big one. So keeping Caesar hostage, along with some assistants and slaves,
they sent the rest of his entourage back to Rome to collect the ransom. Twenty talents
they suggested, but Caesar was insulted, he was, according to his own account worth
fifty, and so the bounty was set and his companions sent off. Now again it is difficult to
convert the currency of ancient times but we can rest assured that twenty talents, let
alone fifty, was a rather immense amount, something far beyond the means of most of
us today.
So Caesar, with only one companion and two slaves, cooled his heals as a
hostage of these Cilician pirates. They did not treat him badly, perhaps he was seen as
a valuable catch and it was best to treat him rather delicately, or maybe it was Caesar‟s
personality that he was able to command his captors according to his wishes. One
night, when he was rather tired and had hoped for sleep, he commanded the pirates to
quiet themselves as they drank and told stories around the campfire. He would also
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have these men sit as an audience while he practiced his oratory skills and would
berate them for their lack of comprehension. He also promised the pirates that he
would return, and as a favor for them treating him well, would slit their throats sparing
them the long tortuous death as they were nailed upon the crosses for crucifixion. In
due time, thirty eight days later, Caesar‟s companions returned from Rome with the
agreed sum of fifty talents and the party was allowed to leave. Caesar duly sailed along
the coast to the Roman city of Miletus and returned with enough soldiers to subdue his
captors and put them to death with promised leniency.
These Cilician pirates had proved to be the scourge of the eastern Mediterranean
for decades and centuries, always able to raise a fleet and challenge any merchantman
and even military fleets that plied these waters. Based on the coasts of Turkey they had
a geographic advantage, the narrow strip of land on which they settled themselves was
protected from behind by a range of mountains. So they were able to rest secure in
their haunts the local powers under their sway with the payment of part of their takings.
Lucullus, a Roman General sailing to Egypt to raise an allied army was attacked
by pirates and had to constantly jump from ship to ship in order to make his escape.
The Romans had paid little heed to this piracy as many of the slaves that came into
their homes and fields and mines were purchased from these brigands, so there was a
benefit to be had. However as the pirates became more brazen and started to raid the
coasts of Italy itself, at times taking highbrow citizens as hostage and at one point
making the Appian way, between Rome and Pozzuoli unsafe to travel, something had to
be done. A plan was hatched in which naval squadrons started in the far west at the
Straits of Gibraltar and heading east they swept the Mediterranean of this scourge
which allowed for the safe trading on its waters. Soon however the Romans became
lax and the pirates reared their ugly heads once again.
The Indian Ocean always posed a threat to sea goers. Marco Polo made a note
of the pirates of Gujarat where the activity was seen almost as a sport:
And you must know that if any ship enters their estuary and anchors there,
having been bound for some other port, they seize her and plunder the cargo.
For they say, “You were bound for somewhere else, and „tis God has sent you
hither to us, so we have a right to all your goods.” And they think it no sin to act
thus. And this naughty custom prevails all over these provinces of India, to wit,
that if a ship be driven by stress of weather into some other port than that to
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which it was bound, it is sure to be plundered. But if a ship come bound
originally to the place they receive it with all honour and give it due protection.
The ships would form a cordon, twenty or thirty of their vessels, through which any ship
in the area would pass and be caught, as the other ships would assist any ship that had
encountered a victim. They would, upon boarding a ship, plunder it and then force the
merchants to have a tamarind drink mixed with sea-water which would make them
vomit, bringing up any diamonds, jewels or pearls they had swallowed in an effort to
hide them from the pirates.
Marco Polo makes no mention of having encountered these pirates himself, but
Ibn Battuta was not so fortunate. The Pirates fought his ships, took the advantage and
boarded seizing „all that I had kept in reserve for emergencies, together with the jewels
and precious stones which the king of Ceylon gave me, my clothes and the travelling
provisions I kept with me which had been given me by pious men and saints, leaving
me with no covering but my trousers.‟ He was left penniless so he made his way to
Calicut where a local qadi provided clothing so that he could continue his travels to
China.
These pirates of India, like those of Cilicia, had a safe base on land where part of
the loot would be handed over to the local ruler. Off the Malabar Coast where Ibn
Battuta was so unduly treated, Marco Polo tells us that with „the King‟s connivance
many corsairs launch from this port to plunder merchants.

These corsairs have a

covenant with the King that he shall get all the horses they capture, and all other
plunder shall remain with them.‟
Other pirates did not bother with the local power base and established one of
their own. The Chinese had been migrating over the western seas for generations and
even centuries, most of them settling in the trading ports that spanned the seas, Annan,
Palembang and Malacca. They supported themselves mostly by trade with the home
country but some became craftsmen and others took their living from the fish of the
seas.

In the late fourteenth century some families from the Chinese province of

Guangdong migrated and established themselves on the Sumatran coast at the
northern entrance to the Straits of Malacca. One of these migrants, Ch‟en Tsu-I, rose to
the leadership and set the colony up as a base in which to raid the ships passing by on
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their way to the trading ports further south, or passing on to India, „he was very wealthy
and tyrannical, and whenever a ship belonging to strangers passed by, he immediately
robbed them of their valuables.‟ This was quite the set up for any ship passing through
the Straits were at the mercy of Ch‟en Tsu-I‟s fleet and he was in a position to skim off
the wealth passing east and west and for a number of years this colony flourished from
its ill-begotten gain.
But for a power such as the Chinese Emperor this strangling of trade was
unacceptable, so Zheng He and his fleet of ships were sent to deal with him in fourteen
hundred and seven. There was a short battle in which the pirates were overpowered.
Ch‟en Tsu-I was captured alive, as were others of the leaders, taken back to China and
executed. Through much of the era of the Chinese Treasure Fleets, the Asian Oceans
were freed up for unhindered trade.
Ludovico Varthema
A native of Bologna, Ludovico Varthema travelled in interesting times. Five years before
his departure from Venice in 1502 the Portuguese set out for the Indian Ocean by
circumventing Africa, they reached the Ocean in 1498 and made their return to Lisbon in
1499. News of this achievement had likely arrived in Italy before Varthema set out but it
is unlikely that our traveler knew the conditions of the world he was entering.
Varthema sailed for Egypt passing through Alexandria and Cairo and then
ventured into Syria; Beirut, Tripoli, Aleppo and on to Damascus. In Syria he met up with
a group of renegade Christians who had converted to Islam and had enrolled
themselves as Mamelukes, military units that would travel as security details with
caravans throughout the region. He made friends with the captain of one particular unit
and bought his way into the service of the Mamelukes. It was during this time in Syria
that he learned Arabic and made the decision to make the conversion to Islam.
It is unlikely that there was any depth of sincerity in his taking of vows for
Varthema‟s main goal was to travel and this unit was about to set off with the Hajj
caravan for Mecca, his conversion was likely a means to further his aims. He travelled
with the caravan to Medina and Mecca where he participated in the obligations of the
Hajj and of which he was the first European to have left us a description of the
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ceremonies.

His unit was to return to Syria but Varthema wanted to continue his

adventures so he deserted and made his way to the Red Sea port of Jeddah and sailed
to the Indian Ocean port of Aden.
It was at Aden that Varthema was confronted with the effects of the Portuguese
attacks against the long established trade on the Indian Ocean.

He, and another

European, were imprisoned and interrogated as possible Christian spies and it was here
that Varthema‟s ventures could well have ended.

He must have been somewhat

charming for he was able to work his way out of this situation and continue.

He

managed to secure a spot on a trading vessel bound for Persia where he landed and
headed inland. At Shiraz he met up with a Persian trader whose name he has left us,
Cazazionor, who was to become his loyal and faithful travelling companion over the next
couple of years and who even offered his niece in marriage to our adventurous Italian.
The two set out by land for Samarkand but were turned back by local skirmishes
then decided to make their way to India. They visited the various ports of the Malabar
Coast but it was at Calicut where Cazazionor found that the precious stones in which he
traded had little value due to the depressed market as a result of war with the
Portuguese. It was here that Varthema encountered his first Portuguese, forty eight
men who were put to death by the King.
They continued south to Sri Lanka and then north on the Coromandel Coast to
the Bengal and to Siam. They travelled with two merchants from the region to Malacca,
Sumatra and continued further east. Varthema was perhaps the first European to visit,
he was certainly the first to describe, the islands of Banda and Ternate, the Spice
Islands which were the desire of conquest by all European powers in the seas of
Southeast Asia.
By this time it seems that Varthema had had enough of his wandering ways and
began to seek devices in which to return home. He and Cazazionor made their way
back to the Coromandel Coast of India where he saw twenty two Portuguese, but kept
his distance as he did not want to become suspect to his companion. It was in Calicut
that Varthema saw his opportunity and took it abandoning his travel partner and his
offers of marriage to his niece. He made his way to the Portuguese where he promptly
reprofessed himself, rather casually, a Christian. He put himself in the service of the
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Portuguese providing intelligence of war preparations of the Islamic states on the coast.
He was given a knighthood and employed for a year and a half by the Portuguese in
India. Perhaps it was for his Christian audience back home or perhaps to convince his
employers but he became quite hostile to those amongst whom he had been travelling
and living for two years referring to the Moslems as dogs.
He returned to Europe by sea with the Portuguese, rounding Africa and arriving
in Lisbon in 1508 where he met with the King and his Knighthood was confirmed.
Afterwards he returned to Italy where he remained for the rest of his life.
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The Way by Land
The years of the late 1230s were times of great trepidation for the Kingdoms of Western
Europe. Although themselves directly unaffected, they received word that their Eastern
neighbors, the Russians, Poles, Germans and Hungarians, had battled and succumbed
to an unknown horde of mounted warriors from the east. Word first seems to have
reached the powers of Western Europe in 1238 and by 1242 there were thoughts as
how to establish an effective defense against these invaders. By 1245 the Roman Pope
thought he had a solution, he found two emissaries, whom he sent on a mission to the
capital of these invaders in the far Asian east with the hope of establishing relations and
putting a halt to their advance. This was the first European response to the arrival of
the Mongols.
The two representatives chosen for this mission, one Lawrence of Portugal and
the other, John of Plano Carpini, departed Kiev, under the guidance of Mongol
horsemen, in the midst of winter, February of 1246 and made their way to the Mongol
capital at Karakorum. They traveled fast changing horses three, four up to seven times
daily as their guides had hoped they could witness the installment of a new Khan. For
one of the priests, John of Plano Carpini, sixty five years old, overweight and in poor
health, the journey was an ordeal of which he was in constant fear. Sent by the papacy,
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not because of his ruggedness to endure such an adventure, but for his piety and
diplomatic skills, it would have been a miracle if he could survive the entire route to the
east and back. Perhaps he was in better shape than he let on for he survived the
ordeal and was able to leave us an account of his journey. But make no mistake, this
was an ordeal.
The party travelled from Kiev north of the Black, the Caspian and the Aral Seas
and north of Lake Baikal. They crossed major rivers, the Dneiper, Don, Volga and the
Ural. Through the lands of the Comans, the Kangits, the Bisermins, Black Kitayans and
the Naimans, lands laid waste by the Mongol advance. They did so in the deepest of
winter, through cold and snow, crossing frozen rivers on horseback. They slept in the
open, digging into the snow finding a place that sheltered them from the winds. They
arrived Karakorum after five months of hard travel at a time when the weather had
improved and in time to witness the ascension of Guyuk to the Mongol throne. Having
achieved little more than the exchange of letters they started their return in November
using much the same route as their outbound journey, reaching Kiev in June of 1247.
Both Lawrence of Portugal and John of Plano Carpini survived their arduous journey
and fortunate for us John left us the first account of a European venturing into the lands
of thirteenth century Mongols and of the travel along the corridor of the vast Asian
Steppes.
The Steppes crossed by our two faithful priests is a vast swath of land that
extends from Hungary in Eastern Europe to the far east of China onto modern day
Beijing virtually to the Sea of Japan. Throughout this route north of the Black, Caspian
and Ural seas and north of Lake Balkash, and pinched between the Altai and Tian Shan
mountains as one approaches China, there is an open corridor, flat, unimpeded by
mountains or rough terrain. A few rivers are encountered but these are easily fordable
and offer an insignificant hindrance. If one has a supply of suitable horses and can
endure the cold it is a natural highway that links the furthest reaches of the east and
west of the Eurasian landmass.
For Millennia nomads have wandered this land with their animals using the
extensive grazing for which it is most suitable and it is from here where we begin our
account of land travel. If we consider the story of travel it would seem to make sense to
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ask when did we begin to travel, when did we abandon the comfort and familiarity of our
homes and family with a need or desire to travel to unfamiliar lands. But this question is
a nonstarter for the real question should be, when did we stop? When did we decide to
settle down and find a stationary home, and why did some of us continue to move about
and why do some of us continue to do so?
Human kind is, or was, by nature a mobile animal, moving about in search of a
more hospitable land or in pursuit of prey for food. We would move about with the
change of seasons or the disruption of our environment, so why and when did we stop.
I will make only a cursory look at these questions. Some six, seven or eight thousand
years ago, we need not be precise at this point, some wanderers began to settle in the
fertile deltas of the Egyptian Nile, the Euphrates of Mesopotamia, the Indus valley of
India and the Yellow River of China. In these environments communities were able to
plant crops, raise livestock and eventually develop the first civilizations and empires that
we have come to know.
The settlement of these people continued over the millennia, not only in the
valleys but also in areas between where communities and cities arose. At different
times we see the rise of the Greeks, the Assyrians, Persians, Kushans and others so
that by the first or perhaps as early as the second centuries BCE there is a continuous
settled link from China to Rome that we have come to know as the Silk Road in which
trade flourished, and people moved about from settlement to settlement. It was the
nomads who did most of this moving about, taking goods from one stop to the next but
they were the nameless travelers of whom we have no accounts. But it was during this
time that those from the areas of settlement and civilization began to wander out on to
these routes, it is from them we get our first records of these travels, these were our first
travelers.
From the Chinese Civilization of the Yellow River Valley we see traders and other
wander north into the steppes where they traded with wandering Nomads. In the third
century BCE they were entering the pasture lands of the Xiongnu, a large confederation
of Nomads who ruled the region. Both sides were happy to trade, receiving goods that
they otherwise could not obtain. But with the Chinese traders came farmers, hungry for
land to produce the grains for the growing population in the Yellow River Valley. The
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problem was, they grew their grains on the grazing lands of the Nomadic Xiongnu.
Displeased, the Xiongnu would raid these borderland settlements, the Chinese would
retaliate and war would be waged. At times the Xiongnu could be bought off with
goods, gold and Chinese brides, at other times it was not so easy and the lands of the
Yellow River themselves came under threat.
By the second century BCE the Chinese had decided enough was enough and
sought out allies with whom they could fight the Xiongnu. They knew that the Yuezhi
had migrated to the west after defeat at the hands of the Xiongnu. A two pronged
approach was planned, the Chinese could attack the Xiongnu from the south and the
Yuezhi from the west. The problem was that the Xiongnu separated the two would be
allies so there was no communication between them. The Chinese came up with a
band of one hundred men led by Zhang Qian and accompanied by a Xiongnu captured
in a previous war. They departed Xian in 138 BCE and from the start the enterprise did
not go well, they were captured by the Xiongnu and enslaved for ten years. But not all
turned out too badly for Zhang Qian found a Xiongnu wife and had a son. After ten
years the small family and the Xiongnu who started with Zhang Qian managed to
escape and continued westbound in search of the Yuezhi.
Amongst the Yuezhi, Zhang Qian found that they had given up the nomadic way
of life to become a largely settled agricultural people with no taste for war nor interest in
assisting the Chinese against the Xiongnu, so he started back to China with his mission
unfulfilled. Again, travelling through Xiongnu territory he was recaptured and for some
reason, despite the fact that he was an enemy of the Xiongnu, his life was spared. It‟s
probably odd that he managed to escape death for it would have been an easy matter
to lop off the head of this foreign spy, there tended to be little regard for general lopping
in these times, so why he escaped the sword of the Xiongnu is a bit of a mystery.
Regardless, amidst internal disruption Zhang Qian escaped again and managed to
make it back to Xian. Of his original party of one hundred only he and his Xiongnu
servant managed to return, the others perhaps subject to a frenzy of lopping.
Zhang Qian returned to China in 125 BCE his mission a failure, the Yuezhi were
not willing to go to war at the behest of China. But he did return with a wife and son so
on a personal level he did okay. But he also returned with information of the far off
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western lands to where the Yuezhi had settled. These are modern day Afghanistan,
Uzbekistan, and the other Stans of central Asia as well as Eastern Persia or Iran. He
learned that the people of these lands, the Yuezhi and others, were more interested in
trade than war. He also found, west of the Xiongnu in the Ferghana valley, modern day
Uzbekistan, a large and powerful horse that would be of great value to the Chinese in
fighting the Xiongnu. Chinese horses at that time were small and inferior to those of the
northern steppe tribes. The Chinese sought to trade for these horses but the Dayuan
people of the Ferghana valley wanted no part of it. So the Chinese did what they do
when they don‟t get what they want, they went to war. It took a number of tries but by
the start of the first century BCE they were receiving horses from the Ferghana valley
on a regular basis and had established direct trade links through central Asia as far as
Persia.
We could consider that it was from the efforts of Zhang Qian that the Silk Road
came into being. Zhang Qian of course did not create the Silk Road, but his efforts
made the Chinese aware of what lay west beyond their borders and brought the
Chinese into contact with westerners, the Dayuan, the descendants of Greeks settled
by Alexander in Central Asia. This was probably not the first meeting of Chinese and
Greeks as traders and renegades, small in number, had no doubt found their way to
central Asia. But in subsequent decades and centuries contact between the two regions
increased and movement of people along these routes became more routine.
The Silk Road did not start solely with travelers from China moving westward.
Those in the west were also making their way east. What separated them for many
centuries and severely limited their contact was the landscape that lay between them.
To the northwest of China lay the vast and formidable desert, the Taklamakan, a name
which means something akin to „those who go in don‟t come out‟, a land of little water
and food surrounded by infrequent communities which sprung up at the oasis‟ along the
way. Circumventing this extensive mound of sand, either by the northern route or the
southern route, was a perilous adventure which discouraged many a traveler. Even if
one managed to navigate their way to the western end of this desert, they faced the
high and extremely cold Tian Shan and Pamir mountain ranges. These two obstacles
all but isolated the east from the west for centuries. Further to the north were the open
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steppes of the often hostile nomads but this proved a rather circuitous route.
By the time that Zhang Qian found the Yuezhi in the second century BCE they
had become settled and have become known to us at the Kushans who ruled over an
area that included Indians, Persians and the Greeks who had been left in Central Asia
by Alexander during his romp through the region in the late fourth century BCE. They
were the great middlemen traders who took goods from China and passed them further
west to the Persians, the Parthians and eventually on to the Mediterranean where they
found their way to Egypt, Greece and Rome. They then took the goods of these lands
and sent them eastward to China. The Parthians, during the second century CE took
on the part of middlemen at the time when Rome lusted after the silks of the east.
The Silk Road is a history of the rise and fall of various powers, the Sogdians,
Seleucids, Kushans, Parthians, numerous Turkish tribes and the petty kingdoms that
popped up periodically along the trade routes. Regardless of who controlled these
roads, the east west trade would continue essentially unabated. It was the Mongols,
much later in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries who brought it all together. We have
many travelers to discuss before the arrival of the Mongols.
Xuanzang
On the northern route of the Taklamakan Desert a lone traveler knelt at a water hole
near a guard post at one of the few oasis that ringed the desert. As he scooped the
water with his hands, an arrow narrowly missed him, it was perhaps a warning shot, for
he should not have been there. The twenty six year old Buddhist monk had departed
Xian, the capital of the Tang dynasty, under the cover of darkness bound for western
lands. This was in 630 CE, unstable times, and the emperor had decided it best to keep
his subjects at home, travel west was forbidden.

With a greater mission in mind,

Xuanzang defied these orders. He and his associates had petitioned the emperor for
permission to leave, their goal was to travel the roads of Central Asia to India in search
of Buddhist texts, texts then available in China were incomplete and confused due to
poor translations. If they were able to obtain originals they could, they felt, provide a
better quality of translations. Despite their pleas the group was denied permission to
travel beyond the western borders, but Xuanzang decided to make the journey into
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unfamiliar lands on his own. He hoped to meet with the teachers of Buddhism and to
visit the sacred sites of the religion.
The Silk Road lay immediately beyond the gates of Xian providing for an easy
start. But there were outposts beyond the city and word was sent out to keep an eye
open for this lone monk. With the help of the sympathetic soldiers that manned them,
he was able to progress with little difficulty. Once beyond these towers there were few
options, at Anxi the road forked allowing the traveler to take the north or south route
around the Taklamakan desert. Xuanzang chose the north to Aksu where he entered
the Tian Shan Mountains. His route took him to Tashkent and Samarkand from where
he ventured south to Kunduz, Balkh, Bamiyan and Kapisi. He crossed the Khyber Pass
on to Taxila and then to Jalalabad. Two years were devoted to study in the Kashmir
then he continued to the Punjab and on to Northern India, Mathura where he rested for
the winter. He then entered the heartland of Buddhism where he met up with India‟s
holiest river, the Ganges and followed it to the south east. He zig zagged about the
Ganges valley visiting the holy sights of Buddhism; Sravasti, Lumbini, Kusinagara,
Sarnath, Vaisali and Bodh Gaya. In 637 he spent about a year in Nalanda to study then
continued south to Champa.
The reputation of the Buddhist scholars in Sri Lanka drew his interest and he had
the opportunity to sail there from Tamalripti near Calcutta but was advised that the sea
voyage from there was a dangerous one. He should go south to Orissa from where the
voyage would be much shorter and less treacherous. He did continue south but he
never did manage to make the voyage by sea, keeping his entire journey to the west
and back by land.
Late in 642 he found himself back in Nalanda from where he would begin his
return journey to China making his way to the west of India then north across the Hindu
Kush. He did not follow his original route home, he crossed the Pamir Mountains and
headed towards Kashgar, the western terminus of the north and south routes of the
Taklamakan desert. He choose the southern route stopping in Khotan for seven or eight
months as he waited for copies of manuscripts that had been lost in the Indus River.
From Khotan he sent a letter to the Chinese emperor, the same that had forbidden his
departure sixteen years prior. All was forgiven and Xuanzang returned to Xian a hero in
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645.
A large part of his outbound journey was as a solitary traveler, but on his return
he travelled with an entourage, picking up and dropping off, or losing members along
the way. These included soldiers for protection, porters to carry his books and even an
elephant to carry his books and souvenirs. These were provided by various kings and
princes who were eager to assist his cause. Sally Hovey Wiggins tells us that the „king
of Kapisa personally escorted Xuanzang as far as the Hindu Kush Mountains and then
provided him with a guide and the one hundred porters needed to transport provisions,
including hay for the elephant….Most of the porters seem to have given up before they
reached the pass, which we know to be 13,200 feet in height. Xuanzang‟s biographer
says that the caravan at this point consisted of only seven priests, twenty followers, one
elephant, ten asses, and four horses.‟
Throughout his journey Xuanzang faced the dangers and difficulties that were
common amongst most travelers of the past. In the desert there was the constant
danger of thirst, the Taklamakan offering few watering stops along the way. At one point
he dropped his water container and watched as his water, which he had intended for the
next 200 miles, drain into the sand. He wandered on for five days until his horse led
him to an oasis. He found difficulties in all the mountain ranges he crossed from the
cold and snow, in the Hindu Kush: „This mountain pass is very high; the precipices are
wild and dangerous; the path is tortuous, and the caverns and hollows wind and
intertwine together. At one time the traveler enters a deep valley, at another he mounts
a high peak which in full summer is blocked with frozen ice. By cutting steps up the ice
the traveler passes on, and after three days he comes to the highest point of the pass.
There the icy wind, intensely cold, blows with fury; the piled snow fills the valleys.
Travelers pushing their way through, dare not pause on their route.‟
There was always danger of attack, two of his servants had to flee hostile
Zoroastrians in Samarkand. There was the threat of bandits, he was almost made a
sacrifice by a band on the Ganges. The elephant carrying his books was startled by a
group in the Tsungling Mountains and in an effort to flee, the animal perished in a river.
While more of a nuisance than a real danger, Xuanzang was often delayed by
local princes or kings who desired that he stay in their lands to provide his insight and
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knowledge to the local priesthood and laity. The King of Turfan, on the north route of
the Taklamakan desert, attempted to detain Xuanzang for such reasons, but the monk
declined to eat, shaming the King. Not only was he allowed to continue but the King
supplied him with gold, clothing, horses, servants, a guide as well as travel documents
that would introduce him to and allow him to pass through the upcoming Kingdoms to
the west. All the king asked in return was that Xuanzang stop on his return journey to
China, a promise not kept as he took the southern route of the Taklamakan.
In the Ganges river valley, two lands threatened each other with war over the
services of Xuanzang. The King of Kajugira demanded that the king of Nirgrantha send
the monk to him. The king of Nirgrantha refused and offered his head, which the king of
Kajurgira accepted. The king of Nirgrantha had second thoughts about his offer and
prepared twenty thousand elephants and twenty thousand ships on the Ganges to
defend himself.

Anyway cooler, attached, heads prevailed and the two kingdoms

shared the services and knowledge of Xuanzang. The monk was offered gold, silver,
robes and jewels for his return journey all of which were declined.
The monk‟s reputation would often proceed him as in the case when the priests
of Kashmir dreamed en masse that the monk was approaching. The protested that they
had not heard of him but the divine spirit of their dreams did not relent and the priests
were chided for not preparing for their imminent visitor. Good spirits followed him as he
approached, the divine spirit informed them, so they had best give up their sleep and
begin reciting the scriptures. For several days they diligently kept to their prayers as
Xuanzang approached the outskirts of the capital. Word must have gotten out that this
unknown entity was on his way for the King, his ministers and all the priests of the city, a
thousand men in total, with banners, flags and parasols, incense and flowers and an
elephant on which he was to ride marched out to greet him. Xuanzang was allowed a
night to rest and the next day was presented to the King and a few dozen of the most
distinguished priests. After a few religious rituals, they began to discuss difficult parts of
the Buddhist doctrine. Difficult questions were posed to the monk to which he answered
with confidence and without hesitation, „the sages were abashed in his presence.‟ The
King was impressed and ordered twenty men be set up to copy the Sacred Texts for
Xuanzang and five more were made available to wait upon whatever request he made.
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Throughout his travels, whether in Central Asia or in India, Xuanzang seemed to
receive, a somewhat subdued, rock star status, monks and Kings came to greet him. At
Kapisa, Nalanda and elsewhere he received such welcomes and his fame seemed to
grow as he moved on. At each of his stops he was able to impress his guests with his
knowledge answering all questions and correcting the erroneous ways of others in
„consequence of this the men arrived at a knowledge of truth and gave up their
erroneous doctrine and returned to right reason.‟
In any religious debate he took part in he was able to clarify and, it seems, to
annihilate any of his opponents. This was common practices as Kings would often set
up competing schools of thought to debate issues and questions and this continued
through to the Mongols and the Catholic missionaries of the thirteenth century
encountered them. One can imagine the soundtrack from West Side Story playing with
monks in the background snapping their fingers in these god-offs. It would be a much
longer scene as each statement would need translation, often through a number of
languages, so that all could understand. But Xuanzang always prevailed. Five hundred
years later William of Rubruck was involved in similar debates when he visited the land
of the Mongols from France.
Reading of these travels, penned by Xuanzang‟s student Hwui Li, one
encounters a bit of tedium as he indulges in endless praise for his master. Hwui Li was
a contemporary of Xuanzang and the accounts of the travels would have been
completed during his lifetime, with a bit of modesty I‟d have expected Xuanzang to ask
his disciple to tone down the excessive adoration applied to him.
Cynicism aside, and this is a minor poke at the wandering monk, Xuanzang has
left a significant legacy to eastern Asia and the world. He returned to China in the year
645 with six hundred and fifty seven books written on the bark of trees or on palm
leaves and six figures of Buddha of gold, silver and sandal-wood. The emperor of
China set the monk up with a team of translators, grammarians, and copyists with the
task of translating these works into Chinese, he worked with this team for the remaining
years of his life until his death in 664.
There are two significant matters in Xuanzang‟s accomplishment. The first is the
influence of Buddhism in the east. Through his translations he made the scriptures of
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the faith more readily available to the followers not only of China, Korea and Japan but
also the world. Buddhism flourished in India and central Asia until the eighth when
Islam swept through the region and much of the writings perished during this change
and the religion all but eliminated. This was little more than a century after Xuanzang
made his journey. Buddhism could well have become a minor local religion and a
curiosity for antiquarians had the sacred texts not been spirited away and preserved in
China, so Xuanzang has been almost single handedly credited with saving the religion.
But also, because of his account while in India, we have a valuable source of
information of the sub-continent during the seventh century. In the nineteenth century
his account was used a source for a survey of British India by Sir Alexander
Cunningham, the director of the Archaeological Survey of India, at a time when the
English were intent on reviewing and cataloguing their domains. Xuanzang‟s account
remains an important source on India, at least two modern writers, Mishi Saran and Sun
Shuyun have traced his travels and provided their account.
In Xian, where Xuanzang spent his remaining years completing his translations,
there still stands the Wild Goose Pagoda built some years after his death to house his
translations and the relics with which he returned from India.

Buddha and Buddhism
Xuanzang wasn‟t the first Buddhist to put his boots, or sandals, to the asphalt, or dust,
of the Silk Road. Buddha himself was something of a traveler as he contemplated and
found himself around and about the Ganges valley probably during the sixth century
BCE. During his lifetime followers of the Buddha headed out on the trails and roads of
India to spread the word to those who were willing to listen in what Richard Foltz called
„the first large-scale missionary effort in the history of the world‟s religions.‟
Sometime about the mid sixth century BCE, we‟re not really sure, a twenty nineyear old father looked in on his sleeping wife and child one last time before hitting the
road for a life of austerity and thought. This was not unusual for men of the Gangetic
Plain of India at that time. These monks would wander about from city to town looking
for freedom from suffering, enlightenment and a bit food. They followed the paths of
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trade where they would encounter merchants and traders, those who needed a spiritual
connection and comfort while away from home.

They were also people who were

willing perhaps to listen to the thoughts of these monks and provide a cup of rice in
return, except during the monsoons when the rains made travel on the dirt road almost
impossible.
The twenty nine year old we are talking about was Gautama or the man we have
come to know as Buddha, the progenitor of one of the world‟s great religions. Many of
those on the road were basically those who bailed on responsibilities, from debts and
justice. It would have seemed that the Buddha, having abandoned an infant child, was
one of these, but his thought caught on and has influenced us for centuries.

His

thoughts provided a respite to the sufferings of life and has given one of the great
religions that spread from the south of India to China.

The Buddha continued his

wanderings and teachings until his death in perhaps in the fifth century BCE, again
we‟re not sure.
Buddhism made its way to the Silk Road during the lifetime of the Buddha. A
couple of merchant brothers, Tapassu and Bhallika from Balkh in modern Afghanistan,
caught the enlightenment bug and became disciples returning to their home and
dedicating a temple to the Buddha. This story is legend only but gives us an idea of the
facility with which a religion, and the people who follow it can move along the trade
routes of a region. Regardless, during the third century BCE the Buddhist emperor of
the Indian Mauryan Empire sent missionaries throughout his realm which at that time
stretched into central Asia and connected with the Silk Road. By the time Zhang Qian
and his band of alliance seeking, horse searching soldiers arrived about a hundred or
so years later in the second century BCE, Buddhism was alive and flourishing in the
region. Zhang Qian did not bring Buddhism to China, he was too busy trying to survive
and protect his wife and lone remaining follower to be distracted by the souls of people,
but he went a long way in opening up the communication between China, Central Asia
and India, and facilitated the back of forth of traders, and along with these traders, the
religion of the Buddha.
Buddhism was warmly received in Central Asia as early as the third century BCE
by the Kushans or the Yuechi who we have already discussed. By the first century BCE
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it had made its way to China along the lineage of roads from India. Samuel Beal, the
nineteenth century chronicler of ancient Buddhism and translator of Fa-Hsien`s travels,
outlined the list of fifty six priests who had made their way between India and China by
the time I-Ching recorded their names in the seventh century. The list often provides no
more than names and gives little details but gives an idea of the volume of traffic that
was taking place not only through central Asia but also on the sea route of the South
China Sea and the Bay of Bengal.
Parthian monks began to arrive in China during the mid-second century CE. An
Shih-kao was perhaps the first to arrive at the Chinese capital Lo-yang in 148 CE and
was succeeded by another Parthian An Hsuan in 181. A Kushan, Lokaksema, arrived in
the same time period. These were translators and provided many of the texts that
supported Chinese Buddhism in its early centuries there.

From Kucha arrived

Kimarajiva, who worked as a translator in Xian until his death there in 415. Early in the
seventh century, just before Xuanzang set off on his journey, various Indian monks
arrived in China, Subharkara Simha, Vajrabodhi and Amoghavajra brought Tantrism to
China. Chu Si-hing left China for Khotan in 290 CE and shortly after him Fa-Ling made
it to north India.

In 518 Sung-yun of Dunhaung was sent by the Empress of the

Northern Wei dynasty along with Hwei Sang, who returned in 521 CE with one hundred
and seventy volumes.
While not remembered or immortalized to the degree as Xuanzang another
Chinese monk deserves mention at greater length. Fa-Hsien departed Xian in 399 CE
and returned fourteen years later. He set out, as did so many others, with the intention
of collecting texts with which to return for translation into Chinese. He started off alone
but soon met up with others who were on a similar mission as was he. The group grew
and dwindled as some monks chose to move on ahead or remain behind, others were
unable to continue due to illness. Some of those he split up with he was able to link up
with later in India. He took the north route of the Taklamakan desert.
They crossed the mountains into India „The snow rests on them both winter and
summer. There are also among them venomous dragons, which, when provoked, spit
forth poisonous winds, and cause showers of snow and storms of sand and gravel. Not
one in ten thousand of those who encounter these dangers escapes with his life.‟ It was
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in these mountains that Hwuy-king, one of his companions, was overtaken by the cold
of the mountains and was unable to go on. They remained with him until he died and
only then continued their journey.
He took a familiar route to Gandhara, Taxila in the Punjab and to Peshawar
where one of his party succumbed to illness.

He made his way to Varanasi and

Pataliputra, where he spent three years learning to read and write Sanskrit. He spent
another two years in Tamalripti copying the sacred texts. One of his companions, Taoching, decided to remain in India so Fa-Hsien departed, this time from the east coast of
India for Sri Lanka, through the Islands of Indonesia and eventually home. He lived in
China for the rest of his life dying at eighty-eight years.

Zoroastrianism
Buddhism was not the only religion to make tracks on the Silk Road. Existing and
competing alongside Buddhism in Central Asia was Zoroastrianism, a religion of Persia
which has given us adherents such as Darius, Xerxes, the three wise men and Freddie
Mercury. Zoroastrianism did not tend to spread beyond the land of its origins, at least
until the eight century CE for it was not a proselytizing faith. It was perhaps the first
religion to provide the idea of a singular god or entity, which the Hebrews picked up on
and took with them to the lands of Israel where it became the one of the key tenants of
their beliefs.
Judaism
After their release from Babylon in 537 BCE Jews returned to the lands of Judea and
while some settled there others ventured further west, others north and east. It seems
reasonably certain that Jews reached and settled in China by the first century CE
creating a trading and intellectual network from there to Spain. In the twelfth century,
between 1165 and 1173 to be exact, a Rabbi known to us as Benjamin of Tudela,
managed to travel, without significant hindrance, from Christian Europe through a
greater part of the dar al Islam. From the north of Christian Spain he made his way to
Catalonia, through France to Rome, thence to Constantinople and much of the Greek
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Archipelago. Then on to Rhodes and Cyprus from whence he entered the world of
Islam at Antioch to Palestine, Damascus, Baghdad and through much of Persia. He
then entered the Persian Gulf from Basra. Did he continue on to India, Sri Lanka and
China? He may not have but he provided information that he had gathered on these
places so far from home. He made his return by way of Aden, Cairo, Alexandria, Sicily,
Rome and then home.
Times have always been somewhat precarious for Jews whether at home or
travelling abroad. They were at times accepted, then tolerated and often persecuted by
both Muslims and Christians. While they could prosper, their existence in any town or
empire depended upon the mood of the ruler at that place and time. It was perhaps for
this reason that Benjamin set off from home on a potentially perilous journey for as L.
Rabinowitz considers „it is probable that Benjamin‟s object was to discover where his
expatriated co-religionists might find asylum.

Everywhere he notes the size and

importance of the Jewish community.‟ In Constantinople he found twenty five hundred
Jews ghettoized in their own district and noted that the inhabitants „hated the Jews,
good and bad alike, and subject them to great oppression, and beat them in the streets,
and in every way treat them with rigour.‟ He counts the Jews in various cities, Gezerit
Omar with four thousand, in Mosul there dwelt seven thousand and in Rabbah on the
Euphrates River there lived two thousand, without comment on their condition.

In

Baghdad there were forty thousand Jews who „dwell in security, prosperity and honour„.
In the north of Persia at Nihawand there were four thousand Jews, in Kurdistan there
were twenty five thousand, in Media thirty thousand, Tabaristan four thousand, Ispahan
fifteen thousand, Fars ten thousand, Ghaznah eighty thousand, Samarkand fifty
thousand, in Kish only five hundred, Behrein five thousand, in Quilon on the west Indian
coast he finds several thousand Jews all black, and on the island of Sri Lanka there
were about three thousand Jews. In the lands about Aden there were Jewish Kingdoms
that made war on the Christians on the coast. On the banks of the Nile there were
seven thousand.
It may be surprising to some of us to discover that Jews were so widespread
throughout so many jurisdictions in both Christian and Muslim lands, but as one looks
further into the history of the diaspora it seems to make more sense. In the far east,
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beyond the lands of Islam there is no firm evidence that Jews had settled in the trading
posts of the Taklamakan desert but they almost certainly made trips through that barren
landscape to trade their wares in China.
certainly did.

Did they settle in China?

They almost

Marco Polo and the Catholic emissaries from the west reported

encountering Jews when he was there some one hundred years after Benjamin. Jews
were listed among the victims of the violence that swept through when one hundred and
twenty thousand foreigners, including Christians, Muslims and Zoroastrians were
slaughtered.

That there were Jews in Cochin, on India‟s west coast, is a well-

established fact, and we can recall that Captain Buzurg encountered a Jew from Spain
in the Indian Ocean in the tenth century.
The continuous link of Jewish communities from the cities of Christian Europe,
through Muslim lands to at least the borders of China and in Indian Ocean ports
provided a network along which many Jews travelled and traded. Much like the world of
dar al Islam of Ibn Battuta and Ibn Jubayr, the Jews could arrive in a city and seek out
accommodation, information and trade either returning from where they had come or
continuing to a new destination. This trading network of the Jewish community was at
its peak in the ninth and tenth centuries when they were most tolerated by both Muslims
and Christians. These traders were referred to as the Radinites who plied trade routes
from France and Poland through Spain, North Africa, the Levant where they could
continue from either the Persian Gulf or the Red Sea on to India and China. Benjamin
of Tudela may have been a later day Radinite trading during his travels for he was
careful to note the conditions of trade and from where other traders came.
One advantage that these traders enjoyed was that they were able to move with
relative freedom between Christian Europe and the lands of Islam. During the years of
the Crusades Christians and Muslims would be prevented from crossing the frontiers
but the Jews were accepted as they tended to have a neutral view of the conflict. They
would move from city to city, from Jewish community to Jewish community, where they
could trade with a shared language, Hebrew, and shared laws of commerce, they could
write up a contract understood by both parties and those beyond and had a developed
credit system amongst themselves. Although they may have attempted to control some
sectors of the market there was nothing unusual about this as it would have been
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natural for a trader, Jewish, Muslim or Christian, to seek out like minded and
linguistically compatible trade partners.
The routes that these traders used were the established trails already in use by
Moslems and Christians in centuries previous. Thus the routes that passed through
Persia onto China had been established since at least the start of the common-era. It
was Ibn Khordubah from the tenth century, a customs inspector from Persia who
identified these traders and the routes they took, all essentially through the lands of
Islam.
There was one route which circumvented Islam, from Germany or Poland north
of the Caspian and Black Seas to the Kingdom of the Khazars, a land of settled Turks
who uniquely among peoples of the steppes, embraced Judaism thus walking a thin line
between their Muslim neighbors to the south and their Christian neighbors to the north.
From there goods could move across the uncontrolled steppes of the Nomads and enter
China from the north.
The goods they traded in were nothing exceptional for the times, eunuchs,
slaves, furs and swords from the west.

From the east musk, aloes, camphors,

cinnamon and undoubtedly silks. From India they brought pepper and other spices.
They were heavily involved in the north south trade of slaves, receiving Scandinavian
slaves and trading them to the south, these slaves were to form the Mamluk slave
armies that would eventually come to rule Egypt and stop the advance of Mongol
armies into Egypt.
Although the actual Rhadanite network seemed to wane by the end of the tenth
century Jews still moved along these routes, Benjamin of Tudela being a case in point.
A few years later Rabbi Petachia of Germany travelled similar routes and for much
similar reasons, looking for his fellow Jews in foreign lands. Maimonides in the twelfth
century left Spain and settled in Cairo, his brother, a trader, perished on the Indian
Ocean. Early in the thirteenth century three hundred Rabbis from England and France
made their way as a group to Jerusalem, many of whom did not return. David Reubeni,
from the Indian Jewish Kingdom of Khaibar claimed to be the brother of the King. He
travelled through east Africa, Arabia and Egypt and on to Rome, Lisbon and Spain
where he died, in prison.
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Christians
Not only did he encounter Jews but William of Rubruck encountered Christians with
whom he was not impressed for they were usurers and drunkards, they ate meat on
Fridays, took several wives and paid more attention making money than to spreading
the faith.

It is somewhat unexpected that Christianity had drifted eastward and

implanted itself well before the arrival of Europeans in the thirteenth century. In the
early years of the Christian faith there were a significant number of followers in Syria
and by the third century they had brought the religion to Persia. In the fourth century
there was a split when the Bishop of Constantinople, a certain Nestorious, had a
disagreement with the rest of the church, and as a result he was declared a heretic.
Once labeled a heretic what is one to do? Nestorious packed his bags and headed east
along with his followers. The Christians of Syria and Persia came to follow the former
Bishop and became known as Nestorians. By the end of the fifth century they had set
up bishoprics in Marv, Nishapur and Harat from the head office in Baghdad. Following
the routes of the Silk Road they continued east where the found willing converts
amongst the Turkish nomads of Central Asia. They reached China early in the seventh
century and in the eleventh century found followers amongst the Mongols.
Rabban Sauma
There has been left for us a curious account of a Nestorian‟s travel through Central
Asia, not from the far west where Nestorianism originated, or from where most of our
travel accounts start, but from China westbound. This is a rare account indeed from a
priest, Rabban Sauma, who travelled from China to the courts of Europe near the end of
the thirteenth century, only a few years after Marco Polo had arrived in China. The
priest was not Chinese but rather of Turkish origin whose family had adopted the
religion some generations earlier.

Persuaded by his close friend Markos, the two

headed west around 1275 with the hopes of reaching Baghdad and continuing on to
Jerusalem and its environs to see the holy sites of Christianity. With funding from the
local Nestorian community, the two were able to assemble a small caravan that would
take them west. At the Taklamakan desert they took the southern route and were able
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stop and rest at military garrisons, postal stations or to stay with the Nestorians they
found in the towns and cities along the way.
The two arrived in Persia and continued pretty much directly to Baghdad which
was the center of authority for the Church. Finding that the church leader was not in
Baghdad at the time but in Azerbaijan they headed north and managed and audience
with the prelate in Maragha which was also the capital of the Mongol Ilknanate. They
were given permission to travel throughout the region to the sites of Nestorian
Christendom and were able to visit Tabriz and Armenia. The church leaders suggested
that the two could serve as the church‟s ambassadors in China, but wars along the Silk
Road made travel dangerous and the task was never carried out. Then things turned
out much differently.
In 1281 the Catholicus, the leader of the church died, and Markos was elected
the new leader. The following year the Ilkhan also passed away and was replaced by
Arghun, the same Arghun in which Marko Polo delivered the young bride Cocachin on
his return by sea to Venice. Now Arghun inherited some hostility on his western borders
and thought that if he sent a Christian to the Christian lands of the west the powers of
Europe could be convinced that the Persian Mongols, if not necessarily Christians
themselves, were a good bunch of guys who accepted Christianity amongst their
subjects and that the Mamlukes that separated them were a bunch of unworthy rulers.
If, Arghun proposed, Christian Europe were willing to help wage a two front war against
the Mamlukes of the middle east, he would gladly offer them Jerusalem and the
crusader kingdoms of the Levant as a prize. He chose none other than Rabban Sauma
as his ambassador to the west. For Rabban Sauma it was a win-win situation, he could
visit the holy sites of the Byzantine and Latin churches.
Rabban Sauma managed a whirlwind tour of Europe, on the one hand carrying
out his ambassadorial duties, but also taking the opportunity to sightsee along the way.
In 1287 he travelled north by land to Trebizond on the Black Sea then by ship he made
his way to Constantinople.

From there he had a rather hazardous sea voyage to

Naples where on the way he witnessed the eruption of Mount Etna. That summer he
had front row seats in which to view a naval battle in the Gulf of Naples. Then he
moved on to Rome.
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At the time that Sauma arrived in Rome the seat of the Papacy was empty giving
him no firm entity in which to propose his alliance with the Persians.

So Sauma

resumed his tour of Europe to Genoa and then on to Paris where he met with the King
of France. King Phillip the Fair was receptive to Sauma`s proposal and arranged for a
French ambassadorial party to accompany him back to Persia. Sauma then continued
to Bordeaux where he met with King Edward I of England again meeting with
sympathetic ears. Back in Genoa in 1288 he awaited the election of the new Pope
whom he met before leaving for Persia where he arrived later in the year. The Persian
Ilkhan died in 1291 and his replacement was less sympathetic to the Christians leading
to their persecution. Rabban Sauma died in Baghdad in 1294.

Dar al Islam
When they stepped out of their homes onto the road, Nasir Khusraw and Ibn Jubayr
travelled in an Islamic world and for the most part did not leave it. From the far eastern
realms of Islamic Persia to the western reaches of Al-Andalus in south Western Europe,
Islam provided something of a unified landmass which allowed easy movement for
someone familiar with conventions of the faith and its culture. Nasir Khusraw never did
venture beyond its realms and Ibn Jubayr found himself beyond its borders only in
transit of the Christian ports of Europe.

Ibn Battuta started his journey within the

bounds of Islam but ventured far beyond its borders to India, China, Central Asia and
the lands of Byzantium.
From the Arabian Peninsula in the seventh century Islam burst forth spreading
west into Africa, north to Syria, Mesopotamia and Persia. While much of this involved
conquest, trade was also a significant contributor to the spread of the religion,
Mohammed himself was a trader and a traveler.

Throughout the eighth and ninth

centuries the religion became a significant player along the Silk Road and the trade
routes that spurred off its paths to Europe, to the north and into India giving us travelers
that are almost too numerous to mention, Ibn Battuta being the most famous, but also
others, including Ibn Jubayr, Ibn Fadlan and Ibn Majid people who travelled relatively
freely in the Dar al Islam.
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Nasir Khusraw
Another such traveler was an eleventh century poet from the Persian city of Balk in the
province of Khurasan. Nasir Khusraw has left us his account of his travels, he was also
a poet, philosopher and an Ismaili missionary, an offshoot of the Shia sect of Islam. In
his forties he went through a spiritual transformation, gave up his position as a
government administrator and left his home with the intention of making the Hajj to
Mecca. Having lived his forty years in „a sleep‟ he decided that something was missing
and devoted himself to a life of preaching and learning. With his brother and a servant
he travelled throughout Persia, Armenia, Azerbaijan and Jerusalem. He spent three
years in Cairo during a time which Sally Hovey Wriggins referred to the city as the „heart
of Ismaili power and intellectual life.‟ It was in Cairo that he took the opportunity to
study doctrines and law. From Cairo he managed four pilgrimages to Mecca and on the
last continued his journey homeward north to Balkh.

He spent his final years in

Badakhshan, north of the Hindu Kush, reviewing his notes and writing his Safarnama,
the story of his journey, and his poetry, works that are still referred to, the Safarnama for
its historical and geographical value and his poetry for its religious and aesthetic value.
Manicheanism and Jainism
Manicheanism, another religion from Central Asia made its way to the Far East of Tibet
and to the west to the shores of the Mediterranean. It was influential was from the third
century and had died out by the end of the eighth. From the third century BCE India
came the Jains, like the Buddhists, strict vegetarians. Jeannine Auboyer describes
them as being „inherently missionaries, they often led a wandering life during the course
of which they were still obliged to submit to the rules of the order, never riding an animal
or in a vehicle of any kind, and accepting all the innumerable dangers which faced a
traveler in that age. They were permitted to break off their pious round in case of
political disorders.‟ They travelled with minimal items, a robe, shoes, a water jug and a
meal bowl, the icons perhaps of the simple wanderer.
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Catholicism
Late to the Silk Road was Catholicism. Christianity as we have seen had been on the
routes since the fifth century if not earlier as the Nestorians were busy making tracks.
But it was not until the thirteenth century, when the Mongols showed up on the steps of
Catholic Europe, that the religion sought to venture east.

Catholicism had been

embroiled in its squabbles with its Moslem foe who were in control of much of the Holy
Lands since the eighth century. The arrival of the Mongols, from far off China, offered a
potential opportunity in setting up a two pronged front against the infidel.

The

advantage to this was that some of the Mongols and their subjects, were Christian,
Rabban Sauma a case in point.
In 1245, fifteen years before Marco‟s father and uncle headed east and twenty
six years before Marco made his epic journey, the Pope of the day dispatched three
envoys to court of the Great Khan in faraway China, the already discussed John of
Plano Carpini, Lawrence of Portugal and Benedict the Pole. John was followed by
others, Ascelin and Simon of Tournai in 1247, and from the King of France William of
Rubruck in 1253 on a mission that was claimed to be solely religious without any
political overtones. Rubruck encountered many of the same travails of John of Plano
Carpini, but Rubruck made note of Germans, Hungarians, Greeks, in particular a
women from Metz in Loraine and a Parisian goldsmith, westerners caught up in the
Mongol incursions into Europe and transported east to live out their days in China.
In 1291 John of Monte Corvino set out and in 1307 the Vatican appointed him the
Archbishop of Khanbalik, but he was not to return, in Khanbalik he received assistance
from an Italian merchant Pietro de Lucalongo. In Zaytun, the great seaport to the south,
a series of Bishops were appointed, a Brother Gerard was succeeded by Brother
Peregrine who died in 1323 and was succeeded by Andrew of Perugia. We learn that
Andrew was a lonely man and he yearned for home:
I have taken care to send a brief account of all these things to your Paternity that
through you they may be brought to the notice of others. I do not write to my
spiritual brethren and my chief friends because I know not who has died and who
still live. So I pray that they hold me excused. But I greet them all and commend
myself to all as closely as I can. And do you, Father Guardian, commend me to
the Minister and the Guardian at Perugia and to all the brethren in general. All
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the suffragan bishops appointed by the Lord Pope Clement for the see of
Kambalik have departed to the Lord in peace. I alone remain. Brother Nicholas
of Banthra (Banzia) and Brother Andrutius of Assisi and another bishop died on
their entry into Lower India in an exceedingly hot country where many other
brethren have died and been buried.
After the Second World War at Zaytun during construction of a building some
Muslim and Christian graves were discovered, one indicates that Andrew of Perugia
died there, probably in 1332.
Others followed, Blessed Ordoric of Pordenone returned around 1330 and John
of Marignolli reached China in 1342. The last Bishop of Zaytun, James of Florence fell
to the hands of the Chinese in 1369 as the Mongols were losing a grip on their rule of
China. This was in essence the end of Catholicism in the east until the arrival of the
Portuguese in the sixteenth century.
Ibn Jubayr
Late in the twelfth century, far to the west in the Fatimid kingdom of Spain a young
secretary to the Governor of Granada was offered a cup of wine by his employer. This
seemingly innocuous offer has provided us with one of our great travel stories from
medieval times. The sincere and devout Muslim declined indicating that he had never
before partaken in drink. But his patron was taking none of this and had decided that
Ibn Jubayr would drink, not just the cup offered, but seven cups in total and allowed no
room for his employee to decline. Ibn Jubayr reluctantly complied and managed to
down the seven cups with the Governor, much like a university student on frosh night,
offering encouragement. We know of the trepidation which he felt at taking the drink,
but Ibn Jubayr offers no insight as to how he felt the next morning. Regardless, the
governor felt regret and offered the clerk, as retribution, seven cups of gold, one for
each cup of wine.
Now Ibn Jubayr was not a poor man for he came from a good family and had a
good education, he was after all literate and had a plum position with the Governor of
Grenada. But he was given seven cups of gold, we don‟t know how big the cups were or
the quality of gold offered the young man, but the seven cups were nonetheless a
considerable amount and gave Ibn Jubayr pause for consideration as to what to do with
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his quick mini fortune. He could have bought land, or a home or help some of his
relatives with their education, and this could have helped him marry into one of the
better families of Grenada. In the end he decided, as a devout Muslim, to partake on
the Hajj to Mecca, the pilgrimage that all able bodied and financially secure Muslim men
are expected to make at least once in their lifetime. Pilgrimages have been the goal of
travelers throughout the millennia.

Pilgrimages
While the Chinese Buddhist travelers to India, Fa Hsien, I Ching and Xuanzang are just
three of them, all had the stated interests of obtaining religious texts and returning to
China for the enhancement of Buddhism there, they were sure to visit the pilgrimage
sites of India, Bodh Gaya, Nalanda, Patilaputra and Varanasi amongst them. We have
to wonder if their visit to these holy sites of Buddhism to find these texts may have been
no more than a personal excuse to fulfill a lifelong passion to see these sites. For the
Nestorian Christian Rabban Sauma and his road trip buddy, Markos, seeing the holy
sites of Christianity was their stated reason for leaving the security of their home near
modern day Beijing.
Through the centuries people have been willing to uproot themselves sometimes
forever, Rabban Sauma never returned, to fulfill an inner obligation, one that has never
inspired me. While today most pilgrimage sites are little more than a day long flight
away, in the past they were arduous and even dangerous affairs involving intense
planning and a significant financial investment. The Greeks flocked to Delphi to worship
the God of Apollo and to present their proposals to the oracle in hopes of receiving a
favorable response for going to war or setting up colonies in other lands. Pausanias,
the ancient Lonely Planet guide writer, gave the pilgrim to Delphi all the details that one
would expect in any travel guide today.
Jerusalem has been the center of Jewish pilgrimage since at least the days of
Solomon and to where biblical Judaism required three annual pilgrimages. Shechem,
Bethel and Beersheba were also sites of worship. While three pilgrimages yearly could
be somewhat arduous for anyone living outside of the immediate vicinity of Jerusalem,
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especially for those of Mesopotamia and elsewhere, Jews from the diaspora have made
efforts to visit Jerusalem through the centuries. Saadia Gaon left Egypt in the tenth
century for Jerusalem. They came from as far away as Muslim Spain, Abraham Ibn
Ezra of Toledo and Judah Halevi made separate travels for Palestine in the eleventh
century, two hundred years before Ibn Jubayr had set off for his Hajj at Mecca.
Benjamin of Tudela and Rabbi Petachia both left Germany in the twelfth century and
reached Jerusalem, as part of a grander tour of Europe and the Levant. Benjamin went
as far east as Baghdad and the Persian Gulf with the purpose of finding a land of
asylum for the Jews of Europe. And Jews came from the east, Rabbi Meshullam Ben
R. Menahem of Volterra in the late fifteenth century encountered Jews from as far away
as Babylon and Obadiah da Bertinoro in the same period encountered Jews from
Arabia, India and Africa.
With the arrival of the Christians, the Jews did not have Jerusalem to
themselves. The Christians began to trickle in, in not very great numbers, as early as
the third century, but it was during the eleventh century, the age of crusaders and the
struggle with the Muslim foe in which Europeans began to flock en masse to the holy
land.

While there were other pilgrim options, Rome and Campostella in Spain,

Jerusalem was the highlight of destinations. We have seen how Rabban Sauma came
from the east, but from the west, Venice was one of the great centers of embarkation for
the holy land, with ships leaving twice a year, one in time for Easter, and the other later
in the fall before the winter weather set in.

Hajj
While not the earliest of pilgrimages, the Hajj to Mecca has proven, through the
centuries, to be the granddaddy of them all. Pilgrims to Mecca would come in from the
farther reaches of Dar al Islam and gather at Cairo, Damascus or Baghdad and from the
Indian Ocean and beyond through Aden or up the Red Sea to the port of Jeddah. From
these centers those looking to reach Mecca and Medina would link up with one of the
well organized caravans which departed each year. Rarely did these pilgrimages fail,
Nasir Khusraw made the Hajj in a time of famine, when the crowds were thinner.
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Khusraw, departing from Cairo, found that he had to make arrangements at each stage
of the way and hire a khafir, a local guide, who knew the way but more importantly knew
the tribes on the road through which they were to pass. Without this guide they could
very well have been plundered, robbed or captured by the local tribes.

His small

Caravan was menaced by local Arabs, but through the effort of his khafir the group was
allowed to continue unhindered. This could prove an inconvenience at transfer points
when no khafir could be found and the party had to cool its heels as they waited for one
to arrive. Despite the security provided by the khafirs Khusraw felt constant danger as
he was handed from tribe to tribe.
This was the eleventh century and when Ibn Jubayr made the Hajj in the twelfth,
he had similar concerns.

The means of providing safety from the local tribes had

changed for the Sultan of Egypt and Syria, the famed crusader fighter, Saladin,
arranged for funds to be transferred to the Amir of Mecca for distribution to the tribes to
pay off the caravans. This usually worked well unless the funds were not forthcoming
and the unpaid tribes would return to their dastardly ways. But the danger did not
always lay with the locals for just prior to Ibn Jubayr‟s journey, Christian crusaders
attacked a caravan and slaughtered the entire party.
Danger always remained and caravans to Mecca would be accompanied by
armed squads for safety. An anonymous traveler of the sixteenth century described his
caravan of fifty thousand people and forty thousand animals traveled with four hundred
armed spacchi and janissaries. This was a hugely organized affair with the Captain in
charge, four officers, four hundred soldiers and eight pilots who could be punished if
they led the caravan astray. Camels pulled six pieces of ordinance to frighten the local
tribes. There were also eight musicians who accompanied the Captain, wherever he
moved amongst the caravan, for his personal listening pleasure.

By the time the

various caravans, from Damascus, Cairo and throughout the Arabian Peninsula
reached Mecca, this pilgrim guessed at the number of people gathered to be two
hundred thousand with three hundred thousand animals.
Roads
At the eastern terminus of the Taklamakan Xuanzang was able to arrange for two
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guides to lead him through the sandy wastes to the far west. Xuanzang reviewed the
men and decided that one of them was too frail to make the journey and released him of
his responsibility, the other decided to abandon the monk of his own accord. At the
local temple he was able to link up with a foreigner, an old man, a greybeard, who had
made the journey to the west some thirty times and gave Xuanzuang a dire warning:
„Western roads are difficult and bad; sand-streams stretch far and wide; evil spirits and
hot winds, when they come, cannot be avoided: numbers of men travelling together,
although so many, are misled and lost; how much rather you, sir, going alone! How can
you accomplish such a journey? I pray you, weigh the thing with yourself well, and do
not trifle with your life.‟ Xuanzang was undaunted and determined, the old man tried to
discourage him no more and gave him his horse. With a young foreigner he departed
Dunhuang but after a single night on the desert road the foreigner decided that the effort
was not worth it and returned leaving the monk, and his gift horse, on their own in the
unfamiliar desert.
Xuanzang looked forward on a road of sandy waste marked only by the heaps of
bones and horse-dung. Such was the road that skirted the Taklamakan desert in the
seventh century.

There was no asphalt, markers, signage or rest stops to

accommodate the travelers, merely bones and waste to mark the direction that had
been taken by previous sojourners, some who could go no further. The roads that
surrounded the Taklamakan met in the east at Dunhuang and in the west at Kashgar,
were major routes on the famous Silk Road, with the Chinese fabric making its way
west and Roman gold and Central Asian horses in the opposite direction. It was a
natural route, a narrow strip of land bounded on one side by extended sand dunes and
on the other by mountains. It was a road that encountered occasional sources of water
and periodically oases that could support slim populations. Fourteen hundred years
after Xuanzang it is the same route used for traffic within western China. The goods
have changed, minerals and coal that drive the modern Chinese economy are trucked
on asphalt roads with convenience stops and signage confirming the only direction
available to go.
When Marco Polo crossed the Pamir mountains on his journey to China he found
similar roads „horns and bones being found in large quantities, heaps are made of them
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at the sides of the road, for the purpose of guiding travellers at the season when it is
covered with snow.‟

These roads travelled by Xuanzang and Marco Polo were

something of a no man‟s land in which one ventured at one‟s own peril. The cities and
towns that necklaced the desert may have been safe havens but on the road the
wanderer was subject to marauding horsemen. There was safety in numbers, giving
rise to the coordinated and armed caravans but in the case of Xuanzang, a single
traveler who carried nothing worth the effort, he was not harassed.
It was within the Empires that roads took on a high degree of organization and
structure. The Assyrians were perhaps the first to establish a network or roads linking
the various reaches of the realm to central control. The Road would essentially serve
two purposes, the movement of goods and the facility of governing and controlling the
outlying regions that may not have been all that interested in being ruled from the
capital. In the case of the Assyrian Empire the roads, basic as they may have been,
linked the head of the Persian Gulf, Egypt, northern Arabia and Cappadocia in modern
Turkey to the capital in Babylonia. The Assyrians ruled in the region from the mid third
millennium BCE into the seventh century BCE when the Persian Achaemenids took
over and expanded the empire, and road system. The father of history, Herodotus, in
his account of the Persian invasion of Greece in the fifth century BCE probably traveled
these roads. He tells us of the roads from the Aegean to central Cappadocia covering
three hundred and thirty miles in which there were twenty Royal stations with beautiful
guesthouses, the entire length in total security for the traveler. As one approached the
Halys River there was a guardhouse through which gates one must pass in order to
cross the river. Beyond, through Cappadocia there are a further twenty-eight stations
over a distance of 490 miles and a further three stations over fifty miles to Cilicia. The
roads continue into Armenia with more stations and guardhouses. It would take about
ninety days, Herodotus calculated, to travel from the Aegean coast to the palace in
Memnon under normal conditions.
India too had its road network at least as far back as the time of the Buddha in
which the wandering monks moved about and provided their teaching throughout the
towns and villages of the Ganges. There was little to these roads and travel would stop
during the rains of the monsoons, June to September, when the roads, muddied and
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impassable, made travel upon them virtually impossible. The loads carried by these
travelers were meagre, the clothes they wore, their eating implements and little more.
During the Mauryan period there were improvements in the road systems, making them
something akin to the Royal Roads that the Achaemenids of Persia had developed.
Because of the increased movement of goods throughout northern India there was
much attention paid to the maintenance of roads; polls, duties and taxes were collected
for their upkeep with royal inspectors appointed to ensure the smooth movement of
goods and maintenance of effective communications.
It is the Romans that history recalls as the great builders of roads and they were
certainly prodigious. Many of the routes covered by Roman Roads are still in use
although the actual structures may have long since disappeared under modern
blacktop. There are still extensive sections that are of the stones and constructions
placed by the Romans two thousand and more years ago, routes still used by hikers
and the historically curious. A road network, fragmented though it was, existed on the
Italian Peninsula before the rise of Rome, the Etruscans, Greeks and others used these
routes, tracks more than roads, for trade and migration. But upon their ascension to
dominance starting late in the fourth century BCE the Romans began to link their
expanding lands together by planned and well constructed roads. They built south to
Capua late in the fourth century by the mid third century had extended the road to
Brundisium, the port of embarkation for Greece.
Late in the third century BCE the Romans turned their road building energies to
the north of the Peninsula and continued into the second century. By the first century
BCE one could take the roads from Rome via Florence, Pisa and Genoa to the borders
of Gaul and onto Spain by a coast road that ran all the way to the Guadalquivir River of
Spain and inland to the mines.
Beyond the Italian peninsula Roman road construction began in Greece in mid
second century BCE not only for conquest but for the cultured Romans who went to
Greece in droves to study the language, philosophy, rhetoric and history of the Greeks.
As far as Syria, the Romans improved on the roads left by the Persians. In the first
century BCE roads took one through Egypt to the Red Sea from where one could hop a
ship and sail to India. In the first century CE the network spread westward from Egypt
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into Libya and later in the first century Mauretania was linked to Carthage. To the north
of Rome the roads crossed the Alps and met up with the Rhine and Danube and into
Germany, Belgium, France and England. By the fourth century CE there were 372
organized roads stretching eighty five thousand kilometers through the reaches of the
Roman lands.
These roads, first and foremost, were for the purposes of the swift movement of
troops to the more distant regions of the empire to ensure a degree of centralized
control of the colonies. These were major projects requiring a high degree of capital
and were often initiated by the emperors themselves; Augustus, Agrippa, Tiberius,
Claudius and Trajan all contributed to the expansion and upkeep of roads. Skilled labor
was used, woodcutters, quarrymen, carpenters, stonemasons and navies and when
necessary the army, local laborers and slaves were used for manual unskilled
requirements. But while the roads were meant for the army they were open to whoever
had use for them, the Emperors themselves used the roads with their entourage and
envoys traveling to and from Rome, but they were also open to the public, merchants
plying their trade, itinerant laborers plying their skills and the occasional tourist on their
way to Puzuoli, the port of Rome on the Tyrenian sea or Brindisium to embark on a ship
to Greece.
Raymond Chevallier has provided us with an account of the rules and regulations
that were put into place presumably to prevent wear and tear on the infrastructure. The
Theodosian codes limited the loads carried between 200 and 600 pounds for light carts
and 1000 to 1500 pounds for heavy carts. Under Claudius in the first century CE a
government department was established to look after the public works and highways.
In the same period there was a decree which prevented travelers from moving about the
peninsula by any means other than foot, on a sedan chair or in a litter. The width of
roads were often decreed, starting as early as the fifth century BCE, so that two
vehicles could pass without disruption, and set anywhere from fifteen to twenty feet
wide.
Crucial for government communications and the movement of troops, roads were
intended to link up two destinations in as direct line as possible, often bypassing
existing towns, as a result Roman roads have a reputation for being remarkably straight.
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There are exceptions of course where the terrain, mountains, forests or swamps, would
not allow for suitable construction, or provide ample security from attack or brigandry, so
occasionally deviations were built in.
The construction of Roads was a feat of engineering not uncommon to the
building of modern roads although significantly more labor intensive. First the existing
tracks and land must me ripped up, the route of the new road mapped using wooden
stakes, then a trench dug and filled with materials, stones, gravel and sand in layers, to
establish a firm foundation. Edging or Curbing is placed on both sides then the paving
stones would be laid, if required for not all roads were paved. The surface was slightly
angled to facilitate the runoff of water. Local materials would be used when available
however stones were often brought from great distances, but building was adapted to
local conditions. In Belgium wooden timbers were used to establish the base. In North
Africa roads were less sophisticated, paved roads would have proved to be harsh on
the feet of the animals as would the rocks and pebbles on the path. The roads often
consisted of a cleared pathway with debris moved to the side which formed ridges on
the edges of the roads, still evident today.
The labor requirements for the construction of these roads, not to mention their
maintenance, was extensive. There was, of course, the mass of manual labor required
but above this there were the woodcutters, quarrymen, carpenters, stonemasons,
navies, engineers as well as overseers. There would have been planners, surveyors
and those whose responsibilities were the acquisition of the materials, from near and
far, and the arrangement of appropriate labor.
While Rome was known for the construction and quality of their Roads it was the
Mongols who brought it all together, linking up various disparate networks into one vast
system that extended from China in the East to the Crimea in the West. As the Mongols
swept through Asia subjugating cities and regions they would quickly set to work
integrating those cities into their trans-Mongolian empire. The roads of the steppes, of
central Asia, the Middle East and China were brought together using, and improving
upon the existing routes that had existed upon conquest. There was little investment
put into the road, only bridges were built where it made sense to support the efficient
flow of people and goods.
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The northern steppes, the direct link from Europe to China, was a relatively easy
link to establish. Flat and strait with few geographical hindrances other than rivers there
was little to add to the tracks which had been traversed by nomadic horsemen, traders
and tribes for centuries and even millennia. These routes were fairly easy to navigate
for William of Rubrick reported in the thirteenth century „One woman will drive twenty or
thirty carts, for the country is flat. They tie together the carts, which are drawn by oxen
or camels, one after the other, and the woman will sit on the front one driving the ox
while all others follow in step. If they happen to come on a bad bit of track they loose
them and lead them across it one by one. They go at a very slow pace, as a sheep or
an ox might walk.‟
William of Rubruk travelled by this means and complained of the slow plodding
progress of an oxen and camel caravan that had been suggested to him by merchants.
He reveals that travelling by horse rather than cart could cut the transit time in half and
John of Plano Carpini, travelling but a few years earlier could bear this out.

Jack

Weatherford has calculated that Carpini crossed three thousand miles from the Crimea
to China twenty five miles a day every day, for they did not rest, in three and a half
months. Provided with fresh horses as many as seven times a day they did not need to
rely on the ability of the horses but on their own ability to endure.
Through western and central Asia Marco Polo travelled on the roads established
by the Seljukids in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries from Anatolia through to the
upper Tigris of Mesopotamia, roads that had been absorbed into the Mongolian
network. These roads did not require extensive infrastructure, through the mountains
they were little more than tracks marked by the bones of wild sheep, killed by wolves,
on a path that was otherwise obliterated by snow. Rabban Sauma travelled from east to
west on these trails and had to cover his face and eyes from the mud and dust that
were the roads.
It was in China where the roads were of greater structure and perhaps on par
with the Roman roads, although again the Mongols did little in the way of building. The
Arab geographer and historian al-Masudi wrote of Chinese roads during the ninth
century Song era, just prior to the Mongols. The roads of China were well constructed
in the major cities of the east, in Kinsay Marco Polo saw that the roads were paved, with
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stone or brick which prevented the roads becoming flooded. The sides of the roads
were left unpaved for the convenience of horses who could not endure the hard
pounding of the pavement.
After the fall of the Mongol Empire the Trans Mongol road network fragmented
however it was kept up in some of the regional areas. In Central Asia the Mongols were
replaced by the Timurid Empire centered on the city of Samarkand. While the linkages
to the other former parts of the Mongol Empire were not well maintained, within the
Timurid Empire roads were maintained and provided for an efficient and well organized
network. One of the great sources of information on the Timurid Empire of the late
fourteenth century comes from the writings of Ruy Gonzalez de Clavijo a Spanish
nobleman who served as ambassador from the crown of Castile. It is his account which
gives us much of the information on Central Asia early in the fifteenth century.

Ruy Gonzalez de Clavijo
Late in the fifteenth century the Kingdom of Castile had taken part in a number of
foreign ventures. King Henry the third had managed to colonize the Canary Islands,
fought wars with Portugal and England and continued the conflict with what remained of
the Moslem foe of Granada on the Iberian Peninsula. The King also took part in a far off
venture with Timur, with whom he hoped to form an alliance against the Ottomans who
were threatening the Byzantine Empire and the capital of eastern Christianity,
Constantinople.
Very early in the fifteenth century the King sent two ambassadors, Pelayo de
Sotomayor and Fernando de Palazuelos to the court of Timur with goals to this end,
they returned with a representative of Timur, Mohammed al Cazi. The prospects must
have seemed promising for this was followed up by yet another embassy this time
headed by Ruy Gonzalez de Clavijo, Gomez de Salazar a master of Theology, and Fray
Alonzo Paez de Santa Maria accompanied with the representative of Timur, al Cazi.
The embassy, accompanied with gifts and an extensive entourage, departed
Seville in May 1403 and made their way by sea to Constantinople. They sailed the
Mediterranean with stops at Sicily, Rhodes and Chios, at times being held up for weeks
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on end, they suffered storms, contrary winds, and the frustration of waiting on shore for
the right weather and a ship in which they could move onward.

They arrived in

Constantinople in late October, more than five months after setting sail from Seville.
The embassy spent some time in Constantinople, seeking information on the
whereabouts of Timur, a ruler always on the move with his army in efforts to keep his
empire in order or to expand it at the expense of his neighbors. While waiting for news
the group managed some sightseeing of the ancient city, they visited churches,
monasteries and the enormous and impressive Hagia Sophia which since the time of
Gonzalez de Clavijo has been converted from a church to a mosque to a popular tourist
sight. But he noted at the time that the luster of the grand city had declined „This city of
Constantinople contains many great churches and monasteries, but most of them are in
ruins; though it seems clear that, in former times, when the city was in its youth, it was
the most renowned city in the world.‟ The city had suffered many indignities through
recent centuries from the looting of marauding crusaders and the dwindling income from
land as the Turks had conquered much of the countryside. Less than sixty years after
the visit of this embassy, in 1457, the city would fall once and for all into the hands of
the Turks.
After about two weeks of playing tourists and no news on the whereabouts of
Timur, the party decided to head for Persia via Trebizond on the Black Sea coast. It
was important that they circumvent the Turk as the principle reason of their embassy
was to align, with Timur, against this empire and during their brief time crossing Turkish
lands Timur‟s ambassador had to disguise himself as a Christian to avoid detection.
Like many of our sea travelers Gonzalez de Clavijo‟s ship suffered from a life
threatening storm while on the Black Sea, „the gale increased in a frightful way, and
every person commended himself to God our Lord, for they thought they would never
escape; and the waves rose so high that they broke over the vessel, and she worked
much, and made much water, so that the people could do nothing but wait, and hope for
the mercy of our most blessed Lord God.‟ I‟ve mentioned my suspicion of these stories
and storms at sea and I wonder if perhaps the crew of the ship had another good laugh
at the expense of these Spaniards.
But they were unable to make it to Trebizond and had to return to Pera, near
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Constantinople, until the following March when the sea conditions improved.

They

eventually arrived at Tebizond, in the lands allied to Timur, in April. From Trebizond they
travelled by land, mostly by horse, crossing mountains covered with snow and quite
cold passing through Turkic lands, Armenia and Mount Ararat where Noah‟s ark
supposedly lay, Azerbijan to Iraq then to Khorassan. At Tabriz they tapped into Timur‟s
road network and travelled in security using horses made available to them and staying
in the caravansaries along the way.
It was not until June that the party met with Timur‟s son Miran Meerza, at
Sultiniyah and they arrived at Tehran in July. From Timur‟s son in law they received gifts
of a robe and a horse. They departed Tehran when two of the party had to return due to
illness to which they later succumbed. They finally arrived at a camp of Timur‟s in midJuly but Timur had departed twelve days earlier, leaving a message that they were to
make haste to Samarkand where he would be waiting. Through Media they crossed the
desert „with a hot fierce wind, that it was quite wonderful. The wind was so hot, that it
seemed as if it came out of hell‟ so they would travel when they could by night.
Gonzalez de Clavijo and others of his party fell ill but because of Timur‟s desire
to meet they were forced to travel day and night for which they received fresh horses
daily. The routine proved too much for Gomez de Salazar, the Master of Theology and
he perished on the road, as did later an attendant of Fray Alfonso Paez, but the others
were forced along suffering from heat and thirst. At other times, due to excessive winds
they had to dismount their horses and in heat and sandstorms, they lost their way.
It was early September when they finally arrived on the outskirts of Samarkand
but had to wait the pleasure of Timur before they could meet. So in the mean time they
had time for feasting and drinking, although Gonzalez de Clavijo was a tea totaler, and
they did some sightseeing near Samarkand, they even had time to attend the wedding
of a relative of Timur‟s. They did not meet with Timur until mid-October and were
summoned for the first three days of November, but Timur was ill and they were sent
away. They did not manage to meet with Timur again before being dismissed without a
message for King Henry of Castile. They departed Samarkand in late November and
spent their Christmas of 1403 in the snow of the mountains. Near Tehran they collected
the survivors of those left behind, two more of their party had died.
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By the end of February they arrived in Tabriz ready to leave the lands of Timur
but they were held up as a rebellion was afoot. Timur had died and there started the
mad succession scramble by those who had thought they deserved, or had the power
base, to take Timur‟s place. In the chaos, the ambassador‟s possessions were seized
and they were detained „He took away everything they had, as well money as horses,
clothes, and saddles, leaving them only the clothes which they had on; and placed them
in another house, under a guard. The same was done to the other ambassadors, who
were robbed of all their property.‟ Although the Spaniards in the end were returned their
property, their travelling companions, the ambassadors of Babylon and Turkey were
thrown into prison, their fate unknown.
After being detained for almost six months, they departed Tabriz in August, taking
circuitous routes to avoid various rebels and bandits and made their way to Trebizond
where they departed by ship in September. From Constantinople they sailed via Sicily,
Naples and Genoa, where they managed a visit to the Pope, arrived in Spain in early
March and took the road to Seville.
Empty handed without a message from the now dead Timur, Ruy Gonzalez de
Clavijo returned to his King late in March 1406, just short of three years away, his time
and efforts wasted, there was never a concerted effort to team up and squeeze the
Turks from Asia Minor. By 1457 the Turks continued to expand and had taken over
Constantinople. Henry III himself died later in 1406, Gonzalez de Clavijo retired from
public service and died in 1423.
Gonzalez de Clavijo found road conditions similar to his predecessors and we
find nothing unusual in the rugged roads of Armenia and the snow that they
encountered in the mountains and the extreme cold. On the start of his return just
having left Samarkand near the city of Kazveen he and his party were stranded by the
snow on the road. Eventually men in the employ of the Khan arranged for a detail to go
ahead and clear the road so that Gonzalez de Clavijo could continue. Near the northern
coat of Anatolia, on the Black Sea, he encountered more rugged terrain with passages
difficult and wooden bridges used to cross the river.

These bridges could not

accommodate the animals and goods and equipment had to be carried by men. But not
all was difficult, around Trabriz they travelled through a plain with gardens and
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vineyards and a level road. While on the plains it could be very hot to travel and the air
infested by insects so they would stop during the day and continue in the cooler
nighttime air. I can understand Gonzalez de Clavijo‟s reticence to the cold mountain air
and travelling through the snow. The man was a Spaniard from Madrid where it is dry
and hot for most of the year. The desert was insufficiently marked so the party required
a guide, Anchies as they were called, who knew the marks and signs of the desert road
without water.

Road Markers
While Xuanzang and Marco Polo at times had to rely on the bones of animals to mark
their way, any established and maintained road, from Rome to China, would have had
markers along the route, not only to guide the way but also to let the traveler know how
far they had travelled from their starting point. Ibn Battuta, when travelling from Delhi to
the Malabar Coast noted it was a twenty four day journey but one could tell how far they
had travelled and how far they had to go for pillars indicated the distance from one to
the next. The Mongols would plant trees along the road to show one the way and
where the land could not support trees, in the mountains or desert, columns would be
erected to provide distances and directions. The use of these pillars continued after the
Mongols had left Central Asia when Ruy Gonzalez de Clavijo passed through, he noted
they were one league, or two Castilian leagues, from one to the next as regulated by the
Empire. Markers such as these were especially useful when snow covered the road, for
the travelers could still make out their direction.
Similar markings were used in the Middle East for example from Baghdad to
Medina by at least the ninth century to help guide pilgrims on their journey to the Hajj.
The Romans made use of such markers and the English term „milepost‟ or Latin
„milliarium‟ comes from mille or a thousand counting the distance of a thousand Roman
paces. They placed their markers where possible, on hilltops or at bridges.
When trees were used to mark the road they served the secondary purpose of
offering the traveler comfort along the way. Ibn Battuta found this in Kerala where the
route was covered in tree shade with benches and a shed every half mile where water
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could be drawn from a well. In the Ganges Xuanzang found travelers‟ rest through the
dominion. Trees offered Marco Polo similar comforts in China. The Romans may have
differed on this approach for trees may have offered spots for rogues and bandits to
hide themselves in wait for the unwary traveler. Nasir Khusraw found that where trees
could not be planted, water towers were erected to collect the rain and offered shade at
spots along the road.

Accommodations
Travelling as an ambassador with an entourage through the Timurid Empire, Gonzalez
de Clavijo had the best of accommodations made available to him. With the Spaniards
in his party and the Timurid ambassador returning with him, the group landed in Asia
with authority to take advantage of the facilities that were made available by the orders
of Timur. Arriving in any part of the Empire: Armenia, Anatolia, Khorasan, Nishapor,
Media or Turkmenistan, people would come out from the city to receive the
ambassadors, warmly welcome them and conduct them to the lodgings that had been
prepared.

While Gonzalez de Clavijo doesn‟t say too much about the sleeping

arrangements and facilities in these cities and towns he does remember the food. They
would dismount their horses and sit on carpets in the shade and from the various
households they received boiled and dressed meat, fruit, bread, cream and wine and
the food was brought until they were satisfied, as was fodder for their horses. The Lord
of the city would send them money to maintain them while they were there. Horses,
which belonged to the empire, were to be supplied for the onward journey for the
animals that they rode would be weary, the locals were to keep watch and were to
replace any of the horses that may have gone missing.
The people were happy to do this for if they did not bring what was required they
were beaten with sticks and whips until they brought what was required. At one stop the
chiefs of the town were called for and they were given blows and whippings for the
failure of the town to provide and were lectured on the need to service representatives
of their Lord Timur. The power of the servants of Timur were to such an extent that they
had the authority to kill anyone who did not fulfill these responsibilities. When people of
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a town saw the approach of any party or troops of Timur they would shut up their shop
and run away. Gonzalez de Clavijo was quite impressed with the methods of his hosts,
he thought it wonderful, and to see the locals terrorized and beaten so that they would
not transcend in the future.
As fortunate as Gonzalez de Clavijo was with the benefits that his status
provided him there were times when there was no village in sight of which the
inhabitants could be pillaged and beaten by the soldiers of the Emperor. The party
would spend nightfall under the stars and clouds, a circumstance which he mentions
casually and without complaint. On occasion they were lucky enough to come upon a
deserted or vacant building.

While many of us are used to, and familiar with the

accommodations that we arrive at, sleeping in the open air was what most travelers had
to deal with on a nightly basis.
All of our travelers at one time or another slept in the open and for the most part
did so without complaint. It was to be expected, when venturing into unfamiliar territory,
that there were stretches of road without town or habitation in which to put up. One who
did complain was poor old John of Plano Carpini, elderly and overweight he did not look
to this option with enthusiasm on his return for he „travelled throughout the winter, often
sleeping in the desert on the snow except when we were able to clear a place with our
feet. When there were no trees but only open country we found ourselves many a time
completely covered with snow driven by the wind‟ and who could blame him. But in
more favorable circumstances others travelling for their faith could fair better, Buddha
would spend months walking throughout the Ganges Delta sleeping where they stopped
as suggested by Karen Armstrong, in the woods, under trees or rocks, caves,
cemeteries and if they could find it on a heap of straw. William of Rubruck, following a
similar path to John of Plano Carpini, slept in the open more often than not. Ibn Jubayr
in the twelfth century and Ibn Battuta in the fourteenth found the need to camp out,
Battuta near the start of his journey in north Africa and Ibn Jubayr on his way to Mecca
between the Nile and the Red Sea.
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Yurts
The peoples of the steppes, the various Turks, Mongols and others, slept in the open
when necessary as they did when they accompanied John of Plano Carpini and William
of Rubruck but as they moved about on a seasonal basis they were able to improve on
their accommodations. Although willing to sleep in the open they preferred to sleep
under cover but on the vast steppes these accommodations were not always available,
so the Turks and their related tribes would travel with their homes.
Beyond recorded times the people of the Steppes have moved about with
collapsible houses, Xuanzang took note of their decorated tents in the seventh century
as have virtually all who have passed through since. These abodes, still in use on the
modern steppe and in chic tourist destinations, are round, made of twigs, sticks and
rods bound together to make a frame and covered with felt and various types of animal
skins coated with tallow or ewes‟ milk so that it is rain-proof, the ewe‟s milk not used so
much for the modern tourist abode. The base was round with vertical walls and some
feet from the ground tapering towards the peak which was left open to allow in a bit of
light in and the smoke of the fire from within the tent to escape. There was a doorway,
again covered with felt that always faced south. These structures were quite light but
sturdy enough to withstand the strong winds of the steppes. When possible they would
take time to decorate their homes coating it, according to William of Rubruck with lime
or white clay or felt with paintings or colored designs of vines, trees, birds and animals.
Although sufficiently sturdy to withstand the stiff winds of the steppes these yurts
or gers could be loaded up and moved with relative ease. For the smaller parties the
tents could be efficiently bundled and loaded onto the backs of camels or for the larger
groups onto carts over which water proof felts were spread to protect them from the
rain.
The larger yurts did not need to be dismantled and were moved, assembled, on
carts. These could be huge, being the entire homes of important persons according to
William of Rubruck, thirty feet across for the wagons on which they were drawn were
twenty feet wide and the structure extended a further five feet on either side. The cart
itself was large, the axle as thick as the mast of a ship. While on the move the family
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would live as best they could and from the door of the yurt a driver would stand or sit
driving the oxen, as many as twenty two, two rows of eleven across the front of the cart.
The horsemen of the steppes traveled according to the needs of their herds and flocks
moving on to the next pasture or to higher or lower grounds depending on the season
and they never, according to Marco Polo, remained in a fixed spot.

Most of the

movement was done by small extended family units or perhaps a tribe, but when the
Khan or anyone of importance were to move it was a logistical operation, Ibn Battuta
saw „a vast town on the move with all its inhabitants, containing mosques and bazaars,
the smoke from the kitchens rising in the air (for they cook while on the march), and
horse-drawn wagons transporting them.‟

Caravansaries
For the modern traveler there can be a nostalgic or romantic yearning to sleep in the
open or in a yurt, but there comes a time when a bit of comfort and even luxury is called
for, usually at the end of a journey. It was little different on Eurasian roads and the
establishment of facilities for those passing through were a common feature of the
landscape.

Known for the most part as caravansaries, they were called variously

khans, fondak or yamb depending on the language of the region. In the days of the
Roman Empire they had various names depending on the class of the stop, a
deversorium was for the better sort and may have been private buildings for Romans on
the way to their to their estates.

There was a hospitium for more general use, a

stabulum indicated that a stable was attached to the inn and a taberna merely offered
food and drink.
Set at intervals throughout Eurasia they could often be found a day‟s journey
apart offering the traveler a chance to disembark and to have a good night‟s rest before
moving on the next day. Of course there were stretches without these facilities and
where parties were forced to find other arrangements, but for the most part they proved
to be quite convenient. They were found from Cairo to Syria, throughout Anatolia, into
Persia and throughout all of China. During the era of the Mongols they linked the entire
road from Khanbalik to the shores of the Black Sea, but were maintained by the Seljukid
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Empire in Syria before them and the Timurid Empire in central Asia afterwards.
In any major city, where travelers were likely to linger for more than a night and to
take time to recover from the rigors of the road caravansarais were also found. Both
Nasir Khusraw and Ibn Jubayr found accommodations in Cairo, there was no end to
them and according to Khusraw they were owned by the Shah and leased to
proprietors.

These facilities were also found on the pilgrimage routes from Cairo,

Baghdad and Damascus to Mecca, established, supplied and maintained by the local
ruler of the time to give the pilgrims some degree of comfort and a spot to acquire the
necessities for the journey. Water could be brought into these desert stops to ensure
that travelers did not perish en mass from thirst.
In the cities and on the roads that linked them, these caravansaries were often
centers of trade as goods came from various roads to be traded on its way to its final
destination.

Thus somewhere in Persia, Roman gold, glass or horses could be

exchanged for Chinese porcelain or silk, or either for Indian spices, without the need for
the trader to venture into unfamiliar lands. But for others who were to venture on they
were places to rest and to stock up on water, food and other supplies for the onward
journey. They were often convenient spots in which goods passing through these lands
could be taxed, a customs office established within the premises.
In China Marco Polo found that the merchants from various origins, or of different
religions where separated into various quarters, Muslims, Christians, Buddhist and Jews
were split up as were Chinese from Mongols, Persians and Europeans from the far
west.
The more remote sites had to ensure security of the caravanserai, troops would
be posted to guard the facility from local nomads who would often look to plunder the
merchants, not only in the center but also while on the road. The structure of the facility
would consist of four walls surrounding a courtyard. While business could be carried on
from within, animals harnessed and fed, sleep could be obtained, meals eaten, supplies
gathered and trade conducted, forces would protect this from the walls.

Between

Isfahan and Shiraz at Yazdikhwast, Ibn Battuta found that the site was well fortified with
an iron gate.
Of the Chinese caravansaries, Marco Polo commented that they were „large and
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handsome‟ buildings and „the rooms furnished with fine beds and all other necessary
article in rich silk, and where they are provided with everything they can want. If even a
king were to arrive at one of these, he would find himself well lodged.‟ We are given few
reviews of the accommodations encountered on the road which leads me to suspect
that the travelers we are following expected rough conditions and did not think it
worthwhile to recount them.

Marco Polo‟s visit to hostelries were no doubt the

exception as these were places kept aside for officials of the empire. Herodotus writing
in the fifth century BCE noted the guesthouses set up on the Persian Royal Road were
beautiful, he may have used them himself, there were twenty of them from Lydia, on the
Aegean coast to Phyrgia, three hundred and thirty miles inland. Nasir Khusraw found
the rooms of eleventh century Persia clean and extensive. Their reputation continued
into the nineteenth century, JP Ferrand, a Frenchman, found accommodations „splendid‟
or „pretty good‟ the „caravanserai-shahs are handsome buildings.‟
Marco Polo told us of accommodations in the cold, far north: „For the purpose,
however, of enabling the merchants to frequent their country, and purchase their furs, in
which all their trade consists, these people have exerted themselves to render the
marshy desert passable for travelers, by erecting at the end of each day‟s stage a
wooden house, raised some height about the ground, where persons are stationed,
whose business it is to receive and accommodate the merchants, and on the following
day to conduct them to the next station of this kind; and thus they proceed from stage to
stage, until they have effected the passage of the desert.‟ Polo did not comment on the
conditions of these stops, he unlikely visited them himself.
It was from Horace travelling in the south of Italy in the first years of the Christian
era that we get any kind of negative review, although he was pleased with the hospitality
of the inns, the story telling was common but the comfort could have been better: „My
couch, besides being rather short, had a leg missing and was worm-eaten‟. You almost
expect to hear him complain about the running of the elevator through the night. Morris
Rossabi in his biography of Rabban Sauma suggested that travelers carried their own
sheets and blankets for anything found at an inn had unlikely been changed recently
and was likely full of fleas and other vermin.
It was not until the advent of high speed travel in the twentieth century that the
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long distance caravansaries fell into decline. They have been replaced by the modern
hotel, many with the same advantages and disadvantages, amenities or lack of,
cleanliness or otherwise which were noted in the centuries past. They do exist as
abandoned or developed for altered uses. Ross Dunn noted that in Anatolia the ruins of
twenty three of the khans still exist on the road between Konya and Siva.

Other Accommodations
As an educated scholar Ibn Battuta found hospitality with judges, savants, shayks, the
Mamluk governor of Damietta, and in monasteries, madrasas, convents, in Yemen the
wazir arranged for his lodging, near Homruz a convent of darwishes, in Persia, a
hermitage, Antalya in Turkey a college mosque. While travelling through the south west
of Anatolia he and his party rode into the bazaar of the town of Denizli. Now days one
can spot Denizli from miles away from its industrial smog that rises into the air from its
filthy factories, I have been there. Presumably Denizli was a more pleasant stop in the
fourteenth century for the party decided to stay.

From the market came men who

grabbed the bridles of the horses, then others came and challenged them. Words were
spoken, a challenge was made and knives were drawn. Ibn Battuta did not understand
the exchange of words and the party was in fear of their possessions and perhaps their
lives as the exchange took place, thinking perhaps they were about to be victims of
brigands or the local mafia. As luck would have, for if with little else Ibn Battuta seemed
to travel with luck, these were members of various branches of the local „Young
Brotherhood‟ who were competing to accommodate the travelers in their hostels.
This „Young Brotherhood‟ was a social religious organization that sought to house
weary travelers in the hostels. These organizations, known as the Akhiya, were found
throughout Anatolia and were made up of young men who in the words of Ibn Battuta
were „so eager to welcome strangers, so prompt to serve food and to satisfy the wants
of others, and so ready to suppress injustice and kill (tyrannical) agents of police and
the miscreants who join with them.‟ The last detail could be of great interest to explore
further but it is not what interests us here. The young men of the local trades or within
the town choose one of their own to be their leader who runs the hospice and has it
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furnished. All of the members work at their trades and bring their earnings afterwards to
provide food for the inhabitants and any weary travelers that they can wrestle into their
hospitality. Ibn Battuta was quite impressed noting how „an excellent body of these are,
how nobleminded, how unselfish and full of compassion for the stranger, how kindly and
affectionate they are to him, how warm their welcome to him! A stranger coming to
them is made to feel as though he were meeting the dearest of his own folk.‟
Now if you remember Ibn Battuta was quite fussy when choosing his sleeping
quarters on the high seas and choose to measure his quarters not by swinging a cat but
by how many wives and slave girls he could accommodate. But Anatolia was early in
his wandering career and he had not yet built up such a large posse to make
arrangements for. Yet he does not mention how these fewer numbers of wives were put
up and for the most part he does not mention the conditions of the accommodations, but
he makes no complaint. Unlike the traders and other wanderers Ibn Battuta, by virtue of
his position as a religious scholar, seemed to be able to make most of his travels with
free lodging within the wider world of Islam and beyond these boundaries. In Persia he
could put up in the local convents and Madrasses, and hermitages, food collected from
the local inhabitants by the Darwishes and qadis of these schools and centers of Islamic
reflection. Travelling South along the Nile he kept to land, this was long before he
ventured to travel by water, he stayed in similar lodgings of the religious community, and
although at Mogadishu, when he had little choice but to go there by sea, he remained
on the ship but was brought food, three times a day, by the local qadi and at one point
was even supplied with clothing. Even beyond the boundaries of Islam Ibn Battuta
could rely upon the community. In China a traveler had the option of staying in a
common hostelry or with merchants of the Muslim faith. In either case the host was
responsible for the traveler‟s wellbeing, protection of his goods and procuring whatever
is needed, even to go so far, as he is careful to point out, to procuring a slave girl.
It would be quite easy for us to continue to slag Ibn Battuta, the freeloader, for
seeking out and taking advantage of free accommodations throughout his journeys but
that would be unfair. I would challenge any one of us, myself and anyone reading this,
to turn down free accommodations when travelling abroad. But for Ibn Battuta and
other travelling Muslims of his age this was a common feature amongst co-religionists,
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to put up travelers passing through their towns. This act of hospitality was not limited to
the golden ages of Islam but persists, I have friends who have been offered and
accepted such hospitality in the journeys. Ibn Jubayr also found accommodation in
Alexandria where colleges and hostels were established, at the expense of the Sultan,
in which one could find lodging but also a tutor to aid in Islamic studies for whichever
branch of the religion a traveler may fancy. Associated with the generosity of the Sultan
were hospitals with doctors and servants to attend to the needs of the ill.
Xuanzang certainly took advantage of the hospitality of Buddhists as he made his
way throughout central Asia and India. Jews found it convenient, and perhaps safer, to
seek out their fellows, late in the fifteenth century Obadiah da Bertinoro spent his nights
in the home of an Italian Rabbi while in Jerusalem. David Reubeni early in the next
century found a co-religionist to stay with while in Egypt.
Communications
That a party such as John of Plano Carpini‟s could manage to procure horses as often
as seven times in a day hints at a sophisticated degree of organization that made these
animals available in sufficient numbers for these travels. Regardless of the Empire that
ruled or in what area, if they were to keep an extensive land area at all cohesive they
would need an effective communication system, it was the horses available between
each of the posts or caravansaries that made this cohesiveness possible. They were
noticed by all European travelers to the east, going so far back as Herodotus who wrote
of the communication although he did not mention that horses were used. Marco Polo
wrote of this horse network in great length noting that when there was an extensive gap
between legs a caravansarie would be created. He made the claim that two hundred
thousand horses were available for the post stops throughout the lands of the Khan.
Each of these posts, under the Mongols, were self-sufficient, a community providing for
themselves from the land and maintaining two hundred horses available for diplomatic
parties or messengers. Messengers could arrive by horse, their bodies tightly bound to
keep their organs in place from the rigors of the road, and quickly switch to a fresh
horse will little delay in the changeover. Half of the horses were kept at pasture ready to
be changed with those in service when they required rest and fattening up in the fields.
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Ruy Gonzalez de Clavijo used a similar system inherited by the Timurids in the fifteenth
century. This system was still in used in Persia in the nineteenth century when JP
Ferrier passed through.

While the horses were provided with the necessaries for

survival their uses were strictly utilitarian as Gonzalez de Clavijo boasted of the Timurid
system in which the Lord „is better pleased with him who travels a day and night for fifty
leagues, and kills two horses, than with him who does the distance in three days‟ when
delivering messages, the dead horses left as markers along the side of the road.
There were also runners, at least under the Mongols, who were stationed three
miles apart, at the ready waiting for the sound of a bell carried by a runner approaching.
When the runner reached his station the new runner would take the message, with his
bell and carry it to the next runner three miles down the road.

This would allow

information to move quickly along the road, and on occasion fresh fruit could be
delivered from the lands of produce to the royal households, something that would
otherwise take ten days could be delivered the following evening after the morning it
was harvested. Information that would take one hundred days with a single runner
could be delivered to the Khan in a mere ten days.

Deserts
The Buddhist travelers who plied the roads from China to India had but little choice to
skirt the boundaries of the Taklamakan desert taking either the northern or southern
branch. This enormous sea of sand has always offered a challenge to those making the
journey. Fa Hsien, in the fifth century, made a brief note of the evil demons which
inhabited the desert. Xuanzang, in the eighth century, was also well aware of the spirits
which dwelt in these lands for when the dessert winds arose „both men and beasts
become confused and forgetful, and then they remain perfectly disabled. At times sad
and plaintive notes are heard and piteous cries, so that between the sights and sounds
of this desert men get confused and know not whither they go. Hence there are so
many who perish in the journey. But it is all the work of demons and evil spirits.‟
Marco Polo, in the thirteenth century, was told of these spirits who would draw
the unwary traveler, or the straggler who has lost sight of his party by calling their name
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in voices with which they are familiar and enticing them from the path into the barren
dessert to perish. At other times travelers could be driven from the path by ghosts that
appeared on the horizon in the guise of bandits advancing towards them, they then flee
into the dessert and lose their way. To help the stragglers keep up bells would be
attached to each of their animals so that a constant and familiar noise could be
followed.
These ghosts seem to have moved on by the twentieth century for when
anthropologist Aurel Stein entered into the heart of the Taklamakan, he did not just
circumvent the dessert, he made no mention of them. The desert spirits of the Arabian
Peninsula were not the malicious type working to waylay and destroy the innocent
traveler. Nicolo Conti as a young merchant trading from Damascus saw spirits first
hand for when members of his party „heard a great noise, and thinking that it might be
Arabs who were coming to rob them, they all got up, through fear of what might be
about to happen. And while they stood thus they saw a great multitude of people on
horseback, like travelers, pass in silence near their tents without offering them any
molestation. Several merchants who had seen the same thing before, asserted that
they were demons, who were in the habit of passing in this manner through these
deserts.‟
Entering the desert with his guides Gonzalez de Clavijo and his party would
travel at night in order to avoid the extreme heat of the sun in these lands. This was
typical in desert lands as would be expected, the Hajj caravans to Mecca would often do
the same but the heat of the desert was only one extreme, the cold was the other. Aurel
Stein found the Taklamakan so cold that his pen would freeze up, the temperature
would drop below zero, Fahrenheit. He was then forced to retire under heavy blankets
for the night.
Of the Saharan desert Benjamin of Tudela had heard stories of high winds
burying entire caravans with sand and many of the caravan perishing from suffocation.
The winds have been another concern for travelers through these lands whether the
Taklamakan, Arabian Desert or the Saharan. It was another obstacle in which travelers
could lose their way but it was the loss of entire caravans which was of the greatest
concern. Herodotus reports that the Persian army upon departing Egyptian Thebes to
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wage war upon the Ammonians deep in the Sahara desert. They marched for seven
days and made an oasis, called appropriately enough, Oasis. They departed Oasis and
that is the last that was heard of them. „The Ammonians themselves say that when the
troops left Oasis, they marched across the sand until they stopped somewhere between
Oasis and the Ammonians, and while they were having breakfast there, a strong wind of
extraordinary force blew upon them from the south, pouring over them the sand it was
carrying and burying them in dunes in such a way, it is said, that they completely
disappeared. That, at least, is what the Ammonians claim to have happened to this
army.‟

Water
Having been abandoned by his guide early on in his journey to the west Zuanzang
came to the fourth outpost of Chinese soldiers.

Fearing he would be detained he

attempted to circumvent the stop, quietly collecting water from the well, he was
surprised by an arrow that narrowly missed him. He was forced into the tower however
unexpectedly received a warm reception from a sympathetic officer.

He was given

supplies, a great leather water bottle and fodder for his horse, and some advice to avoid
the fifth tower as those garrisoned there were not so agreeable. He was also given
directions to the next well where he could replenish his water.
He continued on, encountering the occasional demon and goblin, but his faith
carried him forward without harm. While searching for the well as advised by the officer
he stopped to drink from the water bottle, but it was heavy and it slipped from his hands,
all of the water it contained was lost into the desert sands. Xuanzang had counted on
this water, enough for a thousand li, and now he had none. He could have done the
smart thing and return to the fourth tower but he had made a vow not to turn back, so he
continued on in search of the well. As luck would have it he got lost and he wandered
aimlessly into the desert „for four nights and five days not a drop of water had he to wet
his throat or mouth; his stomach was racked with a burning heat, and he was well-nigh
thoroughly exhausted.‟ At this point he gave up, laid down in the sand and fell asleep.
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But he had a dream in which a tall, mighty, spiritual being came to him and
chided him for not continuing. He woke up and led his horse onward, not knowing
where he was headed. They had gone about ten li when his horse suddenly changed
direction and could not be deterred, so the two of them continued several more li when
lo and behold they came upon a setting of green grass and a water source. Xuanzang
spent a day recovering with water and his horse feeding on grass. He was able to
replenish his depleted bottle and continue his journey. This was not an oasis for his
biographer Hwui Li tells us that „we may conclude that this water and grass were not
natural supplies, but undoubtedly were produced through the loving pity of Bodhisattva,
and it is proof of his guileless character and spiritual power.‟ They travelled two more
days before arriving safely at the next town.
This experience of Xuanzang demonstrates clearly the need for preparation and
knowledge of the water situation, for not all of us can count on the beneficence of a
spiritual being to bail us out of bad situation. This applies not only to the desert but
travel in general, even today we must be aware of the water quality of our destination.
Nary has a travel account failed to mention the search for water and again what we are
missing are accounts of travelers who did not survive the trek.
Xuanzang was an exception, for he travelled alone, but all others travelled in
parties in which guides were relied upon to take them to the next destination and also to
the next watering stop, Gonzalez de Clavijo mentioned the Anchies that knew the
watering stops in Persia.

Marco Polo found in the Desert of Lop, east of the

Taklamakan that one could stop each night at a place where water was obtainable but
Ibn Battuta found in the lands of the Turks, on his way to Constantinople, there were
eight days of travel in which water could not be obtained. In Persia they could be
fortunate to find pools of water left by a previous rain or at wells two or three days apart,
Marco Polo mentioned the underground stream in which water was available in
abundance. In Mali Ibn Battuta and his party found rain pools sufficient to drink, wash
and to rinse their clothing. In the late fifteenth century Obadiah da Bertinoro found
water spots every two days between Egypt and Palestine and on occasion once a day.
But on the entire southern route of the Taklamakan Rabban Sauma and his troop had to
contend with a mere eight water stops for the entire route, Xuanzang, on his return to
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China, must have been similarly limited. These differences in the availability of water
highlights the need to rely on locals familiar with the situation.
While travelling from the Nile to the Red Sea with the goal of making Mecca, Ibn
Jubayr felt blessed for the well waters of Amtan, „for its water is the best and sweetest of
the way. Water buckets beyond counting will be found there, and there will water the
many caravans that descend upon it, with the camels so far gone in thirst that were they
brought to a river they would exhaust it and dry it up.‟
Sweet, plentiful and readily available. If all water sources were available as such
there would little written and nothing to relate about water and travelers need for it but
there is so much more than merely scooping up the water and drinking it. Not a few of
our travelers fail to mention the brackish water that they had to endure. Brackish water,
somewhat saline and filled with other various ingredients would often have a bad taste
and could on occasion be worse than thirst. In Persia Marco Polo encountered a little
water past Kirman that was so „impregnated with salt, green as grass, and so nauseous
that none can use it as drink. Should even a drop of it be swallowed, frequent calls of
nature will be occasioned; and the effect is the same from eating a grain of the salt
made from this water. In consequence of this, persons who travel over the desert are
obliged to carry a provision of water along with them.

The cattle, however, are

compelled by thirst to drink such as they find, and a flux immediately ensues.‟ Not
always of such foul quality brackish water had to be used as it was all that would be
available between stops of sweet water that Ibn Jubayr so enjoyed. But Ibn Jubayr had
to subsist on brackish water as did Obadiah da Bertinoro, Ibn Battuta and others.
Wilfred Thesiger while trodding about the Arabian sands early in the twentieth
century:
reached the well of Khaur bin Atarit, discovered by some forgotten Bedu, but still
bearing his name….The water tasted brackish, as I had expected, and I knew
that the taste would grow worse the longer we kept the water in the skins.
Surprisingly it was only mildly purgative, although it contained magnesium
sulphate mixed with calcium and common salt. Next day Said and two others
went to look for the Bait Musan at Bir Halu, „the sweet well‟. I knew from the year
before that the name was misleading and that the water of Bir Halu tasted as foul
as the water of Khaur bin Atarit.
Even the camels, usually less selective, found the water to be distasteful „In the morning
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we gave the camels another drink.
Several of them, accustomed to clean-tasting water in Dhaufar, refused to touch
this bitter stuff. We held their nostrils but they still refused, and finally we poured
it down their throats by force. It was the last water we should find till we reached
Dhafara.
But Thesiger found that if the water were mixed with camel milk the bitter taste could be
made tolerable.
At times getting access to this foul water could be a challenge in itself. There is
little or no mention of the efforts to drag water from the sands in the pages of Xuanzang,
Ibn Jubayr, Marco Polo or Ibn Battuta, their guides were probably assigned this task.
But we get a description of the effort required from our modern source. Thesiger had to
have water extracted from the sands of Arabia. The water was in a cave through a
narrow passage which, when they arrived, was blocked by sand. Thesiger attempted to
do his part, but he was too big to enter. It took them two hours to be ready to water the
camels.
In turn they scrambled up the slope out of the dark depths of the cave, the
quaking water-skins heavy on their shoulders. Moisture ran down their bodies,
plastering the loin-cloths to their slender limbs; their hair, thick with sand, fell
about their strained faces. Lowering the water-skins to the ground, they loosed
jets of water into leather buckets, which they offered to the crowding camels,
while they sang the age-old watering songs. Showers of camel-droppings
pattered on to the ground, and rolled down the slope into the water, and small
avalanches of sand, encrusted with urine, slipped down to add more bitterness to
water that was already bitter.
Managing to extract the water from the earth and willing to drink the bitter liquid
was not the worst of it for a large party could quickly find the well depleted creating a
shortage for any group that would follow. Ludovico Varthema on his way to Mecca
would find the wells dry after they had watered. Marco Polo, in the desert of Lop, found
that wells may have only sufficient water for fifty to one hundred people with their
animals, but not more.
Between lengthy water stops or in places where water was known to be of poor
quality or in short supply, travelers had to carry their own to be sure they could make it
from one stop to the next. Zuanzang was only too aware of this as he watched his
water spill into the desert sands. How the water was carried was rarely mentioned and
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to get an idea of this we need to turn to a couple of modern travelers. Michael Benanav
set out form Timbuktu in Mali with camels and a guide north into the Saharan desert.
He wanted to cross the desert along the still existing caravan routes to the mines of salt
which are still worked by hand. It was necessary to carry water in tubes:
Sali carried a traditional leather water sack, which looked like the skinned goat it
was – its legs were tied closed at the feet; the places where the tail, penis, and
anus would have been were sewn shut; water was poured through its headless
neck, which was lashed closed when not in use. Goatskins keep the water inside
cooler than do rubber tubes, since as the water slowly seeps into the leather,
evaporative cooling takes effect. The disadvantage of the leather is that it needs
to be oiled, which makes the water taste a little queer. These days, many
nomads use goatskins in the summer and inner tubes in the winter. Both are
known as guerbas.
Wilfrid Thesiger had similar comments on the water tubes carried and noted that the
water tastes and smells of goat and „untainted water is tasted only in dreams.‟
In high traffic areas investments were made to ensure that travelers on the way
would have access to water. In the fifth century BCE Herodotus made a note of the
efforts to supply water on the road from Egypt to Syria. For all the wine imported from
Greece and Phoenicia, he could see no clay jars in which the wine was transported. He
asked the question and found that these jars were filled with water and were deposited
along the desert road into Syria for travelers to use when they made the journey. Thus
the problem of landfill of old jars came to be a Syrian issue and not an Egyptian
problem. It was after the Persians conquered Egypt, Herodotus pointed out, that they
established a system of stored water along the road.
The Taklamakan desert proved too large and remote to establish any source of
regular water supply, but the Roads to Mecca were so well travelled with pilgrims that
local royalty saw fit to contribute resources to the development of water supplies for the
caravans. The former vizier, according to Ibn Jubayr, dug wells and built cisterns, in
addition to hostelries, in Iraq and Syria. Some tanks, pools, wells and stations between
Baghdad and Mecca were built as monuments to daughters and a wife of the Caliph. At
least from the time of Nasir Khusraw a former vizier had towers built every few miles
that collected the rainwater for use by the travelers. Lodovico Varthema found two
reservoirs at Mecca, one on the road to Cairo the other to Damascus, places where
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pilgrims could water up before their return journeys. Some of the tanks along the way
were quite extensive and Ibn Jubayr has left us a description of one of these tanks as a:
huge cistern of great circumference that a swimmer could not cross save with
much effort and toil. The water in it was more than two men‟s statures deep, and
the people took joy in swimming and bathing in it, and washing their garments. It
was for them a day of rest upon the journey, a gift bestowed by God Most High to
those on an embassy to Him, visitors to His Haram. These tanks were without
water at the time the pilgrims moved from Baghdad to Mecca, but God in His
mercy sent the clouds to fill them with water in readiness for the coming of the
pilgrims.
One solution to the problem of maintaining hydration while on the move came
from the animals that carried the travelers and their gear. Nasir Khusraw found that
among the Arabs some of the elderly men at seventy years had drunk nothing but
camels‟ milk in their entire life and had believed that the whole world lived like this.
Khusraw himself could not bring himself to take of the milk. Wilfrid Thesiger had fewer
qualms about this and would often mix his bitter water with the milk to make it go down
a little easier.
The Mongols when on their long marches across the steppes of north Asia had a
solution which has been related to us by Marco Polo. They would drink the blood of
either their horses or cattle, opening a vein in the neck and drawing the liquid mixing it
with milk. They also made use of their horses‟ milk as such:
They make provision also of milk, thickened and dried to the state of a hard paste
(or curd), which is prepared in the following manner. They boil the milk, and
skimming off the rich or creamy part as it rises to the top, put it into a separate
vessel as butter; for so long as that remains in the milk, it will not become hard.
The latter is then exposed to the sun until it dries. Upon going on service they
carry with them about ten pounds for each man, and of this, half a pound is put,
every morning, into a leathern bottle, or small outré, with as much water as is
thought necessary. By their motion in riding the contents are violently shaken,
and a thin porridge is produced, upon which they make their dinners.
There is little mention by our travelers of experiencing extreme thirst due to the
lack of fluids to keep them hydrated, Xuanzang, after losing his water had all but given
up hope of survival.

Thesiger gives us an idea of what few of us will ever have

experienced in our lifetimes. He describes his „nagging thirst‟ due to limiting himself to a
pint a day. „At sunset al Auf doles out a pint of water mixed with milk to each person,
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our first drink of the day. As always, I had watched the sun getting lower, thinking „Only
one more hour till I can drink‟, while I tried to find a little saliva to moisten a mouth that
felt like leather. Now I took my share of water without the milk and made it into tea,
adding crushed cinnamon, cardamom, ginger, and cloves to the brew to disguise the
taste.‟ This was a trip that Thesiger did not have to make, it was of choice. He was not
a trader working at a living, although he may have been in the service of English
intelligence in one of their informational requirements during the European tensions
between wars, but Thesiger was a willing participant so it is surprising that he chose to
subject himself to such miseries, „For a while I had lived with the Bedu a hard and
merciless life, during which I was always hungry and usually thirsty….the scanty, bitter
water of the sands.‟
If under extreme circumstances a camel‟s throat could be slit to gain access to
the store of water in its body, but there was always one desperate measure which
Thesiger himself did not have to subject himself and was related by his companions
„that if an Arab was really thirsty he would even kill a camel and drink the liquid in its
stomach, or ram a stick down its throat and drink the vomit.‟
Needless to say the camels were valued and necessary for travel in these
environments however their fate were always secondary to humans, note the piles of
bones that littered the roadway by Xuanzang, Marco Polo and also Meshullam Ben R
Menahem who in 1481 while in the Gaza noted the „heaps and heaps of bones of
camels, horses, and asses are to be found who have died there, as above stated and
no pasture can be found in the wilderness‟ and that those who did survive „are nearly
dead when they reach Jerusalem, because of the brackish water they drink.‟ Gonzalez
de Clavijo found „that the horses were tired, and unable to move, being ready to perish
of heat and thirst; the country was a sandy desert, and they were all in danger of dying
of thirst.‟ Ibn Battuta in Persia found that the „greater number of camels which cross the
desert perish and the remainder are of no use until the following year, when they are
fattened up again.‟ For Marco Polo and his party in the desert of Lop if their food
supplies should be consumed they would kill and eat the cattle. Wilfrid Thesiger lost
fourteen of eighteen camels while on a jaunt in Ethiopia.
And while the animals undoubtedly suffered there were dangers, other than the
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obvious one of thirst that came to the human traffic when they sought out water or
succumbed to the lack of it. Ibn Jubayr saw men come in from the Egyptian desert to
the port of Aydhab who had wandered astray from the track „Not seldom pilgrims will
stray on foot through the wayless desert and, being lost, die of thirst. Those who
survive and reach „Aydhab are like men quickened from the shroud. While we were
there we saw some who had come in this manner, and in their ghastly shape and
changed form was „a portent for those who observed carefully‟. Most of the deaths of
the pilgrims took place at these anchorages; some were helped by the wind to the port
of „Aydhab but they were few.‟ But there could be just as much danger at a watering
hole for he also saw a rush for water such that seven were killed underfoot, this was in
Iraq.
The need for water could lead to rather deadly wars, Ludovico Varthema while
serving as a Mamluk soldier in Palestine stopped with his pilgrimage caravan on a
mountain on which there was a well.
We halted upon the said mountain. The next day, early in the morning, there
came 24,000 Arabs, who said that we must pay for their water. We answered
that we could not pay, for the water was given by God. They began to fight with
us, saying that we had taken their water. We fortified ourselves, and made a wall
of our camels, and the merchants stood within the said camels, and we were
constantly skirmishing, so that they kept us besieged two days and two nights,
and things came at last to that state, that neither we nor they had any more water
to drink. They had completely surrounded the mountain with people, saying that
they would break through the caravan. Not being able to continue the fighting,
our captain consulted with the Moorish merchants and we gave them (the Arabs)
1200 ducats of gold. They took the money, and then said the 10,000 ducats of
gold would not pay for their water, and we knew that they wanted something else
besides money. So our prudent captain arranged with the caravan, that all those
men who were capable of bearing arms should not ride on the camels, and that
each should prepare his arms. The morning having come, we put forward all the
caravan, and we Mamelukes remained behind. We were in all three hundred
persons, and we soon began to fight. One man and one lady were killed by
bows on our side, and they did us no further harm. We killed of them 1600
persons.
Despite the perils of the desert that were encountered, there were, and are, aspects of it
which are found to be quite appealing to the traveler. Thesiger wrote of the singing
sands:
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we were leading our camels down a steep dune face I was suddenly conscious
of a low vibrant hum, which grew in volume until it sounded as though an
aeroplane were flying low over our heads. The frightened camels plunged about,
tugging at their head-ropes and looking back at the slope above us. The sound
ceased when we reached the bottom. This was „the singing of the sands‟. The
Arabs describe it as a roaring, which is perhaps a more descriptive word. During
the five years that I was in these parts I only heard it half a dozen times. It is
caused, I think, by one layer of sand slipping over another. Once I was standing
on a dunecrest and the sound started as soon as I stepped on to the steep face.
I found on this occasion that I could start it or stop it at will by stepping on or off
this slip-face.
Thesiger also found a sense of freedom while in the desert, „It was very still, with the
silence which we have driven from our world.‟
Mountains and Cold
Like the desert, the mountains too had their hosts who wished to play havoc on their
guests, Fa Hsien wrote of the Tsung Ling mountains „there are poison-dragons, who
when evil-purposed spit poison, winds, rain, snow, drifting sand, and gravel-stones; not
one of then thousand meeting these calamities, escapes.‟ Xuanzang noted the same
dragons more than two hundred years later but found that if one did not wear red
garments or carry loud sounding calabashes, these dragons could be avoided. In the
great Snowy Mountains on entering India „mountain spirits and demons send, in their
rage, all sorts of calamities‟ upon the traveler.
Marco Polo found some problems less daunting than demons during his twelve
days in the Pamir Mountains, no birds were to be seen and he determined that at this
high altitude fires did not give off the same heat and as a result food did not cook so
well.
Demons and dragons were only part of the terrors in the mountains for when Fa
Hsien followed the Indus out of the mountains he faced cliffs, he tells us, of ten
thousand cubits down to the river. Paths had been chiseled into the rocks and bridges
of ropes were used to cross over the river.

Sung Yun and Hwie Sung, two other

Buddhist pilgrims travelling in Persia, crossed bridges made of iron chains over chasms
of ten thousand fathoms in which the bottom could not be perceived, being cautious
they did not cross in high winds.
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The cold was undoubtedly the most perilous part of any mountain trek and
Xuanzang accounted for the cold in all the ranges he crossed. But crossing the TsunLing Mountains was especially perilous, the snow and ice mingled with the clouds,
blinding the traveler, there was the threat of avalanches. Sleep and cooking was done
in the open on the ice. By the time he and his party began to descend from the most
treacherous parts of the mountains Xuanzang casually mentions that twelve, or perhaps
it was fourteen, members of his party had starved or frozen to death in the crossing
along with many of the animals. In the Snowy Mountains Fa Hsien was more distraught
over the loss of one of his party. „On the north (side) of the mountains, in the shade,
they suddenly encountered a cold wind which made them shiver and become unable to
speak. Hwuy-king could not go any farther. A white froth came from his mouth, and he
said to Fa-hien, “I cannot live any longer. Do you immediately go away, that we do not
all die here;” and with these words he died. Fa-hien stroked the corpse, and cried out
piteously, “Our original plan has failed; - it is fate. What can we do?” He then again
exerted himself, and they succeeded in crossing to the south of the range, and arrived
in the kingdom of Lo-e.‟
In crossing the Mountains to India Ibn Battuta noted that the name, Hindu Kush,
meant „Slayer of Indians´ because of the number of slave boys and girls marched
northbound from India, perished from the snow and extreme cold.
A tenth century Arab traveler, Ibn Fadlan, set out from Baghdad on an embassy
to the land of the Bulgars a Turkic people who settled north of the Caspian Sea in the
vicinity of the modern day Russian city of Kazan. Their capital of Bulgar was a great
center through which passed furs and the Slavic slaves who would form the armies of
Egypt and other lands of Islam. If we get nothing else from Ibn Fadlan we at least know
that it was cold, it was „a land which made us think a gate to the cold of hell had opened
before us. When snow falls, it is always accompanied by a rough and violent wind.‟
Travel was optimal for three months during the height of winter when the rivers froze
and the entire caravan including horses, mules, donkeys and carts would use the ice
surface as a road, it was stable and did not give way under the weight of the loads.
With the advice of the locals Ibn Fadlan and his party dressed in many layers of
clothing. „Each of us was wearing a tunic and over that a caftan, on top of that a cloak
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of sheepskin and over that again a felt outer garment, with a head covering that left only
the two eyes visible. Each of us wore a plain pair of trousers and another padded pair,
socks, horse-hide boots and over those boots, other boots, so that when any of us
mounted a camel, he could hardly move because of all the clothes he was wearing.‟
And still he found this insufficient.

At night he would sleep in a Turkish felt tent,

contained within an outer tent, wrapped in furs and blankets and yet his cheek still froze
to the pillow.
Al Hamid al-Gharnati, a native of sunny Al-Andalus on the western extremes of
Islam, travelled the same route as did Ibn Fadlan about two hundred years later in the
twelfth century. Despite the cold, travel was easier in the winter on the frozen surfaces
but during that time he experienced only four hours of daylight. It was so cold that upon
the death of his son, he had to wait until the ground would thaw in order to bury him.
Marco Polo did not travel to the land of Bulgar and neither did al Gharnati a
century later but he noted the means of travel.
In order to travel over the frozen surface of the ground, they construct a sort of
vehicle, not unlike that made use of by the natives for the steep and almost
inaccessible mountains in the vicinity of our own country, and which is termed a
tragula or sledge. It is without wheels, is flat on the bottom, but rises with a
semicircular curve in front, by which construction it is fitted for running easily
upon the ice. For drawing these small carriages they keep in readiness certain
animals resembling dogs, and which may be called such, although they approach
to the size of asses. They are very strong and inured to the draught. Six of
them, in couples, are harnessed to each carriage, which contains only the driver
who manages the dogs, and one merchant, with his package of goods. When
the day‟s journey has been performed he quits it, together with that set of dogs,
and thus changing both, from day to day, he at length accomplishes his journey
across the desert, and afterwards carries with him (in his return) the furs that find
their way, for sale, to our part of the world.
Way stations were also set up to assist the travelers and traders „by erecting at the end
of each day‟s stage a wooden house, raised some height about the ground, where
persons are stationed, whose business it is to receive and accommodate the
merchants, and on the following day to conduct them to the next station of this kind; and
thus they proceed from stage to stage, until they have effected the passage of the
desert.‟
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Animals
Except when he sailed between India and China, and the occasional time when he may
have wandered by foot, Ibn Battuta relied on animals to get about and he offers us
insight into the wide variety of animals that were used. In North Africa as he began his
wanderings he traded his donkey for an ass, in the Crimea he travelled by wagon that
could have been drawn by horses, camels or oxen.
Constantinople he rode on horses and mules.

After leaving the Crimea for

In Persia, where horses could not

manage with sparse supplies, camels were used as they were when he crossed the
Sahara to and from Mali.
Departing the Crimea on his journey across the steppes of Asia, William of
Rubruck followed the advice to use oxen to pull his wagon but was impatient with his
progress „it was bad advice for I was on the road for two months before I reached
Sartach: a journey I could have completed in one month if I had gone with horses.‟ And
so it was horses that were probably the mainstay of movement in medieval land travel, I
can recall none of our travelers not using a horse at some point throughout their
journeys although Jeanne Auboyer indicates that Jain missionaries moved about only
by foot. Surpassing other animals for carrying humans and goods, the horse was faster,
better with rugged terrain and with crossing rivers and could cope better than oxen,
sheep or goats in varied climate and weather conditions.
It has been six thousand years or more when humankind first domesticated the
horse to serve its purposes. From being hunted and herded for food, ridden for the
hunt, used as a pack animal carrying goods or pulling carts with goods or even homes,
as a draft animal for agriculture, as a vehicle in which to move and as a participant in
the wars of man, the horse has been an integral part of our history and development.
Pita Kelenka suggests that the horse was first domesticated in the fourth millennium on
the steppes north of the Black Sea. Wherever on the steppes this mastering of the
horse took place, the spread of its use was unhindered by the wide open spaces which
stretched sixty four hundred kilometers from Eastern Europe to the lands of China.
It seems that the speed of travel increased as much as tenfold to over thirty
kilometers an hour when horses were used.
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frequent, over greater distances. Whether it was a tribe or a family, the horses could be
loaded up with all of their belongings, their tents, cookware, valuables; goods for trade
could be bundled on the back of horses or onto carts and people could be saved the
trouble of walking. This enabled the Steppes to be peopled with nomads following their
herds and hunting their prey and eventually coming into contact with the settled with
whom they traded and often raided. From time to time these nomads themselves would
settle and be subject to the arrival of more nomads with whom they could trade and
defend themselves from raids.
It was through this movement that horses were brought to Europe, passed on by
the Scythians of the steppes to the Thessalians, and to Persia where the Achaemenids
were to make good use of horses in their empire building and to China which
encouraged its westward curiosity and its contact with central Asia and with India.
Around fifteen hundred BCE, give or take a few centuries, the horse became
domesticated in China used for transport and farming. Chinese horses had a poor diet
making them smaller and weaker than the horses used by the nomads harassing their
border lands. As a result the military sought out larger and stronger horses leading to
the ventures of Zhang Qian and Ban Qiao westward hoping to trade for the larger
horses of the Yuezhi.
It was the Mongols, who took John of Plano Carpini, William of Rubruck, Marco
Polo and countless others across the Eurasian Steppes by horse and made the world of
travel a little bit smaller. They made complete use of the horse consuming its milk, meat
and when necessary its blood.

Camels
There is the romantic image, associated with travel, of the camel bearing people and
goods across the sandy wastes heading into a distant horizon, the sun bearing down.
While probably not as important as the horse in ancient travel, the camel has certainly
made its contribution to moving people about with their goods and cultures, their
lumbering figures striding slowly across the landscape.
While horses have proven versatile and adept across the steppes, over the
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mountains and through the forests, there are some places where the camel has proved
more practical. Because of their ability to store fat in their body tissue the camel can go
for extended periods without the need for regular water stops making the camel
particularly well suited to desert travel where, as we have seen, water is not readily
available. The camel was probably first used by man sometime in the third millennium
BCE in the south east corner the Arabian peninsula and as were horses, their original
uses were for milk and meat. With the rise of the incense trade northbound, the traders
found that the camel was a useful animal to transport their goods through the
inhospitable lands to the markets of Iraq and Syria. In the first millennium, or perhaps a
bit earlier, camels were adopted for travel from Iraq and Syria to points beyond.
In Africa, wild camels had become extinct but by the first century CE they were
reintroduced and their use spread, either north or south of the Sahara, all the way to
Mauritania. The Romans may have played a significant part in spreading the use of the
camel across the north of the continent for both trade and military purposes.
This is of the one humped camel, known for is extreme adaptability in the arid
wastes and high temperatures of Arabia and North Africa.

This animal was a

descendant of the two humped or Bactrian camel of Central Asia, an animal better
adapted to colder and relatively wetter conditions. It was in Turkmenistan that this
animal was first put to use in the second millennium BCE, less for milk and meat and
more for labor, but came to be a common sight in the east west trade of the Silk Road.
By the second century BCE, when the Chinese were looking westward for their horses,
someone had thought to cross the one humped Arabian camel with the two humped
Bactrian camel to provide a hybrid which proved capable of carrying large loads along
the trade routes.

Caravans
On his adventure to the west Fa Hsien started out with a few friends who relied upon
each other for their needs and support. Along the way some decided not to keep with
the group but others joined them in order to get to India, one of Fa Hsien‟s companions
perished in the inhospitable cold of the mountains. Xuanzang went one step further and
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travelled much of the Taklamakan desert solo, with few companions.

Although he

picked up assistance along the way and returned with a rather large entourage, he was
much left to his own devices. This image of the solitary traveler may hold in our minds
as the way travel was done, but Fa Hsien and Xuanzang were not your average
travelers, most people chose or had no choice but to travel with a larger group of
people, this is when another image enters our mind, that of the caravan.
Ibn Battuta left Tangiers on his own but kept his eye open to join a caravan
whenever the opportunity would arise. He did manage to find one in North Africa with
which he teamed up and offered his services as a qadi. He does not give an indication
on the size of the caravan but it must have been something of the middling sort.
Caravans could be quite small. In the fifteenth century Obadiah da Bertinoro waited
outside Cairo with his small party and his five camels for a passing caravan that they
might join up with. After a few days a caravan of eight camels arrived and they all made
their way to Palestine.
While they could be small, the information that we generally have indicates they
could be quite large. Ludovico de Varthema served as a Jannisary or armed escort of
the Pilgrimage Hajj caravan in 1503 and departed Damascus with sixty fellow
Mamelukes, thirty five thousand camels and forty thousand persons. Upon arrival at
Mecca he encountered the still larger Caravan from Cairo which moved with sixty four
thousand camels and one hundred Mamelukes.

While I‟m tempted to doubt the

numbers provided by Varthema, how could he really get a handle on that large a
number, he may not be that far off the mark for the Hajj caravans to Mecca could be
quite large as the faithful flocked to Mecca not only from Cairo and Damascus but also
from Baghdad, Africa and parts of India.

Without providing numbers Ibn Jubayr,

perhaps one of our more sober reporters, gives a visual idea of the volume of travelers:
This assembly of „Iraqis, together with the people from Khurasan, Mosul, and
other lands who were united in the company of this Emir of the Pilgrimage,
formed a multitude whose number only God Most High could count. The vast
plain was teeming with them, and the far-extending desert could barely contain
them. You could see the earth shake giddily because of them, and form waves
through their great number. You might behold them as a sea of swollen billows;
its waters the mirage, its ships the mounts, and its sails the raised canopies and
palanquins. Like piled up clouds they moved along, commingling with each
other, and brushing against each other‟s sides.
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JP Ferrier hooked up with a Caravan in central Asia in the mid nineteenth century of a
meagre seven hundred people, Shia pilgrims returning from the holy city of Karbelah.
David Reubeni in the early sixteenth century in Ethiopia tagged along with merchants
returning from Mecca, and he counted three thousand camels.
It was best, when amongst this moving sea of people and animals to not wander
too far from one‟s own section or not to linger too long on the potty at the side, for it
would be easy to get lost and not be able find one‟s way back. It would be unlikely one
could wander and meet up with their spot, fortunately the Caravan had means of linking
up a wayward pilgrim with his people, a herald of the Caravan head would call out his
name and his camel master, up and down the line until his group could be found. Ibn
Jubayr: „Were this not done, he never again would meet his companion, unless he met
him unawares or came upon him in some chance encounter.‟
All caravans had one who lead the way, ensured the safety of the travelers, dealt
with mishaps and misplaced members, established a schedule and imposed order and
discipline for the moving city. The leader of JP Ferrand‟s caravan in Persia was called a
djilo-dar and was someone with whom one could trust with a large sum of money and
knows the roads and towns through which the caravan will travel as well as the „habits
of the various tribes of the countries through which he journeys.‟ In India the leader was
called a sarthavaha, with similar skills, Ibn Fadlan‟s leader in the far north was called a
kilavuz.
These leaders would establish a schedule such as Ludovico‟s Varthema‟s
Captain who would signal that it was time to stop, the signal would work its way down
the line, from group to group, and the entire caravan would unload their camels, feed
themselves and rest where it had stopped for twenty four hours. The captain would
then signal when it was time to start up again.
In a large caravan the leader managed to have his own perks as left to us by an
anonymous Italian travelling along the Red Sea in the fifteenth century „the Captain of
the caravan is always going among his people, sometimes on the one side and
sometimes on the other, never keeping any firm place. He is continually accompanied
with a chaus and twenty-five spachi, armed and mounted upon dromedaries, and eight
musicians with viols in their hands, which cease not sounding till the Captain take his
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rest. They attend upon him until such time as he enters his pavilion, and then ordering
all his attendants and followers to depart, they go each man to their lodging.‟
In the sixteenth century the Englishman Joseph Pitts noted that extra camels
were included in the caravan for many of the animals would die upon the way from
Mecca to Egypt and would be replaced from these. Ibn Battuta found the extra camels
on his Hajj caravan carried alms, medicines and sugar for those who fell ill. Food, at
least for the poor, was prepared in common and those who could not continue to walk
were mounted on one of these camels. And while the goods could be obtained at
various water stops a market would travel with the caravan.
The Caravan schedule in the desert tended to avoid the heat of the day, Obadiah
da Bertinoro late in the fifteenth century noted the schedule of the caravan would make
use of cooler temperatures through the night. Others, such as Ibn Jubayr, and our
anonymous Italian, noted similar schedules kept for the march but also mentioned the
guidance provided by: „lighted torches held in the hands of footmen, and you can see
no litter that is not led by one, so that the people march between wandering stars that
lighten the darkness of the night, while the earth vies in splendor with the stars of the
sky.‟
While there was often charity for the poorer pilgrims while on the Hajj caravans
and markets moving with the caravan, these were not typically all inclusives and there
was a requirement on the individual traveler to provide for themselves as did Ibn Battuta
departing Damascus for Mecca: „For most pilgrims the journey was a spiritually
gladdening adventure, but it was also an extremely arduous one, requiring a sound
body and careful advance preparations.

Every participant was obliged to secure

provisions for the round trip, as well as a mount, though Mamluk authorities did set up
charitable funds to provide food and animals for the poorest among the travelers.‟
It might be too obvious to point out but the most important reason for travelling in
a caravan was security from bandits, marauders, local tribes and hostile armies. Quite
often the threat came from the local tribes who may have established their own
administration and authority but would often be no more than bandits if one did not
adhere to their demands. Regardless these caravans left little to chance and arranged
for armed escorts, in addition to sheer numbers, to lead them to their destination.
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Ludovico Varthema served in one of these escorts. While it was often merchants who
were in fear of plunder even those in the service of kings and khans had to take
precaution, Ruy Gonzalez de Clavijo on his return to Tabriz joined up with a caravan of
two hundred horses and merchants for the fear of robbers.
Meshullam Ben R Menahem in 1481 was with a caravan that had to take
extreme caution while in the Middle East. There had been trouble with a local bandit,
Orbano by name, who had been captured by the sultan and flayed alive. His brother
decided to take vengeance upon the sultan with five hundred mounted and armed
followers and began to rob all they encountered upon the road. On their way to Gaza
Menahem‟s caravan waited for the arrival of four hundred armed Turkmen on horseback
with whom they travelled. Their protectors did not give them complete comfort for they
heard of the bandits in that area that had seized the goods of some merchants and
killed three of them. They were able to join up with a caravan of four or five thousand
men and made their way safely to Gaza. Because of these disturbances all caravans
hesitated in Gaza until there were seven thousand men and ten thousand camels who
gathered together to continue on to Damascus.
Menahem described how the local bandits would operate:
you will always find people lying in wait on the road who are hidden in sand up to
their necks, two or three days without food or drink, who put a stone in front of
them, and they can see other people but the others cannot see them, and when
they see a caravan rather smaller and weaker than their own they go out and call
their fellows and ride on their horses swift as leopards, with bamboo lances
topped with iron in their hands, which are very hard. They also carry a pirate‟s
mace in their hands and bucklers made of parchment and pitch, and they ride
naked with only a shirt upon them, without trousers or shoes or spurs, and they
come upon the caravans suddenly and take everything, even the clothes and
horses, and sometimes they kill them; but generally they rob but do not kill them,
therefore it is good to be in a caravan of Turks who are all good bowmen, and the
robbers fear them because they are naked and cannot shoot, and two Turks
could put ten Ishmaelites to flight. And if you escape them there is another great
danger from corsairs. These are all foreigners who come in Schiopette (sloops)
and are armed, and they are good fighters and wear Turkish clothes.
When journeying through an area outside of central authority one could travel
safely without an armed body guard provided they hired a local guide through whose
territory they were to pass. After leaving Mecca Nasir Khusraw and his party hired one
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of these guides, a Khafir he called them, and as such were safe from capture and
plunder. In Arabia Khusraw and his brother travelled with one such Khafir and found
that they were indeed useful as they were approached threateningly by a group of
Arabs, but when they recognized the Khafir as being one of their own they were allowed
to continue unmolested. Without his guide Khusraw was sure he would have perished
at their hands. They continued with their Khafir until the next stop when they were
handed over to another to take them to their next destination, and so they were passed
from guide to guide across the desert. Wilfred Thesiger, in the nineteen thirties found a
similar practice still in use amongst the tribes of the interior of Ethiopia when he
explored the region.
There was another, more basic yet equally essential, reason why travelers would
want to connect with a caravan going in their direction, for quit simply, they knew where
they were going. Nasir Khusraw was quite impressed the leaders in Arabia as they
„travel night and day, without the slightest trace of a road visible, they must go by
instinct. What is amazing is that with no indication or warning, suddenly they come
upon a well.‟ A lone traveler would in all likelihood lose his way and perish off the path.
And it was best to stay with the caravan for Ibn Battuta, while crossing the Sahara to
Mali, encountered a caravan going in the opposite direction who had lost some of their
charges who they later found „dead under a shrub, of the sort that grows in the sand,
with his clothes on and a whip in his hand. The water was only about a mile away from
him.‟ David Reubeni likened his leader taking him to Cairo to a pilot who guides ships
on the sea, these unnamed pilots have skills similar to those of Ibn Majid who piloted
ships by his knowledge of the stars, winds and other phenomena on the India Ocean.
In the Sahara a Caravan would travel with a takshif, an individual who knew the
way and would, upon nearing its destination, travel in advance to advise the town of its
approach. Upon hearing of this a supply team would head out to meet the caravan with
water and assistance to ensure that the destination was reached. If all went well the
supply team would meet the caravan head on, a testament to their navigation skills for if
they missed each other both could have succumbed to the desert, Ibn Battuta‟s takshif
was blind in one eye and diseased in the other but apparently had the best knowledge
of the road for all in the party. It was relief when they saw the fires of the party sent to
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meet them, if the takshif does not make it to Iwalatan the town would not be advised of
their arrival and the results could have been catastrophic.

Entertainment
The caravan was not just one endless dread of bandits, lack of water or getting lost
either within the caravan or from it. There were chances to make acquaintances and
get news from other lands. Ibn Battuta entered into a marriage arrangement in North
Africa, which he backed out of but undeterred he found another prospect, married the
woman and arranged a feast „at which I detained the caravan for a whole day, and
entertained them all.‟ That is the last we heard of that wife.
Like sea travel, land travel also offered the same limitations as to activities, really,
what was there to do day upon day, across a featureless landscape with the same
companions throughout. Electronic entertainment was still far off and it was probably
difficult to sit and read perched atop a camel, on the back of a horse or on a cart being
hauled by oxen. You could sleep but as we learned from Marco Polo in the deserts of
Asia, one‟s camel could become separated from the caravan and once lost would be
drawn by spirits off their course and to their demise. So it was best to find an activity
that could keep one alert as well as entertained. Tim Macintosh-Smith suggested that
Ibn Battuta drove his companions to boredom with his tales of travel. A good story teller
would have been welcome to all: merchants, escorts, diplomats, slaves and animal
tenders but even this would have faltered and boredom would have been a recurring
feature of these travels.
Good old conversation would have worked for the companions of Wilfrid Thesiger
beyond their occasional consumption of camel vomit. They would haggle for hours over
the price of a camel, a camel which the owner had absolutely no intention to sell or
mock a boy whose circumcision caused him to squeal, they talked of meals and when
they were not hungry they talked of women. Thesiger, who admitted that he could do
just as well with silence, became annoyed when two of his companions argued about
their grandfathers, one of which since dead was a known flagellist. „When next day they
started to quarrel once more about their grandfathers, I protested. They looked at me in
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surprise and said, „But it passed the time,‟ which I suppose was true.‟

Food
Of food, there is almost nothing. At least a sea there were fish and it was not until the
travels of Jean-Baptiste Tavernier in the seventeenth century that there was really any
discussion of food. With our modern expectations of a full and varied spread, these
options were probably quite limited and really not worth relating. In Tabriz Ibn Battuta
found a caravansarie serving meat, bread, rice and sweetmeats, not bad but still below
our expectations. In the Crimea he found the Turks, while on the road, would eat a
soup of millet to which they could add dried meat something John of Plano Carpini
complained as being insufficient.
The Turks of central Asia offer Xuanzang mutton and veal but for the vegetarian
they were able to come up with rice cakes, candies and dried fruits. In the same desert
Marco Polo found that if the food was depleted, the asses and camels that carried it
were next on the list. Goats are always a possible choice although the preparation
needed for them would turn most of us off the diet as modern day traveler Michael
Benanav tells us of his wandering into the Sahara:
Walid led the doomed goat a few yards away, took off the rope, and held the
animal down in the sand, tilting it head backward. Sali unsheathed his steel knife
and drew it across the goat‟s throat, hard and fast, with neither mercy nor malice.
Blood shot in an arc from the severed jugular, splattering and pooling on the
sand. Walid held the head back for a few moments, then left the goat lying on its
side to bleed out.
Sali went back to the goat, cut its head off, then began skinning it. He tore the
hide as little as possible, essentially peeling it downward, separating it from the
flesh with short, precise strokes of his knife. The legs gave him the most trouble,
so, while sitting on the ground, Walid held the goat‟s fleshy body while Sali
grasped the skin, and both of them leaned back, pulling against each other until
each leg was stripped bare. Though the raw meat would dehydrate and keep
well for a long time, the organs wouldn‟t and had to be cooked immediately. The
heart, lungs, kidneys, and liver were tossed into the pot of water. The intestines
were cut into finger-length pieces, then the stomach was sliced open, revealing a
huge blob of putrid, partially digested grass. The lining was rinsed off and sliced
up, then it and the intestines were added to the stew. Half of a leg was hacked
off and placed directly on the hot coals. The rest of the carcass was rinsed,
halved lengthwise, and stuck on the tree‟s spikes to dry, along with the hide.
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Walid, and Sali much more so, were so enthusiastic about everything involved in
cooking this goat, it seemed like they‟d caught meat fever. They didn‟t seem to
notice the blood and other fluids that splashed on their clothing and covered their
hands. They rebuffed Anselm‟s and my offers to help, so we hovered around,
watching with interest and taking pictures.
While we sat in the shade waiting for the organs to cook, Sali took the goat‟s milk
sac and kneaded it with his hands. After a few minutes, he opened it and offered
the contents around; the milk inside had congealed to the consistency of yogurt.
I tasted it tentatively, expecting something sour and foul, but it proved to be
delicious, refreshing and clean, an appetizer better than the course that followed.
Walid stuck his knife into the pot, chopped up the larger organs, scooped a
heaping pile of steaming offal onto a plate, and passed it to Anselm and I
….Neither of us really wanted to eat it, but we felt we couldn‟t refuse. In the past,
when I‟d been confronted by similar culinary situations, there was always other
food served as well, so I could nibble a little at the organs, eat other things, then
claim to be full without having to experiment with the parts that struck me as most
disgusting. This, however, was the all-entrails special.
Using our fingers, Anslem and I picked at the plate like we were eating from a
box of mixed chocolates, searching for the pieces we liked best – nor disliked the
least – while Walid and Sali hungrily devoured what was left in the pot. In the
end, we were left mostly with intestines and stomach lining. Fortunately, Anselm
preferred the stomach – which was like a rubbery tongue with outsized taste
buds – and I preferred the intestines – which required very little chewing before
swallowing.
Others perhaps would have gone with Nasir Khusraw‟s vegetarian option for
when he was offered the lizards of Arabia as an option he chose to subsist on small
berries that he found along the way. Ruy Gonzalez de Clavijo, our roving ambassador
from Spain, fared somewhat better for at stops in the towns and with his diplomatic
leverage we was provided dressed meat, fruit, bread and wine.
But supplies were mostly carried, for his four hundred mile jaunt in the Arabian
desert Thesiger took with him the following: „two hundred pounds of flour, which was as
much as we could carry, a forty-pound package of dates, ten pounds of dried sharkmeat, and butter, sugar, tea, coffee, salt, dried onions, and some spices.‟ He would also
look for game while en route.
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Destinations
Damascus in modern Syria is considered to be one of the oldest inhabited sites in the
world. Certainly from the second Millennium BCE settlement had taken place and there
was periodic presence in the valley as far back as the ninth Millennium BCE. It was a
land well suited for settlement as nomads may have come from the steppes of north
Asia to find an adequate source of water and a fertile valley in which they could plant
crops. Water and arable land are necessary for any settlement but this is not enough to
make it a major city which has endured for four or more Millennia. It was also a stop on
the Silk Road from which it was able to build its wealth, and despite many setbacks over
the centuries, to endure.
By the time our travelers stopped by it was so much more than a farm community
and a waystop for goods and people passing through.

It was the capital of the

Umayyad Caliphate from 660 to 749 when Islam grew to its greatest extent under a
single political entity, stretching from Spain in the far west to Persia and central Asia in
the east. When our travelers passed by it was no longer the capital of the Moslem
world but it was still a major city. Sir John Mandeville, whether he was actually there or
not, was amazed by the gardens of fruit that were within the city, Ludovico Varthema
made a similar note „I should make mention of some circumstances relating to the city,
which is extremely populous and very rich. It is impossible to imagine the richness and
elegance of the workmanship there.‟ He continued to espouse the abundance of grains
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and meats and the fruits, grapes, pomegranates, quinces as well as almonds, olives
and roses, both red and white, although he felt the apples and peaches were not so
good. Houses had fountains and although nothing exceptional from the outside, inside
„they are very beautiful, adorned with many works of marble and porphyry.‟
The Umayyads, despite their demise as the leaders of Islam, left their mark in the
city with a mosque that has impressed visitors over the years. Ibn Battuta called it the
most magnificent in the world and Damascus itself „surpasses all other cities in beauty,
and no description, however full, can do justice to its charms.‟ He provided a lengthy
description of the mosque for his readership back home. Varthema while playing tourist
described the city as rich and populous and as for the mosque, he had little to say
except in comparing it to St. Peter‟s in Rome. He noted the bazaars and shops of
jewelers, booksellers and makers of glass ware, as well as cloth makers and notaries „In
the whole East there is no city that approaches Damascus in beauty of bazaars,
orchards and rivers, and in the handsome figures of its inhabitants, but Shiraz.‟ It had
the finest hospital in the world.
While as a major center on the silk trade routes Damascus was also a gathering
place for people setting out on the Caravans to Mecca, it was where both Ibn Battuta
and Varthema started their pilgrimage. There were endowments for those who could
not afford it to make the pilgrimage to Mecca, as well as for travelers who could be
given clothing and provided with expenses to return to their own lands.
There were other cities along the trade routes, Samarkand was another although
not so grand as Damascus.

Ruy Gonzalez de Clavijo noted the same features in

Samarkand that gave Damascus a stable setting, plenty of water and fertile lands, also
he noted the goods that passed through: „there is much merchandize, which comes
every year from Cathay, India, Tartary, and many other parts.‟ From other parts came
silk, musk and spices, nutmeg, cloves, mace, cinnamon, ginger and others
unmentioned, that did not reach to Alexandria. Gonzalez claimed that eight hundred
camels loaded with merchandize arrived in Samarkand from China during June.
Further east there were more centers, again not so large as Damascus or
Samarkand but which offered the traveler a place to stop, gather water and food and to
carry on to the next stop. Kashgar, Yarkand, Turfan, Loulan, Khotan were middling
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centers on the travel routes that rested in lands which provided water, some food but
very little in the way of production. And there were smaller centers, built around the
Caravansarais that dotted the trail between the major centers of trade and civilization.
If, in the first two centuries of the common era, one were a well healed Roman
with the financial means and education, there was a good possibility that you could
travel to the farther reaches of the expanding Empire. There were many choices at the
time, North Africa had been subdued since the second century BCE as had most of
Greece and Egypt became part of the Empire around 30 BCE. Greece was a popular
spot, Virgil the poet made the trip, only to die from illness on the way home.
From the boot of Italy it is probable that visitors to Athens would arrive by sea,
the ancient port of Piraeus would be the point of disembarkation and one‟s first setting
foot on ancient Greece. Piraeus, port of Athens, is some seven miles from the city itself
and involved a bit of a hike. The first encounter one would probably have, as often
happens today, is with the touts who would offer accommodations, to carry bags or the
visitors themselves and also, once the passengers got settled in, tours of the ancient
city and its sites of philosophy, politics, literature and architecture. These guides were
known as the ciceroni, with a knowledge of the city, it‟s buildings and neighborhoods,
the sites that any tourist would insist upon visiting and would know how these sites fit
into the history of the land. We know that these guides were available for hire for we
have the name of one from the second century, Pausanias, who knew the details of
Athens, and pretty much the whole of Greece and he thought to write these down into
what are probably the first travel guides ever produced. These guides still exist and are
still read for images of the ancient land and we can gain much of the land from those
times.

He pointed out the statues of gods and men, temples, market places and

sanctuaries. Pausanias‟ writings are voluminous and rather tedious, so unless you plan
to spend a significant amount of time on the ground in Greece searching out these sites,
I recommend you bypass these volumes as I have.
Athens has remained a busy port. When Mark Twain dropped by in 1867 it was
still quite important although it may have somewhat declined. Upon arrival Twain and
his co passengers were informed that they must remain on the ship for eleven days
under quarantine. The captain had decided that after taking on supplies, they would
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carry on to Constantinople the next morning leaving Athens unvisited. But Twain and
three others decided that they could not leave without visiting the Acropolis, they made
plans to steel ashore and make their way, bypassing Piraeus where police and soldiers
were waiting, to the sites of ancient Athens. Through the night they made progress to
the Acropolis without detection, at least by anyone who could be bothered to report
them, pillaging grape vines along the way. They avoided the roads and set out across
fields where they would unlikely be detected, it made for hard climbing as the elevation
rose into Athens. They eventually made the Acropolis and climbed it to the Parthenon
and surprisingly found it, at three am, closed for the night. Undaunted they devised a
plan to scale the wall and wander the grounds unguided, but their efforts caught the
attention of the small garrison and they were caught. A few drachma got them into the
gates when they had some time to wander and admire the statues that may have been
the same as those described by Pausanias. As daylight approached the four realized
that they needed to return to the ship before its departure. In the early morning their
presence was noted along the way but no action was taken and they managed to reboard the ship unmolested. Athens and Piraeus have seen their ups and downs but it
remains a port which is much used, by cruise ships, merchant vessels and ships of war.
It is not surprising that we find an influx of tourism into ancient Greece for there
was much to see, and Athens and its port of Piraeus were busy, not only with tourists, it
was the premier port of the Mediterranean and served many of the functions that we
have discussed. It was conveniently located, between the Levant, North Africa, the
Black Sea and the western Mediterranean. There was a natural harbor which provided
good shelter even without investments, however there were investments to
accommodate shipping. It served as an entrepot receiving goods from foreign lands
and reshipping to others. But it was the wealth of Athens that drew the ships, their
crews and the merchants who traded the goods. Athens was the premier city of the
ancient Mediterranean, not only culturally but also economically. It was a center of
manufacture that consumed and exported its goods and consumed many of the goods
that came into its port. Its wealth allowed it to expand politically and militarily, it could
afford an influential navy and was to a large extent able to extend its will on many cities
of the Aegean and beyond. Its currency, the Athenian drachma, was accepted by cities
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throughout the region.

Although Athens does not presently hold the prestige and

influence it once did it has been an active and busy port over the centuries.
At the opposite end of the map, the Chinese port of Zaytun, modern Quanzhou,
left an impression on any who visited. It was an entrepot and Ma Huan noted the
exports that passed through: silks, porcelain, lacquer-ware, art-objects, copper cash,
Buddhist sutras, and iron pans, and those that were imported: coral, pepper and other
spices, sandalwood, incense, dye-stuffs, cotton fabrics, sugar, ivory, elephants, pearls
and precious stones, drugs, glass, tin, horses, gold, silver, and rice. Like Athens it was
a preferable harbor protected from the vagaries of the sea, it was some fifteen miles
from the sea on an estuary which required a half a day to reach. All the ships of India
went there, Marco Polo the ever observant merchant tells us, with their spices and other
luxury goods in such abundance that „I assure you that for one shipload of pepper that
goes to Alexandria or elsewhere, destined for Christendom, there come a hundred such,
aye and more too…for it is one of the two greatest havens in the world for commerce.‟
Ibn Battuta, had he ever had the opportunity to read Polo would have taken exception
with this description for he described the harbor as „one of the greatest in the world‟ but
then he corrected himself „I am wrong; it is the greatest! I have seen there about an
hundred first class junks together; as for small ones they were past counting.‟ Other
than India the port saw ships from Japan, Java, Sumatra, Malacca and on occasion
from the Persian Gulf.
Having endured endless days at sea with repetitive and often meager or
insufficient food and perhaps with company less than appealing, the arrival in port would
have been a welcome relief. However before the sights and enjoyments of any port
could be taken advantage of there was almost always certain requirements that must
have taken precedence. There was always the harbor master who would enquire of the
goods on board and make the necessary assessment of duties and there may have
been, depending on the port, an enquiry as to the passengers on board, searching for
certain undesirables or just preventing unwanted arrivals whether immigrants, refugees
or those carrying diseases.
After a few days, weeks or even months on the sea with the constant motion of
the waves; the monotony relieved only by boredom; company from which one cannot
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escape; the poor conditions on board; and food, if it were available, repetitive and plain;
the threat of perishing first by storm, then the constant fear of pirates and even if one
were to survive these perils there was still the remote chance that a lustful whale could
bring the voyage to an end; the destination and the ultimate end of the voyage would
have raised expectations for the offerings of the port for which the ship was bound.
From the coast of Africa and the Arabian Peninsula to the subcontinent of India,
the Islands of Indonesia and the Malay Archipelago through to the gateway of China we
find the shores of the Indian Ocean and its branches dotted throughout with ports of call
in which ships would aim for the purposes of supply, trade and relief from the travails of
the sea. Likewise the Mediterranean contained a series of ports that served the same
reasons. These various stops from the far west of the Afro-Eurasian land mass to the
shores of China and beyond developed along different lines and provided various
services depending on their circumstances.
In the distant past there was little requirement for a port as we have come to
understand one. In the ancient Mediterranean small ships could conveniently land upon
the soft sand beaches that were common on the inland sea, these ships were light
enough that a few men could launch them from the beach. The thousand warships that
sailed to the shores of Troy merely pulled up upon the beach as they took part in the
siege. Merchant ships did the same pulling onto a safe shore where they knew there
was demand for their goods and performed their trade on the beach, the local traders
coming to meet them. And although ships would pull into common shores where they
knew there was trade, there was little in the way of facilities.
At the time of the Periplus ships on the Red Sea ships could, for the night or to
trade goods, put in at ports, if they could be called ports at all. There was little to offer,
at best there was a roadstead that met with the beach and perhaps some very basic
facilities would spring up, a small warehouse where trade could take place or basic
supplies, water was always important, could be arranged. For the night the ships would
merely anchor themselves off shore and the crew would sleep on the ship, captains and
traders would wade to shore to partake in any necessary activities. Muza, a market
town on the Arabian side had no harbor but had a good roadstead and a sandy bottom
which allowed for good anchorage. Ptolemais of the Hunts had no harbor and could
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only be reached by small boats. Malao of the Somali Peninsula was no more than an
open roadstead with a spit offering shelter from heavy seas, Mundus, to the south was
protected by an Island. These were ports at their most basic with little to offer in the
way of services or activities. Easy access to the shore, safety from the elements of the
sea and a good place for anchorage were factors that favored any one location. Being
a location that offered some of the necessities of life was also a convenient factor, Aden,
on the Hadhramaut coast of the Indian Ocean was a known place in which to water the
ship where, according to Ibn Battuta reservoirs were in place to collect rainwater for
passing ships bound to and from India.
At some point someone realized that if they made some effort to provide
improved facilities that more would come to their port and with a good deal of enterprise
and probably a bit of luck, their investments would be paid for by the taxes and duties
that would be raised by those landing there.
It was not until around the fifth century BCE that the Greeks started to invest in
their facilities. Piraeus, the port for Athens, was well developed in this time period, there
were warehouses and offices as well as piers and breakwaters, the south side of the
harbor was strictly for the navy while the east was for ships that came for trade. And
while Athens was, for an extended period of time one of the premier ports of the Eastern
Mediterranean, there were others who invested in facilities to attract trade; Rhodes,
Alexandria, Ephesus, Sidon, Tyre, Gaza Beirut and Carthage. In the opening years of
the second century the Romans expanded the port of Puzzuoli at Naples, which
received the ships that brought goods from Greece, Alexandria, and lands beyond the
Mediterranean; India and China. There were facilities that could load and unload items
weighing as much as twenty eight tons and at one point could handle the obelisk
weighing five hundred tons brought from Egypt to Rome which now stands in front of
Saint Peters. Mukherjee points out that the ports of the Chola kingdom of the East
Indian coast built lighthouses of brick and mortar „which exhibited blazing lights at night
to guide ships to port.‟
When Egypt fell to Alexander of Macedonia he established the port city of
Alexandria and built a massive lighthouse which was to guide traders to this port which
he had intended to receive and ship goods from all shores of the Mediterranean and the
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Indian Ocean. This lighthouse of Alexandria was noticed by Ibn Haukal in the tenth
century and in the twelfth by Ibn Jubayr who claimed that it could be seen twenty miles
out on the sea. Ibn Battuta noticed the lighthouse when he wandered through around
1325 and found that one of its faces was in ruins however when he was on his way
home in 1349 the structure had fallen into such a state that it was no longer possible to
enter or climb it. The famed tower ceased to function from that time.
In more ancient times the location of a port rested mostly upon the conditions
where a ship could easily put in to shore. We have already mentioned the sandy
beaches of the coasts in the Mediterranean where ships would merely ride up out of the
waves and settle on the sand and the similar conditions of the Red Sea. The Port of
Messina in Sicily was unique in that ships could sail right up to the natural port in water
deep enough that it only had to be tethered to the shore and cargo unloaded without the
need for smaller vessels.
Aden was a port protected from the interior by a ring of hills which were
somewhat impenetrable by land and easily accessed only by sea. This bit of security,
and the fact that water could be loaded, made Aden a busy port for ships passing by on
the north end of the Indian Ocean. This made Aden a convenient destination in which
to trade. Red Sea ships wanting to pickup pepper or teakwood from India, or silk or
porcelain from China could perhaps sail only to Aden and make their trade of gold,
glass, cottons and wines which Indian ships and others would take back to their home
ports. This made Aden a busy entropot, a port which offered very little of what it
produced for it generally produced very little, but rather it took in goods from various
directions and passed them on in other directions. Any wealth was derived from taxes
on the goods passing through.
These types of entrepots existed throughout the oceans and brought goods to
opposite ends of the Afro-Eurasian landmass long before people began to make similar
journeys.

Various ports strove to control the Malacca Straits in which virtually all

shipping between India and China had to pass. Over time these ports sprung up to
receive this shipping and as one rose to prominence, the previous leader fell off the
radar. Srivijaya was conveniently located on the Straits and could force ships into its
port. From the west coast of Sumatra near where the Strait is at its narrowest, ships
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could put in and if they chose not to there was a navy that could force them to do so.
Chao Ju-Kwa reported that a chain was been used across the Straits of Malacca to
prevent ships from passing by without stopping but when he wrote in the thirteenth
century it was rolled up and rusting on shore and the navy was used to force
compliance. Based on this location Srivijaya became a major maritime trade center
controlling passage through the Straits of Malacca and the Sunda Strait further south.
All sea trade between east and west had to pass through their grasp and the Kingdom
developed a high degree of wealth.
But the wealth of Srivijaya did not go unnoticed as they were challenged by
others for mastery of the Straits. After an invasion by the Chola Empire in the eleventh
century, the Kingdom began a slow decline from which it did not recover, by the end of
the thirteenth century it no longer served as a major transit port from east to west. The
Mahajapit Empire on Java took control and it soon also fell from the premiere power
when Malacca took over. Malacca remained the major port of the region for centuries
as the Portuguese, Dutch and English all controlled trade through the region from that
location.
Siraf, in the Persian Gulf, also served as a transfer point for products moving to
and from Baghdad but had nothing to support it, in fact food and water had to be
imported. When it suffered a massive earthquake in the tenth century, so much of the
city was destroyed that it was never able to recover. On the Mediterranean Rhodes was
a common emporium that brought traders by offering facilities and reasonable rates for
its services.
None of these ports mentioned; Palembang, Siraf, Aden or Rhodes, endured.
Aden was able to recover from a number of setbacks over the centuries, it was just too
conveniently located, but Siraf and Palembang, after suffering significant catastrophes
fell into decline and disappeared from the shipping lanes. What these places lacked
were goods of their own in which to export for if there was a product available they
would have again risen up despite their declines as ships would come to trade. Siraf
had nothing to export, Palembang had teak wood and some minerals but not of
sufficient quantity, Aden had perhaps incense and little more.
A port with a desired product would always do well even if the coast did not
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provide easy navigation. Barygaza of the modern Gujarat, the destination of those who
rode the Monsoon winds discovered by Hippalus, was never easy to approach and was
even dangerous.

The local king arranged for pilots to guide ships into port which

without whose help could easily become lost and run aground. But despite the dangers,
sailors and merchants always arrived because the goods offered by Barygaza was
worth the risk. In fact the entire west coast of India offered relatively poor harbors or
protection from the ravages of the sea and its winds. But there was pepper, a highly
desirable commodity and the ships came to where they could find it before distributing it
throughout the world. It was from these ports, Cochin, Calicut and others that goods
were found from the east and from the west. Alexandria on the Mediterranean was
conveniently located as an entrepot and added its own goods, mainly linens, into the
mix.
Arrival on Shore
Before one could disembark and check out the sites in port there were often ceremonies
and rituals required. Chinese port official Chau Ju Kua who himself did not seem to
travel but collected and recorded information from traders, noted that at Borneo after
three days of waiting near the shore, the king and his family would come aboard ship
and enquire concerning the hardships of the journey.

They were treated with the

respect reserved for a royal family with wine and presents of gold and silver and for this
reason two cooks would be brought on the voyage. After this the crew and traders
would be allowed to leave the ship and to venture on shore at which time more gifts and
liquor were offered. It was only after this that drums were beaten and the king would
announce that bartering could commence. Suleiman the merchant „The second day
after our arrival in the port of Kailukari, this princess invited the Nakhodah or skipper,
the Karani or purser, the merchants and persons of note, the Tindail or chief of the
sailors, the Sipahsalar or chief of the archers, to partake of a banquet which Urduja had
provided for them according to her hospitable custom.‟
But once the ceremonies were over all ports, regardless of what they had to offer,
would do their best to fill their coffers from the ships that passed through. Ibn Battuta
traveled lightly and had little to contribute to these coffers, but Ibn Jubayr was left with
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an impression of underhandedness of Alexandrian officials in efforts to collect the tax on
all goods:
The Muslims were then ordered to take their belongings, and what remained of
their provisions, to the shore, where there were attendants responsible for them
and for carrying to the Customs all that they had brought ashore. There they
were called one by one, and the possessions of each were produced. The
Customs was packed to choking. All their goods, great and small, were searched
and confusedly thrown together, while hands were thrust into their waistbands in
search of what might be within. The owners were then put to oath whether they
had aught else not discovered. During all this, because of the confusion of
hands and the excessive throng, many possessions disappeared. After this
scene of abasement and shame, for which we pray God to recompense us
amply, they (the pilgrims) were allowed to go.
Perhaps things have changed little in our modern age as corruption is still not
uncommon at points of arrival, but Meshullam Ben R. Menahem felt he was treated
somewhat better by the Alexandrians in the fifteenth century „when we got to the gate
we were taken hold of and they found our money upon us, although it was under the
soles of our feet, and they took about ten per cent of it, and although they found money
upon me which I had not declared they returned me the balance. Jews pay nothing for
merchandise, but Gentiles pay ten percent, and it is impossible to avoid the tax because
they search everybody even Jews and women.‟
This was all very well but rare, for whenever officials came on board it was not to
welcome seafarers but rather to see what they were carrying and either to have first
dibs on the merchandise or to be sure that the merchandise did not go untaxed. In
India as early as the fourth century BCE the Emperor Chandra Gupta arranged for laws
and regulations under the Board of Admiralty which appointed a Superintendent of
Ships, something akin to a port commissioner, whose responsibility it was to ensure
there was no evasion of duties payable for the usage of that port (Mukherjee). While
port duties and taxes were often charged to ensure the continued operation of the port
and its facilities with a portion going to the coffers of the local ruler, there were times
when sailors and merchants found the taxes particularly onerous. The Russian Nikitin
traveling in the Indian Ocean in the second half of the fifteenth century found the duties
of Hormuz, one tenth of everything, as high. The author of the Periplus noted that the
Nabataeans at the north end of the Red Sea port called White Village charged oneAndy Hodgins
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fourth of all merchandise imported, while in the port of Khanfu Suleiman the merchant in
the eleventh century was charged a full thirty percent before the traders could deal with
local merchants.

Chau Ju Kua, the eleventh century non travelling compiler of

information advised that because of unspecified high taxes imposed by the Cholas on
the Coromandel Coast traders were discouraged from landing there in the tenth century.
This may have led the Cholas to challenge commercial rivals as they mounted a
maritime campaign against the trading empire of Srivijaya on the island of Sumatra.
Chau Ju Kua noted that on the other hand traders to Java were not charged harborage
fares. From Marco Polo of Zayton „the ship‟s charge for freight on small wares is 30 per
cent, on pepper 44 per cent., and on lignaloes, sandalwood, and other bulky goods 40
per cent.‟
Once the formalities of taxes and immigration had been cleared a place to stay
was the next concern. There was always the option, for crew and favored passengers
such as Villiers, of staying on the ship and not concerning oneself with making
arrangements for accommodations. At Mogadishu, ibn Battuta found that the situation
was ideal for traders for hosts would come to the ship and find the traders on board.
They would offer not only accommodations but would make all arrangements for the
sale of their trade goods acting as middle men between the merchants and the local
buyers.

Non merchants, such as ibn Battuta, also managed to find lodging as a

theologian he was directed to the local qadi who provided him with all lodging and
requirements. He was placed in the student‟s house and provided with three square
meals and managed to receive yet another set of clothing or robe of honor.
In China Ibn Battuta found that there were a couple of options available to the
visitor. He could go to one of the quarters where those of one‟s own faith were settled
for there were, in many of these port cities, districts which Moslems, Christian, Jews,
Zoroastrians and other were separated from one another. In these districts a leader
was often given a certain degree of power in which to govern these people according to
their customs and traditions. Another option was to stay at an inn in which the host
would safeguard his money and belongings and from this make any arrangements for
expenditures that the visitor may require, at the end of the stay any balances were
settled and the host was responsible for any shortcomings, the host acting with „perfect
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integrity‟. Accommodations were often made available for visitors especially merchants,
Chau Ju Kua noted that on Java there were trader‟s lodges where food and drink were
supplied.

Ibn Jubayr had the fortune of being accommodated in the house of the

governor while staying on the Red Sea port of Jeddah and Nikitin, on the coast of India
found inns available for the trader where food is prepared for the guests.
Alexandria emerged as one of the major trade centers of the ancient and
medieval world and the rulers invested in amenities to draw the trader and traveler.
From Ibn Jubayr of the eleventh century:
Amongst the glories of this city, and owing in truth to the Sultan, are the colleges
and hostels erected there for students and pious men from other lands. There
each may find lodging where he might retreat, and a tutor to teach him the
branch of learning he desires, and an allowance to cover all his needs. The care
of the Sultan for these strangers from afar extends to the assigning of baths in
which they may cleanse themselves when they need, to the setting up of a
hospital for the treatment of those of them who are sick, and to the appointment
of doctors to attend to them. At their disposal are servants charged with
ministering to them in the manner prescribed both as regards treatment and
sustenance. Persons have also been appointed to it who may visit those of the
strangers who are too modest to come to the hospital…
Other ports invested in infrastructure all in hopes to attract the foreign trader.
Facilities or accommodations were developed in many of the West Indian ports such as
Calicut and Quilon as well as the Chinese port of Zayton.

John Marignolli in the

thirteenth century noticed the baths that were developed for merchants and the fondaco
or factory which served traders and provided a location to store their goods. Zayton
was so favored by foreign merchants that a supposed two hundred thousand Persians,
Arabs, Indians, Malays and others lived in the port as traders and artisans.
Palembang developed into a cultural center in which Buddhism rose to
prominence. When Fa Hsien returned by sea to China he stopped by and I-Ching
stopped there on his voyage to India for six months to learn Sanskrit. He retired in
Sumatra after a brief return to China and brought recruits to study Buddhism with him.
Ma Huan noted „they tie up their ships to the shore, where there are many brick towers
on the shore; then they use small ships to enter the estuary, and so they reach the
capital.‟
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Baths and Coffee Shops
After long and dirty days on the road or at sea one of the most sought after
conveniences would have been a place in which one could cleanse themselves, Ibn
Jubayr made use of the baths of Alexandria provided by the Sultan for that very purpose
and Meshullam Ben R Menahem made use of them more than three centuries later and
he found use for them in India as well. Such amenities are seldom mentioned for they
were either extremely rare or they were a matter of course. I suspect they were fairly
common, Nasir Khusraw appreciated the baths of Cairo.
Once cleansed and fed it was to the coffee shops that these travelers would
often turn. The stories of Captain Buzurg from Indian Ocean sailing during the tenth
century were collected while sitting about in the Cafes of Siraf, drinking tea or coffee
and sharing information, tips and tales with his fellow nakhodas and pilots. It would
have been the off season when the winds were not favorable for sea voyages. But
these were quiet times lacking the thrill, the dangers and expertise of sailing on the
ocean, here were the activities considered too mundane to share with readers. For this
reason we again turn to Alan Villiers who did not overlook the tedium of staying put. At
Muttrah Bay on the Omani coast:
The Kuwait nakhodas patronized a favourite coffee-shop facing the beach near
the fish market, where their longboats landed. Here I used to sit with them, when
I was ashore, drinking from time to time – with intervals as frequent and as long
as possible – tiny cups of clove and cardamom flavoured coffee, or tiny glasses
of sweet boiled tea….These coffee-shops are like exchanges and clubs, and
most of the sea business is done in them. The nakhodas never pay for what they
have when they order it. They are known to the proprietor, and pay generously
when they leave. A deep-sea nakhoda of Arab dhows sets considerable store by
his reputation in these coffee-shops, and runs accounts in them from Jiddah to
Zanzibar, Ashar to Berbera, Mogadishu to Mutrah Bay.
These coffee houses were where the crews recharged, told their stories, true or
otherwise, and did their business, looking to sell their cargoes or to buy for the return,
and although Villiers‟ captain Nedji, would prefer not to, search for fair paying
passengers for the next leg of the trip.
There were also the local markets, places where one could wander, purchase
necessities, or even trinkets for those at home, again we turn to Villiers:
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As a change from the coffee-shop, a few of us sometimes wandered through the
congested suq….(the crew) all bought small baskets of sweetmeats as presents
for their homes….The suq, however, was interesting to walk in for a while, with
its teeming life – men shaving, men writing, men turning tiny sandstones grinding
knives, men and boys beating iron in a wayside foundry; shops full of tinsel,
calicoes, camels; hair cloth; arms shops, money-changers, hardware shops with
a selection of small padlocks – for the Arab locks everything he can – and
simple, cheap tools. The streets of the suq are of hard-trodden sand, and if it
ever rained the place would be a quagmire.
There would be, in a popular port, entertainment, from wandering musicians and
story tellers who for a few coins would ply their trade. If one were fortunate enough to
be part of an honored entourage, the local ruler may arrange for a performance. Ma
Huan, at Hormuz, was unimpressed with the juggling and acrobatic performances „none
of them unusual‟ however it was the old trick in which a goat would climb to the top of a
pole and dance according to the directions of its handler. But Ma Huan was young and
impressionable.
Magic performances have always been popular draws and Ibn Battuta provides
us with the detail of the rope trick from China. A performer would throw a ball with a
string into the air out of sight.

When the ball did not come down he ordered his

apprentice to climb the rope out of sight of the audience. After some time the magician
became impatient and with a knife he too climbed the rope.

Then parts of the

apprentice were thrown to the ground, first a hand, then feet, then his trunk and finally
the boy‟s head. The magician climbed down, bloodied and out of breath. Although the
assistant seemed to reassemble himself and was none the worse for wear Ibn Battuta
had palpitations of the heart and had to be administered a potion to remove his distress.
And there was the old sandal upside the head trick performed by yogis in India. One
rose into to the air, sitting presumably in the lotus position, when his companion made a
sandal rise into the air and started whacking on the head his partner who was still
levitated. The floater, in response to the beating, slowly lowered to the ground until he
sat with the audience.
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Prostitution
Horace, the Roman poet from the second century CE, while traveling in Southern Italy,
complained that „in my complete stupidity, I waited until the middle of the night for a
lying wench.‟ There is little doubt that Horace had made arrangements for a women,
whom he paid in advance, to spend time with him for the sole purpose of sex. What we
now call sex tourism has, not unexpectedly, been with us well before we began to move
about on the roads and seas and many of our travelers have acknowledged taking part
in it, if in a roundabout way. There is little coming clean about paying for sex, but there
are none too subtle hints that such transactions took place. In the suburbs of Khanbalic
Polo stated quite plainly that there were twenty to twenty five thousand women who
made a living by prostitution plying their trade to the vast number of foreigners,
merchants and strangers who passed through. It was such a recognized practice that
they were established much as the Mongol armies were, officers were appointed to
each hundred and in turn to each thousand who is under the direction of a captaingeneral. The crew of Villiers‟ ship in the Indian Ocean were eager to visit the brothels of
the African ports of Lamu and Zanzibar.
Ibn Battuta never paid for sex, but he took advantage of the customs that were
available to him. Whether in North Africa, Anatolia, Central Asia or in China Ibn Battuta
had access to slaves girls which he was quick to enquire upon and to take with him,
recall that he needed to ensure that his accommodations on the ships leaving India
required room for his wives and slaves. In the Maldives, after his ships, slave girls and
role as ambassador went to the bottom of the Indian Ocean, he discovered that one
could arrive and find wives to marry and when it was time to move on the women could
be divorced, they were under no obligation to leave their islands. Slave girls in China
were very cheap, but he was disappointed that once purchased they could not be forced
to leave the country, but could if they choose to do so. These practices were not unique
to the Maldives or China for it is a custom that seemed to exist in any center that
received the flow of caravan traffic or the berthing of ships from faraway ports. Balducci
Pegolotti, in his fourteenth century report on the business and travel requirements noted
that one should acquire a slave girl before hitting the roads of central Asia, but he was
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quick to point out that one could decline this requirement.
There seemed to be a practice in many regions which Athanasius Nikitin found in
fifteenth century India „it is the custom for foreign traders to stop at inns; there the food
is cooked for the guests by the landlady, who also makes the bed and sleeps with the
stranger. Women that know you willingly concede their favours, for they like white men.'
It was similar in Thailand for the crews of Zheng He, the young and impressionable Ma
Huan noted that if „a married woman is very intimate with one of our men from the
Central Country, wine and food are provided, and they drink and sit and sleep together.
The husband is quite calm and takes no exception to it; indeed he says “My wife is
beautiful and the man from the Central Country is delighted with her.‟‟‟
Marco Polo, traveling with his father and uncle, were unlikely strict abstainers
from the sex trade while away from home. Upon arriving at the city of Hami on the
fringes of the Taklamakan desert Polo found with apparent surprise that the inhabitants
are quite eager to provide lodging in their homes, nothing too remarkable in itself but the
masters of the household:
give positive orders to their wives, daughters, sisters, and other female relations,
to indulge their guests in every wish, whilst they themselves leave their homes,
and retire into the city, and the stranger lives in the house with the females as if
they were his own wives, and they send whatever necessaries may be wanted;
but for which, it is to their houses so long as the strangers remain in them. This
abandonment of the females of their family to accidental guests, who assume the
same privileges and meet with the same indulgences as if they were their own
wives, is regarded by these people as doing them honour and adding to their
reputation considering the hospitable reception of strangers, who (after the perils
and fatigues of a long journey) stand in need of relaxation, as an action
agreeable to their deities, calculated to draw down the blessing of increase upon
their families, to augment their substance, and to procure them safely from all
dangers, as well as a successful issue to all their undertakings. The women are
in truth very handsome, very sensual, and fully disposed to conform in this
respect to the injunction of their husbands.
We could call it overenthusiastic hospitality but it is a thinly veiled pretense for the sex
trade set up in virtually all cities and ports where foreigners are known to pass through.
Were these the wives and daughters of the owner of the home, we cannot definitively
decide this, but a houseful of willing women, handsome and sensual, with a master who
was willing to disappear whenever the guests arrived strikes me more like a brothel.
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The Mongol Khan who ruled at the time found this to be a scandalous custom and made
efforts to put an end to it, but as has been the case with many of these efforts before
and since, he did not succeed. Polo found a similar practice in Tibet. Henry Yule
suggests that Marco returned to Venice with two half-brothers, Stefano and Zannino.
Were these two the product of a marriage? Yule is not able to conclude either way and
we hear nothing of their mothers. Neither do we hear anything of offspring from Marco
Polo himself, either abandoned indifferently in China or having returned with him to Italy.
Stories
These ports and market towns were not only a gathering place for the exchange of
goods but also the exchange of stories. In the forums of Athens, the Cafes of Siraf or in
any of the markets of these points of trade travelers would gather and exchange their
stories with other sojourners or with the locals with whom they would interact. If this
were a home port it would allow those returning time with their families which, if they
were perhaps Arabs of the ninth or tenth centuries returning from China, had been away
for a year and a half. Marco Polo had been away for twenty four years and Ibn Battuta
for twenty five, both with marvelous stories of their travels. If one had returned to their
own port or city, questions would eventually arise, from wives and children „what did you
bring me?‟ and from business associates „was it profitable?‟ or „did you find new
products which we could trade?‟ And once these questions had been settled and there
was a certain recovery or easement of responsibilities, stories of the voyage would
come to light. In the family homes of hundreds of towns that spanned the length of the
Mediterranean and the shores of the Indian Ocean, the South China Sea, the Steppes
of Central Asia and beyond, adventures would be told. There would be sober accounts
of the conditions of the sea in unfamiliar areas or word of hostile shores in which princes
or pirates would threaten the wellbeing of cargo and crew serving as notice for future
voyages. The first stories would have been on the exploits of warrior kings and their
followers and their victories. After this the stories of faraway places of unknown peoples
would have come up.

These stories told upon return came to be our source of

storytelling and beginnings of millennia of literature.
The stories of Gilgamesh and the Ramayana involved travel to strange and
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wondrous places and this is the tradition from which Homer comes. Homer left us two
works, the first was an account of the Trojan War in which hundreds of Greeks ships
gloriously sailed to the Hellespont, laid siege and eventually sacked the city of Troy at
the gateway to the Black Sea. War stories, provided they were stories of victory, were
always popular and were passed down the generations until someone, in this case
Homer, and jotted the stories down for wider circulation. The Iliad of Homer was a hit as
it has been available to readers for almost three thousand years. It was so popular in
his day that Homer decided to write a sequel, much as today a successful movie is
followed by a less successful follow up, in this case the Odyssey, a travel story of one
Greek combatant, Ulysses of Ithaca, and his efforts to get back home.
Ulysses went to Troy with twelve ships and stood out as a strong combatant
amongst the Greeks. There are Gods who help or hinder Ulysses, there are monsters
and evil characters that Ulysses must overcome in order to make it home. His crew
turned to piracy and sacked a city of the Cicons, putting people to the sword, taking
their wives and booty. Not knowing when to safely cast off some began to drink the
wine and eat the sheep they had looted, giving the Cicon survivors time to regroup and
attack Ullysses‟ men, seventy of whom were killed. The survivors sailed to the land of
the Lotus eaters from where Ulysses had to rescue his men, high on Lotus leaves with
no desire to continue their homeward journey. There was the one eyed Cyclops who
Ulysses had to blind in order to escape.

They had to endure a bag of wind that

prevented them from returning home then his men had to be saved as the god Circe
turned them into pigs, a metaphor perhaps for eighth century Greek men sailing about
the Mediterranean. They endured the Sirens but many succumbed when devoured by a
sea monster. The diminished party landed on an island, plentiful, with sheep and cattle
which they slaughtered, the problem was that the livestock belonged to a God who got
pissed and attacked the men. Ulysses alone managed to survive and found himself on
Calypso‟s island, a sex crazed Goddess who kept Ulysses captive for seven years. He
was allowed to leave but had to endure many more travails before he could enter his
home with his faithful wife and loving son waiting for him.
Homer wrote hundreds of years after the battle of Troy and would have selected
from and compiled the various verbal stories that would have been passed down over
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the generations.

The Iliad was based on actual events but the Odyssey was an

entertaining fiction. To write the Odyssey Homer had a fairly free hand but he needed to
draw from stories that he gathered, probably from a port of the ancient Greek world
where he could talk to sailors and warriors returning from distant shores with tales, true
or contrived, which Homer could embellish as he saw fit for his own literary license. Our
travelers have returned with many of their own stories.

Gog and Magog
One story that travelers have returned with over the centuries is of the people of Gog
and Magog, giants who lived far to the north of the Caspian Sea and of whom few of our
travelers have claimed to have made contact or seen firsthand. Most accounts of these
people are second hand and vary significantly over time. In the ninth century, Salim the
interpreter was sent by his sovereign to ensure that these people, who were expected to
unleash themselves upon southern civilizations in the days of the ever expected
apocalypse, were safely contained. Alexander the Great had supposedly put in place a
wall with the intention of preventing these people from invading the south. Twelve
hundred years had passed and it could not be certain that the wall was still in good
repair, but Salim found it secure and the south was safe, for now, from this massive
heathen influx.
In the tenth century Ibn Fadlan visited the land of the Bulgars north of the
Caspian and was told of a man who of enormous size and the Bulgars knew only that
he came from the land of Gog and Magog some three months to the north in a land
where they lived naked and procreated like beasts. This man from the north lived
amongst them for a few months but upon seeing him, children would drop dead and
pregnant women would miscarry and if he took hold of a man by his hands he would kill
him. He proved to be such a threat that they had him hung from a tree until dead. Ibn
Fadlan went to see the bones of the giant „I saw his head. It was like a great beehive.
His ribs were like the stalk of a date cluster and the bones of his legs and arms were
enormous too.‟
From Spain in the twelfth century, Abu Hamid al-Andalusi al Gharnati was
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perhaps the only one who claims to have seen one of the people from Gog and Magog
although he referred to them as being from the race of „Ad. Al Gharnati came only to his
waist and the man could „take the leg of a horse that had just been slaughtered, and in
a moment, at great speed, break the bone and cut through the skin and nerves. Even
with an axe, I would not have been able to do it so quickly.‟ He could carry a horse
under his arm and was used as a soldier, with a great wooden mace causing the enemy
to surrender. But he was not ferocious as others would have had us believe being
„modest and in no way quarrelsome‟ fortunately there was one bathhouse in town that
had doors large enough to accommodate him.
In Marco Polo‟s account of the east there is a brief and vague mention of the
people of Gog and Magog north of China who had dwelled there since before the arrival
of the Mongols. Polo mentions nothing exceptional about these people and about fifty
years later the same people are mentioned, although living in the hills about the
Caspian Sea, by Sir John Mandeville who considers them to be of the Lost Tribes of
Israel and who are contained on all sides by mountains. From this account there is
nothing extraordinary about these people but it has continued a long, and somewhat
sober, account of the races that for centuries had been known as Gog and Magog who
had been associated with the biblical Jews and Alexander the Great.
Dragons were, and remain at least in our entertainment, a threat to the traveler
and have been encountered throughout the ages from the European Alps to Japan.
Recall Fa Hsien crossing the mountains as he entered India heard of „venomous
dragons, which, when provoked, spit forth poisonous winds, and cause showers of
snow and storms of sand and gravel. Not one in ten thousand of those who encounter
these dangers escapes with his life.‟ Sung Yun travelling through the same region for
similar reasons encountered the same dragons a hundred years later who breathed
blinding snow, but found they could appeased through religious services making their
journey less difficult.

Xuanzang also wrote of spirits and demons in the same

mountains who caused all sorts of calamities. William of Rubruck had to summon his
prayers near Lake Balkash in Mongolia: „On the second Saturday in Advent in the
evening we were making our way through a place among the most dreadful rocks, when
our guide sent to ask me to say some holy words which could put demons to flight, for in
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that pass demons used suddenly to carry off men and nobody knew what became of
them. Sometimes they would snatch a horse leaving the man behind, at other times
they would tear out a man‟s entrails and leave the body on the horse, and many other
such things frequently happened there. Then we sang in a loud voice “Credo in Unum
Deum” and, by the grace of God, we reached the other side with the whole party intact.‟
None of our travelers claimed to have encountered the demons or dragons personally.

Rukh Bird
Ibn Battuta did not claim to encounter demons or dragons but after three days on the
South China Sea his ship had a close encounter with a Rukh, a giant bird that could
challenge the wellbeing of a ship, fortunately for posterity he was able to escape. And a
good escape it was for Polo, who placed the bird south of Madagascar and while he did
not gain sight of it himself he reported that the bird resembled an „eagle, but it is
incomparably greater in size; being so large and strong as to seize an elephant with its
talons, and to lift it into the air, from whence it lets it fall to the ground, in order that when
dead it may prey upon the carcass. Persons who have seen this bird assert that when
the wings are spread they measure sixteen paces in extent, from point to point; and that
the feather are eight paces in length, and thick in proportion.‟ He talked to people (who
no doubt talked to people) who had seen a feather from the bird measuring ninety
spans long and two palms in circumference. Sinbad encountered the Rukh, in fact he
took a free ride on one of his many escapes from certain death. Benjamin of Tudela
and Friar Jordanus both recounted the bird but neither made claims to have seen it.
Masudi writing in the tenth century discounted any possibility that the bird was real
however Yule in his heavily edited volume on Polo searches far and wide to find some
semblance of reality in the account. The Rukh lives on in the card game Magic the
Gathering as one of the card characters, a game played in dingy basements and
warehouses by the less athletically minded.
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Other Myths
John of Plano Carpini sat around many a campfire listing to the stories, through many
translations, of strange people who live in or near the realms of the Mongols. There
were those called the Cyclopedes whom the Tartars encountered „who had a human
shape, but only one arm with a hand, in the middle of the breast, and one foot, and two
of them shot with one bow; and they ran at such a rate that horses could not keep on
their track, for they ran by hopping on their one foot and, when they grew tired with this
method of progress, then they got along on the hand and foot turning cart-wheels.‟
Returning from war in Burma the Mongols found monsters who had the likeness of
women:
When they asked them by means of many interpreters where the men-folk of that
country were, they replied that every female born there had a human form, but
every male had the shape of a dog. Whilst they were prolonging their stay in this
land, the dogs collected together in another part of the river and, in the severe
winter weather, they plunged into the water; immediately after this they rolled in
the dust, and the dust thus mixed with the water froze on them. When they had
done this many times, they were covered with a thick coating of ice, and with a
great rush they joined battle with the Tartars. But when the latter shot at them
with their arrows, the arrows rebounded as if they had shot at stones; nor were
their other arms able to injure them in any way. The dogs, however, springing
upon the Tartars, bit them, wounding and killing many of them, and in this way
they cast them out of their country. This gave rise to a saying which is still
current among the Tartars: “Your father or brother was killed by the dogs.”
And there were those who lived far to the north, bordering the ocean who had faces like
dogs and hooves of oxen. There were those called the Parossites, who had small
mouths and stomachs and consumed food by inhaling the steam as it cooked,
otherwise they took little food.

John Mandeville
Around the time that Ibn Battuta was traversing North Africa, Egypt and the Saudi
Peninsula we have the account of another traveler who made his way from the far
western world to the furthest extents of the Eastern. Like all of these travelers, Sir John
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Mandeville provides us with many accounts of strange and exotic people and places,
however he seems to cover more oddities per literary real estate than any of our other
travelling companions. He goes into detail on what he found on the islands of the Indian
Ocean:
There are many different kinds of people in these isles. In one, there is a race of
great stature, like giants, full and horrible to look at; they have one eye only, in
the middle of their foreheads. They eat raw flesh and raw fish. In another part,
there are ugly folk without heads, who have eyes in each shoulder‟ their mouths
are found, like a horseshoe, in the middle of their chest. In yet another part there
are headless men whose eyes and mouths are on their backs. And there are in
another place folk with flat faces, without noses or eyes; but they have two small
holes instead of eyes, and a flat lipless mouth. In another isle there are ugly
fellows whose upper lip is so big that when they sleep in the sun they cover all
their faces with it. In another there are people of small stature, like dwarfs, a little
bigger than pygmies. They have no mouth, but instead a little hole, and so when
they must eat they suck their food through a reed or pipe. They have no
tongues, and hiss and make signs as monks do, to each other, and each of them
understands what the other means. In another isle there are people whose ears
are so big that they hang down to their knees. In another, people have feet like
horses, and run so swiftly on them that they overtake wild beasts and kill them for
their food. In another isle there are people who walk on their hands and their feet
like four-footed beasts; they are hairy and climb up trees as readily as apes.
There is another isle where the people are hermaphrodite, having the parts of
each sex, and each has a breast on one side. When they use the male member,
they beget children and when they use the female, they bear children. There is
another isle where the folk move on their knees marvelously, and it seems as if
at each step they would fall; on each foot they have eight toes. There is still
another isle where the people have only one foot, which is so broad that it will
cover all the body and shade it from the sun. They will run so fast on this one
foot that it is a marvel to see them. There is also another isle where the people
live just on the smell of a kind of apple; and if they lost that smell, they would die
forthwith. Many other kinds of folk there are in other isles about there, which are
too numerous to relate.
There are half man half goats and people who looked like dogs and some who
looked like and were the size of monkeys. There was the island of giants, twenty or
thirty feet tall and others who may have been fifty or sixty feet tall. They lived wild, in
skins and in caves and fed only on flesh, seizing the crew of passing ships, two in each
hand, and returning to the island for an afternoon snack, stories that recall Homer and
Sinbad. In Sri Lanka there are ants, the size of dogs, who mine for gold which the
locals are then able to collect, recalling the writings of Herodotus. In Central Asia he
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recounts the Gryphon, part eagle part lion that had the strength of eight lions.
He provides a story of the ever sought after fountain of youth in China where
there was a well with water that has the tastes of spices and throughout the day the
taste of the water changes. Drinking this water will cure one of whatever illness that
person may be suffering. The locals, needless to say, were never ill and maintained,
always, the appearance of youth. Mandeville also managed to improve his health from
the water even years after having drank from it.
Sir John Mandeville tells us that he left his home in 1322 made his way through
Turkey, Armenia, Syria, Persia, Arabia, Egypt, Libya, Ethiopia, Amazonia, India, Sri
Lanka, the Islands of Indonesia, and like all the others made his way to China. He
returned in 1356 to retire and write his travel memoirs. In Egypt he served the Sultan
and in China he, and his unnamed companions, fought for the Khan for sixteen months.
His legacy was of value for Columbus reportedly travelled with a copy of his account on
his voyage to the Americas (along with Polo‟s account and Ptolemy‟s geography) and
Martin Frobisher, in the search for the Northwest Passage in the fifteen seventies
supposedly had a copy with him. Mandeville was apparently an English knight who, in
the north of France, spent his final days leaving us with his writing.
The problem with Sir John Mandeville however is that he is possibly a complete
fraud. There is no supporting record that such a knight existed and the name is thought
to have been made up by some bored priest or clergyman, literate but unable to venture
far from home, it has been suggested that the his furthest journey was to his local
library.

Similar charges have been leveled against Polo and Ibn Battuta.

Virtually

everything that Mandeville passes on to us can be gleaned from other sources, Carpini,
Rubrick, Polo and further back to Herodotus, Pliny and Ptolemy. From Herodotus he
identifies that the sun lies to the north and is aware that ships of the Indian Ocean are
not made of nails which comes from numerous European accounts of sailing on that
sea.
But were his accounts completely second hand? Perhaps he did travel to the
farther reaches but without notes drew upon the sources available, in his library, to jog
his memory of what we saw and what he was told. He often claimed that what he writes
of he saw for himself, but there is information which he passes on for which he does not
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claim to have seen firsthand, the sater (half goat half man) that he was told about in the
deserts of Egypt. He makes it clear that he himself did not meet the sater or encounter
some of his other stories. He anticipates, perhaps out of guilt, the criticism that what he
relates may not be believed for on his descriptions of China he declares: „And if some
men perhaps will not believe me about what I have said, and say it is all a fable, what I
say about the nobleness and excellence and riches of the Great Khan and his court,
and the multitude of men there that I told of, I do not really care. But let the man who
will, believe it; and leave him alone who will not. I shall nevertheless say something of
what I saw with my own eyes, of him and his people and the government of his court,
whether they believe it or not.‟ A similar declaration made by Marco Polo.
Michael Wolfe in his collection of accounts on travel to Mecca suggests that
these stories, whether by Mandeville or others, were „inventions devised to entertain
and warn, provided the reader an armchair thrill as they enforced the self-congratulatory
image of a world with a normal Europe at its center and a monstrous East at the
margins.‟ They provided the unreal from a world that was, in the mind of those back
home, real. Or for those stories that have a ring of truth Luce Boulnois has postured
that, travelling east of west: „Merchants‟ accounts included their own observations as
well as the tales and stories, the hearsay and the legends, which the men must have
told each other in the evenings around a meal, during a halt, or while travelling at night,
when it was too hot to walk by day. Conversations must have been held in two or three
languages. But as each individual travelled only a segment of the transcontinental road,
the tales and information changed hands as they moved along.‟

Communities
With the constant moving about on the seas there developed communities of traders
and craftsmen from overseas where languages and customs were maintained as was a
link with the homeland where generations were raised. This seems less unusual at the
time when Villiers sailed into the Port of Zanzibar Island where in the market he
encountered Greeks, Goans, Punjabis, Arabs of various origins and others all jostling in
the streets of the local market. This mixing and blending of peoples have been ongoing
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for centuries, even millennia and one of the first examples we find of it is in Calicut on
the west coast of India. It is perhaps surprising that in the early years of the Christian
era we find settled there, Yavanas acting as bodyguards to the Tamil Kings of the time.
The Yavanas were subjects of Rome who had sailed to India on the Monsoon winds
discovered by Hippalus, where they settled and established a community. There seems
to have been some degree of European migration to the coast of India under the
Roman Empire. We can‟t be sure from where the Yavanas actually came from, they
may have come from the Mediterranean although from the boot of Italy is unlikely. They
were likely Egyptians or Greeks from the Indian Ocean diaspora who had settled there
since the days of Alexander. Egypt had come under the sway of the Roman Empire
thirty years prior to the Common Era so the Yavanas may have indeed been Roman
subjects but unlikely from the capital. There may have been the odd traveler who sailed
to India from the peninsula, a merchant, a senior military official or someone who had
crossed to the wrong side of Roman law and sought exile as far away as possible, but
in any case these people would have been rare.
There still exists in Cochi India some vague remnants of the arrival of these
Yavanas. There is a street called Jew street, visited more by curious tourists to see an
old Synagogue that has supported the dwindling Jewish population for centuries and
although this Synagogue does not date to the arrival of the Yavanas, the Jewish
population there does and were perhaps exiles from the Roman persecution of Jews in
the Mediterranean in the first century.
The West coast of India has found a collection of foreign settlers throughout the
time period in which we are mostly discussing. Ludovico Varthema who arrived in India
in the waning days before the Portuguese arrived, noted merchants in Calicut, mostly
Moorish from the Bengal, the Indonesian Archipelago, Gujarat, Hormuz and other ports
in the Indian Ocean. It was these Muslims that took on much of the shipping, according
to Varthema, as the Indians did not much take to the sea. He estimated that „in Calicut
there are at least fifteen thousand Moors, who are for the greater part natives of the
country.‟
Hormuz at the entrance to the Persian Gulf was another such melting pot of
foreigners, in the fifteenth century it included Egyptians, Syrians, Iraqis, Turks as well as
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Chinese, Javans, Bengalis, Malaccans, Abyssinians, Zanzibaris, Gujaratis and from all
the coasts of Arabia. Aden was also another multicultural entrepot. Arabs themselves
spread out on the seas and settled throughout the ports of the Indian Ocean and further
east. Philip D Curtain relates that from Somalia to Sofala, by 1250, Arabs and Persians
had established and controlled thirty or forty towns. In the ninth century Arabs had
sailed so far as to have established large communities in Guangzhou in south China
reportedly to be as large as two hundred thousand, however we must be cautious of
these figures for in the tenth century Buzurg advises us that although travel to China did
occur it was rare.
From India, sailors and traders focused their attention eastward settling on the
shores of the Bay of Bengal and the islands of the Indonesia. While the various Indians
did not significantly populate these places they brought the influence of Hinduism,
Buddhism in the first century and later in the twelfth century brought Islam to which the
locals looked for their spiritual needs. They also established these ports in a link that
brought goods to and from China to the Indian Ocean and beyond to Europe.
In the early fourteenth century Ma Huan encountered Chinese throughout the
Indonesian Islands, at Malacca and particularly on the Island of Java. These are the
for-runners of what today are referred to as the Straits Chinese or Peranakans,
descendants of these Chinese who are scattered throughout Malaysia, Indonesia and
Singapore and still maintain a distinct identity from more recent Chinese arrivals.
At Alexandria, Europeans were settled in the city but during the Moslem holy
days they were confined to their own quarters. Most of these foreign communities have
continued to exist and are testament to the ongoing mixing and movement of people
around the world, the only difference today is that home is but a few hours away.

Means of Travel
When Mark Twain arrived in Mediterranean ports the first thing he had to do was to find
an office in which he could exchange his US dollars for the local currency, from Spain,
France and Italy to Lebanon he had to navigate the exchange rates of each country.
There are destinations which still require the modern traveler to trade their home
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currencies for the local. Quite often this is done in a bank where the exchange is
considered honest and reasonably fair, but there are still currency traders in Singapore,
Thailand, Turkey and elsewhere who operate from their small storefronts making
exchanges with foreigners or locals returning home with left over cash. The reliability of
these traders is always questioned, deserved or not. In general however we have the
advantage (and pitfalls) of electronic currency exchanges in which our meals and
souvenirs can be paid for by credit, and local cash can be drawn directly from a
machine and accounting of our excesses can be reconciled upon return. Needless to
say these transactions have not always been available.
The Polos were merchants and travelled with highly valuable, but reasonably
portable, precious stones which they could trade for goods as required or for local
currency. Gold and stones were always a convenient means of exchange for they were
accepted everywhere and could be traded for lodging, food and animals, even in the
most remote areas. They could also be exchanged at customs houses for the local coin
for use within that jurisdiction which could be a petty little kingdom or a vast empire such
as ruled by the Mongols. But with this type of exchange there were no fixed rates and
travelers were subject to the local vagaries of the market although travelers to Asia had
a fairly good idea of the rates in the thirteenth century. Balducci Pegolotti was able to
compile a guide book which gave exchange rates for precious metals for the journey.
When the elder Polos, Marco‟s father and uncle, made their first journey to the
east they had to rely on their own resources, however upon their return and their
subsequent trip they had the patronage of the Khan. They had in their possession a
golden tablet, a passport of sorts issued by the Khan which had so much more to offer
than our passports of today.

This tablet gave them rights of free and safe travel

throughout Mongol domains as well as access to accommodations, animals and
provisions as required. So when Marco joined up for the second trip he was travelling
with privileges that few travelers could have had. John of Plano Carpini and William of
Rubruck travelled to the east with gifts for the Khan which were provided by the Pope
and the King of France. They travelled under the auspices of their employers so this
granted them some rights and privileges while in lands that adhered to the Christian
church, once they arrived in the lands of the Mongols they fortunately were recognized
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as envoys and travelled under the patronage of the Khan and his subordinates. But
whatever goods they travelled with, as gifts or as goods to trade to advance their
progress, they were insufficient and their minders looked for their own gifts, or bribes, as
payment to move them along.
If you remember Ruy Gonzalez de Clavijo travelled from Spain through central
Asia as an envoy of the Spanish King. He travelled with a body of diplomats who acted
in the service of Tamerlane and while in his domains the party was able to procure
pretty much what they wanted upon arrival. Gonzalez was quite amused to see the
locals beaten when they did not provide the food and accommodations required and
expected.
Ludovico Varthema got to travel through Egypt on to Baghdad and the Saudi
Peninsula and on to India as a Janissary, a paid soldier protecting pilgrims to Mecca
and was able to visit where few of his contemporary Europeans had the chance. To the
far reaches of the Indonesian Archipelago he teamed up with a trader and posed as his
partner. Once he was done with his travels he hitched a ride home with the newly
arrived Portuguese from the Indian coast. Much like national militaries today, those who
are unable to afford it can see the world while in the service of their country. William Pitt
was dragged through the lands of Arabia as a slave so really had no say in the matter.
In order to present himself to Muhammed Tuglag, the Sultan of India, Ibn Battuta
needed to arrive in style and with presents. There was a practice that those who arrived
with a present were rewarded with a return present many times the value of the original,
there was probably a high degree of re gifting involved, for where is a Sultan to keep all
these useless gifts brought to him by those trying to elicit his favors. In any case Ibn
Battuta, in the Sind, went thousands of dinars into debt in order to acquire a gift as well
as a suitable entourage of attendants and riding animals. Upon receiving his return gift,
in addition to a plumb position in the royal service, Ibn Battuta was able to pay off his
creditors who made a more than fair profit. Debt was always one means of advancing
one‟s travels although loans were not always made in such ostentatious situations.
Nasir Khusraw, while penniless and destitute in Arabia had to take out a loan in order to
make it to Baghdad with no idea how he could repay his lender.
We have already discussed the notion that Ibn Battuta was a bit of a freeloader,
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leech and hanger on, finding his next meal by getting the ear of those who dispensed
gifts. From Governors, khans, princesses, sultans, wazirs, amirs and commander of
caravans, he was able to get close to them and through guile, persuasion or perhaps
through the sheer force of his personality was able to get them to part with a portion of
their wealth to which Ibn Battuta, wisely, used to advance his travels. He also tapped
into the network of Madrassas or religious schools that spread throughout the world of
Islam and through which any religious traveler was welcomed to stay and study with the
residents.
He has been trashed for this but he was not the only one to take advantage of
the patronage of his co-religionists. Xuanzang relied on his Buddhist connections in his
travels although he comes across as somewhat less gloating than Ibn Battuta. He
stayed with religious orders throughout his travels which provided him lodging and food
and guidance in moving forward, but there were gifts beyond the basic necessities
including horses, and on one occasion an elephant, in which to carry the manuscripts
and artifacts that he had gathered. He accepted gold and silver coins but he used these
to light the lamps and distribute amongst various convents. He did use some of this
readily exchangeable coinage to finance his return journey.

Rabban Sauma

undoubtedly relied on his Nestorian co-religionists for assistance as did the Jewish
travelers Benjamin of Tudela, Rabbi Petachia and others.
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Why
I recall in the late nineteen sixties my siblings and I would be bundled into the back of
our Rambler wagon for an eight hour drive from our home in Northern Quebec to visit
family in South Western Ontario. This was a yearly routine, our pilgrimage of sorts, to
the childhood homes of our parents and to reconnect with grandparents, aunts, uncles
and cousins. We had two weeks each year for this excursion, this was the time allotted
to my father for his annual break from his routine and his and my mother‟s opportunity
to get away from it all. Some of us are a bit more fortunate and we can now manage
three or perhaps four weeks, but in the west, Canada and the United States, two weeks‟
vacation from our employment is the standard. As short as this time is it gives us the
opportunity leave it all behind. We choose to do this in various ways, some prefer to
remain at home and spend their time with a book or in the garden or perhaps doing
nothing at all. More and more of us are looking to spend this limited time away from
home, in Canada a return to nature, as crowded as it sometimes is, can be very
appealing and camping, trailering or canoeing have become popular options. We will
often save our time for the long bleak Canadian winters in which we can embrace the
season and go on ski vacations or other similar winter activities. Often we head south
for the warmer climes of the southern US, Mexico the Caribbean where we can eat,
drink, sun and sin ourselves without restraint in all-inclusive environments and deal as
little as possible with the local customs.
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It is through these vacations that most of us get to see the world as limited as
that view may be. In such instances we can hardly call ourselves travelers, we are
tourists plain and simple as we are guided through the entire experience with little effort
or risk on our part. I do not hold anything against these vacations to escape the winter
with the limited time that we have, my family and I have taken them and made the most
of them.
Cruise ships have also become popular options in which we arrive at the vessel
and have no need to leave as we sail to nowhere in particular. Mark Twain gave us an
account of what was one of the very first of these cruises from eighteen sixty seven
which he claimed it to be no more than a pleasure trip or a picnic. This was perhaps the
very beginning of the pleasure trip, the embryonic stage of mass tourism of which most
of us are now familiar.
The annual getting away from it all is actually centuries old although it has been
limited to the very few. Marco Polo gives a detailed account of the yearly jaunt of Kublai
Khan who departed his capital every March packing ten thousand falconers for his two
day journey to the sea where he had the very best of hawking. We can imagine the joy
of it all as the:
Emperor himself is carried upon four elephants in a fine chamber made of timber,
lined inside with plates of beaten gold, and outside with lions‟ skins (for he always
travels in this way on his fowling expeditions, because he is troubled with gout).
He always keeps beside him a dozen of his choicest gerfalcons, and is attended
by several of his Barons, who ride on horseback alongside. And sometimes, as
they may be going along, and the Emperor from his chamber is holding discourse
with the Barons, one of the latter shall exclaim: “Sire! Look out for the Cranes!”
Then the Emperor instantly has the top of his chamber thrown open, and having
marked the cranes he casts one of his gerfalcons, whichever he pleases; and
often the quarry is struck within his view, so that he has the most exquisite sport
and diversion, there as he sits in his chamber or lies on his bed; and all the
Barons with him get the enjoyment of it likewise! So it is not without reason I tell
you that I do not believe there ever existed in the world or ever will exist, a man
with such sport and enjoyment as he has, or with such rare opportunities.
The entire court of the Khan would travel either ahead or with him with a city of
ten thousand tents set up on the sea shore, much in the manner that it would have been
back at the capital. Outings during the day would be made by the barons and others of
the entourage for the hunt of dear and other animals that have been protected
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throughout the remainder of the year for the hunting pleasures of the court. Then in
May the entire process would be reversed for the two day trek of hawking atop of
elephants as the train made its way back to the capital. These seasonal treks come
from a tradition of the Nomads who would move with their herds from the cooler climes
during the summer to the warmer altitudes of the winter. As the power and wealth
became consolidated at the top these migrations would continue but more to escape the
climate than for the welfare of the animals and the tribes.
These were the journeys of the tourist, well planned, periodic and essentially for
pleasure and are really not the journeys of which we have been discussing. Most
journeys taken by our travelers were not necessarily well planned.
Those who ventured outside the law or who chose to leave for an indiscretion
would face a wandering life.

Jeannine Auboyer talks of Indian Brahmins who,

excommunicated, had to continue wandering as no village or caste would accept them
and they would find it best simply to leave the country. And there was the renegade,
Wolfe has mentioned many of them, „runaway adolescents, deserters of merchant navy
ships, riffraff, freebooters, here and there a disillusioned priest‟, certainly many
Europeans ended up in lands unfamiliar, Ludovico Varthema being one of them, and we
can readily expect that Chinese, Japanese, Indians and others could be found on the
road far from home with little prospect of return. We might even considering putting Ibn
Battuta in this category.
Frequently we find travelers in service of their sovereign on the road, diplomates
sent to engage other kings, sultans and khans often to form alliances against a real or
perceived common enemy. John of Plano Carpini, William of Rubruck, Ruy Gonzalez
de Clavijo wandered west in service of their lords. The Caliphs of Cordoba employed
and sent well-read Jews not in search of allies but for books for the libraries of Spain.
We know so much of the monks and priests who set out on the road, often at
their own initiative. Fa Hsien and Xuanzang followed a long list of monks who made
their way from China to India in order to strengthen their religious sources back home.
Rabban Sauma ventured west as a pilgrim in hopes to visit the origins of Christianity.
Many a good Moslem found their way to Mecca as that was what a good Moslem was
expected to do, both Ibn Battuta and Ibn Jubayr visited, and Nasir Khusraw made his
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way as a form of repentance for his wayward habits. Benjamin of Tudela set out, as did
many of his fellow Jews, to find Jews of the east and to discover in what conditions they
lived. Regardless of the religion there were sites of pilgrimage, throughout India, the
Arab world and also in Europe.
It was the traders who paved the way. Men, like Marco Polo, who sought to eke
out a profit by buying and selling, setting off for the next location and pounding the paths
that all others would follow. Most traders would not have ventured beyond the next
market down the road but they would have directed the diplomats, priests, monks and
wanderers to the next market where another trader would send them on to the next.
Some of the information left to us, valid or not, comes indirectly from these traders.
But all of these are excuses. The Exile, the diplomat, the people of faiths and the
traders essentially traveled because that is what they wanted. There was a desire on
their part to venture to places unknown and to meet people unfamiliar, with the probable
exception of poor old John of Plano Carpini who non-stopped complained across the
entire Asian steppe. Staying at home was what suited most people perfectly well, but
not for these men. They were perhaps the ubiquitous ten percent who stepped outside
the norm and sought out the world.
For Ibn Jubayr it was an escape from responsibility: „Seize the chance of
freedom from the cares of the world before family and children ensnare you, before the
day comes when you gnash your teeth in regret of the time that is gone.‟ Wilfred
Thesiger travelled throughout the Arabian Peninsula and East Africa for similar reasons,
to escape the trappings of modern technology and to see a way of life that was in the
process of disappearing. Alan Villiers sailed the Indian Ocean for the exact same
reasons. Herodotus never gives us a reason why he travelled about the lands of the
Mediterranean, but his writing and his becoming the Father of History was secondary,
his main goal was to go and see, and fortunately for us he gave us a story. Kapusinski
says of Herodotus: „What set him into motion? Made him act? Compelled him to
undertake the hardships of travel, to subject himself to the hazards of one expedition
after another? I think that it was simply curiosity about the world. The desire to be
there, to see it at any cost, to experience it no matter what.‟
It‟s much the same today. Many of us will travel to the resorts of the south or
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even to somewhat familiar lands, but we are always happy to return, rarely do we wish
to continue our journey. But there are those of us who are not content to return, and if
you are reading this I‟m guessing you are one of them, we are the ten percent that wish
to continue our journey. We cannot travel as our heroes have done, those days are
gone, regardless of how hard we may try to recreate them, in any case few of us are
hardy enough to endure what was endured hundreds of years ago. Even hundreds of
years ago people were not necessarily all that hardy, I can only guess at the travel
literature that has been lost only because their authors did not reach home to write
them.
In the eighteen sixties a twelve year old French boy from Bordeaux set out on his
own without the permission or knowledge of his family. He did not get too far, only to a
nearby town where he found employment in the service of a travelling umbrella
salesman, his brother managed, rather easily, to track him down. When his brother
confronted him the boy seemed to be a bit confused and confessed that he was at a bit
of a loss to explain why he was there carting about umbrellas for an unknown salesman.
The boy, Albert Dadas, returned home and resumed his career working as an
apprentice with a manufacturer of gas equipment.
Some years later as a gainfully employed adult, Albert disappeared from his
workplace with one hundred francs given to him by his employer to purchase coke for
the equipment. He was found on a bench in Paris, sent back to his family and he
worked diligently to pay back the hundred francs to his employer. Dadas, although
perhaps a bit socially awkward, was essentially a good and reliable worker however he
would periodically disappear and head out on the road for destinations unknown to his
family, his coworkers and even, oddly enough, to himself. He managed to visit a good
deal of France and beyond, Belgium, Germany, and Austria onto Moscow,
Constantinople and Algeria. Upon his return, whether upon his own volition or by the
help of authorities, he would have little recollection of where he had been or by what
means he had arrived there.
At some point Dadas became aware that his sudden departures and his lack of
memory was somehow out of the norm and that perhaps he should get to the bottom of
this.

He was admitted to a hospital of Saint-Andre and came under the notice of
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Philippe Tissie, a doctor who diagnosed him with a mental illness in which he would
uncontrollably set off to wander. Albert Dadas became the first fugueur who came to
the attention of the medical community. This community placed a number of tags on
Albert‟s condition depending on their location, the German‟s called it Wandertrieb,
others automatisme ambulatoire, determiniismo amgulatorio, dromomania, and
poriomanie. Regardless of how it was labelled it was a real condition and in the late
nineteenth century and early twentieth centuries it became something of a fad to find a
fugueur and put forward one‟s hypothesis.
This was not some condition that enabled its subjects to depart without
responsibility or care, there were real repercussions and Albert Dadas suffered horribly
from them. He would live his life in a routine and productive manner but at some point
he would experience headaches, anxiety, sweats and insomnia and then off he would
go.

His travels would not be without effects, he was arrested numerous times for

various reasons but usually for matters related to vagrancy. In Moscow he was arrested
and held for three months with political prisoners, some of whom were removed for
execution. He was forcibly marched, with other undesirables, to the border with the
Ottoman Empire and dumped there where he had to find his own way home.

He

deserted the army at one point and was sentenced to three years hard labor but
because of his condition served only eight months. He convinced a friend to travel with
him, but the friend succumbed to exhaustion and died in Belgium. His mother passed
away during one of his wanderings. He had been engaged to marry but his behavior
brought an end to that relationship.
Otherwise it would have been easy to see that his wandering was no more than
shirking his responsibilities and perhaps in some way it was, but Albert Dadas would
blank out, his demeanor would become sullen and withdrawn, and as stated earlier he
would not recall much of his journey. But he would manage to plan his wanderings and
figured out where he could get assistance.

He relied on the assistance of French

consulates about Europe, sometimes receiving financial aid or train passage home, to
some degree he learned to work the system. What brought on these wanderings is not
something to be discussed in detail here but as a child of eight he fell severely on his
head, but where we today have means of detecting injury, the medical knowledge of mid
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nineteenth century France could not determine if there was lingering or permanent
damage.
In the latter half of the nineteenth century there seemed to be an epidemic of
fugueurs who left their responsibilities and hit the road. Those studied by the medical
community tended to return home for how else could they have been studied? Ian
Hacking has suggested that this wandering condition did not die out but fugueurs in
later years were diagnosed with other conditions, schizophrenia or bi polar disorder
perhaps, so the label of fugueur has fallen into disuse.
Am I suggesting here that all of our travelers are fugueurs or dromomanians,
people who wandered off aimlessly or unconscious of where they were going or even of
what they left behind? Of course not for if all our travelers were like Albert Dadas we
would unlikely have any of their accounts for they could not have managed to leave us
any details. But I do suggest that most of these sojourners fall somewhere on the scale
of which Albert and others are the extreme. All were eager to travel taking advantage of
the opportunity for flight or to find independence and participating in what Ian Hacking
calls „pathological tourism.‟

Do we not all, and I am addressing myself and likely

yourself the reader, aim to get away for one reason or another? We return to and
accept our responsibilities and routines but we are already planning our next escape
before our plane touches the ground of our home airport. We are not to be diagnosed
with a disorder, but we are on the scale for the need to wander of which Albert Dadas
was an extreme example.
There is amongst us a mild madness.

This madness does not make us

dysfunctional, we all have jobs and professions to which we return, we have homes and
children that we maintain and raise with at least a moderate degree of responsibility.
We travel for escape, whether it is to achieve a goal, personal or with a wider purpose,
the fact remains that we are to some degree or another abandoning our responsibilities,
or at least believing that we are doing so. For the modern traveler we always return to
those responsibilities, the alternative is to die enroute.
I could quote without end the personal reasons people chose to travel, but I‟ll let
you search them out, I have left you their names and their works are readily available in
print or online.
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